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ABSTRACT

SEX-BASED DIFFERENCES IN THE WRITTEN 
COMPOSITION OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS AT 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

by Betty-Lou Waters

The purpose of this dissertation is to ascertain whether 
or not the sex of the writers of a set of sample themes could 
be identified and to discover the criteria which are or can 
be used to make such distinctions.

Sixty themes written by thirty male and thirty female, 
college-age, native speakers of English from Middle Tennessee 
State University were chosen as the sample. Typed, anonymous 
versions were turned over to a panel of five female and five 
male instructors of English at Middle Tennessee State Univer
sity with a variety of experience with freshman themes. The 
panel was asked to identify the sex of the writer of each 
theme. Portions of the sample were used with smaller groups, 
and those were referred to as mini-research projects.

The identifications of sex made by the respondents were 
compared to the actual sex of the writers. A chi square was 
computed which indicated that the number of correct identifi
cations of sex made by the panel was significant to a high 
degree (greater than .999). A two by two (2 x 2) Analysis
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of Variance was applied to the data which indicated that 
there was no interaction between the sex of the writers and 
the sex of the panel members.

Comments made by the panel members, ideas from related 
literature, and hunches from the researcher and her 
colleagues were applied to the thirty male and thirty female 
themes to discover which items could be used as reliable 
criteria for the identification of sex. Eight criteria were 
discussed in detail: (1) Sex-Based Interests, (2) Word
Choice, (3) Stereotyped Attitudes, (4) Organizational 
Principles, (5) Types of Comparisons, (6) Syntax, (7) Nature 
of Errors, and (8) Perspective and Tone. The discussions of 
the first seven criteria are largely analytic, but the dis
cussion of Criterion Eight is synthetic. All discussions are 
accompanied by specific examples from the sample themes. In 
this respect, special attention has been given to the themes 
about which the panel was unanimously correct.

All sixty themes and tables including all responses from 
all sources are presented in the appendices.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Often, women's writing is characterized by the statement 
"She writes like a woman." But what does it mean? Most 
people are not sure what they mean by "female" writing, but 
many claim that they can identify the sex of most writers.
The most commonly understood differences are in oral English, 
differences mostly phonetic and in the context of conversa
tions— differences which do not necessarily operate in the 
written language. Lexical differences in male and female 
conversations often disappear in the more formal written 
language (e.g., expletives--swear words for males, euphemisms 
for females). The written language is often sex marked by 
items which have nothing to do with how the writer uses the 
language, but rather in what the writer says— things which 
might not be linguistic in nature (e.g., references to one's 
sex, as son or daughter). Before a person can decide if she 
wants to "write like a woman" or if he wants to "write like 
a man," each person must know what marks writing as male 
or female. Sex-marking in written language is largely 
unconscious in writers, but the language can be examined to
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discover what identifies the sex of writer and on what basis 
readers will make such identification--and whether or not 
such identification is biased. The sex stereotypes against 
which a writer's work will be measured should be of interest 
to many writers, both female and male. Linguists, sociolo
gists, psychologists, other scholars, sexists, and feminists 
are trying to discover if stereotypes about written language 
are accurate, and if not, where and how they differ from the 
evidence provided by written samples of the language. Such 
are the concerns of this research.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is the purpose of this study to establish whether or 
not there are recognizable differences between the writings 
of males and the writings of females and to discover what 
these differences are if they do exist. Nine hypotheses are 
proposed. The first five deal with the identification of the 
sex of the writers:

Hypothesis 1. There are differences between the writings 
of males and females which enable persons familiar 
with language practices to determine, in a signifi
cant number of cases, the sex of the writers.

Hypothesis 2. Since neither female writing nor male
writing is inferior to the other, and since neither
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is a norm, there will not be a significant differ
ence in correct identification of either.

Hypothesis 3. Since in our culture there is much
linguistic interaction between the sexes, neither 
male nor female respondents will recognize a greater 
number of male or female writers.

Hypothesis 4. Respondents will be correct more often 
when they have the most confidence in their 
responses and less correct when they will be 
guessing.

Hypothesis 5. The more familiar a group is with the 
forms used the more likely it is that it will be 
correct.

The other four hypotheses deal with the differences which 
serve to identify the sexes:

Hypothesis 6. Subject matter items will provide differ
ences in use related to sex which will serve to 
identify the writings as male or female.

Hypothesis 7. Certain methods of composition will serve 
to identify the sex of the writers of some written 
samples.

Hypothesis 8. Certain errors will mark the samples as 
being written by either males or females.

Hypothesis 9. The overall perspective and tone of 
written compositions will be most accurate in 
determining sex of the writers.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

For the sake of clarity, the author of this research 
will refer to herself as the researcher so that the more 
traditional terms, the author and the writer, can be used 
exclusively to refer to the students who wrote the papers 
used in the research.

Papers, themes, and written compositions are the terms 
to be used to designate the sixty freshman compositions 
chosen as samples for the research (Appendix A). The term 
written composition is used to stress the differences between 
samples of language composed for the purpose of writing and 
those samples of language composed for oral expression or 
the composition of ideas in non-verbal expression.

Respondents refer to all persons asked, under controlled 
circumstances, to identify the sex of the writers of themes. 
The panel is the group of ten instructors in English (panel 
members) who attempted to identify the sex of the writers of 
sixty themes. Freshman respondents1 are the fifty-two fresh
men who attempted to identify the sex of the writers of ten 
of those themes. SAMLA/SECOL respondents  ̂ and History 477

1 Freshmen —  The responses were given to a special 
instrument without elaboration in two sections of English 102 
under Dr. Reza Ordoubadian and one section of English 102 
under Dr. William Wolfe, Middle Tennessee State University, 
November, 1975.

2 SAMLA/SECOL —  The responses were given during the 
reading of a paper by the researcher at a joint meeting of



respondents3 are those groups who attempted to identify the 
sex of the writers of two of the sixty themes. The last 
three groups of respondents are part of mini-re search 
projects which involve groups which are identified.

Correct Identification of Sex (CIS) is the term used for 
the statistical and numerical account of the relation of the 
responses and the actual sex of the writers.

Confidence Factors (CF) is the term used to note and 
compare the degree of confidence each respondent has in each 
response.

The term criteria refers to the eight groupings of 
similar items of analysis and description which can be used 
to compare and contrast the male and female themes. Each 
criterion is actually an area of investigation in which many 
indicators of male and female language can be discussed.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THIS STUDY

This study is divided into ten chapters. While each 
chapter contributes to the general concerns of the study as 
a whole, each chapter is a complete and integral discussion

the Southeastern Conference on Linguistics XIII and the South 
Atlantic Modem Language Association, Atlanta, Georgia, 
November, 197S.

® History *+77 —  The responses were given during the 
reading of a paper by the researcher to Dr. Patricia 
Sharber's section of History 477, "The American Woman,"
Middle Tennessee State University, December, 1975.
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of some phase of the study. Chapter titles are used to limit 
and define the concerns of each chapter.

Review of Related Literature
A sampling of related literature is presented in Chapter

II. Much of the literature reviewed in this chapter provides 
background information on the state of studies in women's 
language. Some of that information can be applied here. The 
review of related literature is, of necessity, selective; 
studies cited in other chapters in particular applications 
are not discussed in Chapter II.

Design of the Research
Chapter III describes the materials, subjects, 

respondents, and instruments used in the study. It explains 
the analytical procedures and the methods used to derive and 
apply the criteria. This chapter is an explanation of the 
design of the research project and does not include analysis.

Presentation and Analysis of Statistical Data
Chapter IV addresses the first five hypotheses. Data 

are presented and statistically analyzed to test the 
hypotheses with reference to male and female identifications 
by the different groups of respondents.
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Discussions of the Criteria
Chapters V through IX concern the criteria. The eight 

criteria are discussed in terms of the choices and comments 
of the respondents, the findings and speculations of the 
related literature, and the hunches of the researcher and her 
colleagues. The criteria are also discussed as they are 
reflected in the themes when the themes are examined with 
certain knowledge of the sex of the writers.

Introduction to the Criteria. Chapter V reviews the
development of the criteria, introduces the four chapters 
which involve the criteria, and suggests the main concerns 
of the discussions.

Criteria One, Two, and Three; Subject Matter. Chapter 
VI treats those criteria based on what is said in the themes
as opposed to how things are said. Criterion One is sex-based
interests, Two is word choice, and Three is stereotyped atti
tudes .

Criteria Four, Five, and Six; Methods of Description. 
Chapter VII includes organizational principles (Criterion 
Four), types of comparisons (Criterion Five)* and syntax.

Criterion Seven; Nature of Errors. Chapter VIII 
explains the standards used in the examination of errors in 
themes, the methods of grading the themes, and the types of 
errors identified.
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Criterion Eight: Perspective and Tone. Chapter IX
summarizes the details of operation of the first seven 
criteria within ten especially selected themes. These 
summaries introduce discussions of entire themes and provide 
a basis for the comparison of the themes in male-female 
pairs.

Summary and Conclusions. Chapter X, the final chapter, 
summarizes the findings of the research, with emphasis on 
their implications.



Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

INTRODUCTION

The literature on women's language is not readily avail
able material. Much of the work has been reported at state, 
regional, and national conventions but has not been published; 
some of these reports are available from their authors. Some 
work has been done as part of linguistic course work; and 
master's theses and doctoral dissertations are difficult to 
evaluate in abstracts. Dozens of articles have appeared in 
magazines to which most universities do not subscribe, 
because they are too far out of the scholarly mainstream.
Some articles have appeared in collections not purchased by 
most universities simply because the entire subject is in a 
sort of pedagogical and curricular limbo.

Women1s language is not listed as a topic in most card 
catalogues or indices; therefore, the method of locating 
information on women's language is a very personal one, 
involving direct contact with the pioneers in the field. 
Recognizing the difficulty of obtaining sources for studies 
of women's language, Barrie Thorne and Nancy Henley began 
what they called ". . . a  modest effort to pull together what
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we thought were very few published sources on language and 
sex."^ This effort took the form of an annotated bibliog
raphy which includes materials from psychology, sociology, 
education, and linguistics— as well as feminist studies. In 
this research, this annotated bibliography has been used when 
primary sources are unavailable, but every effort has been 
made to obtain the primary sources cited in the bibliography 
and those suggested by researchers in the field. In most 
cases the primary sources were used in the review of litera
ture, but some general comments about specific aspects of a 
few criteria are based on the annotated version presented by 
Thorne and Henley.

The review of literature will be made under five head
ings: (1) sexist grammar and vocabulary, (2) sex stereo
types, (3) differences in oral language, (H) language 
acquisition, and (5) differences in written language.

SEXIST GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Introduction
Language is the logical and intellectual frame for most 

communication. Since every idea does not fit into the frame

1 In the introduction to "Sex Differences in Language, 
Speech, and Nonverbal Communication: An Annotated Bibliog
raphy ,"Lan£uajje and Sex: Difference and Dominance, ed.
Barrie Thorne and Nancy Henley (Rowley, Massachusetts:
Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 1975), p. 207.
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of every language, each language limits expression in its own 
way. Some of the limitations are evident to all speakers.
In English, third person is marked for number and, in singu
lar, for gender. Since these distinctions are not made in 
first and second person and in third person plural, ambigu
ities sometimes arise. "You stop that!" spoken by a teacher 
to a particular student is often responded to by "Who, me?" 
because English is not specific in how you is to be applied. 
Speakers of English recognize the lack of number and gender 
in some pronouns because these distinctions are present in 
other English pronouns. Other languages make distinctions 
which the speakers of English do not usually consider.
Chinook distinguishes its pronouns according to present and 
past; Kwakiutl distinguishes between seen and unseen; some 
Indo-European and ancient Semitic languages have more than 
three persons in their pronouns. Many languages mark all 
nouns for gender. The lack of most of these distinctions is 
harmless. The lack of male and female markers and the uses 
of words with male markers for both sexes often result in 
the elimination of women from their general interpretation. 
Sexist grammar and vocabulary will be discussed under four 
headings: (1) generic terms, (2) alternatives to generic
terms, (3) words with male and female markers, and (4) 
socializing effects of definitions.
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Generic Terms
It has long been proposed that the masculine pronouns 

(he, him, his, himself) and certain masculine nouns (man, 
mankind, manpower, chairman) can refer to persons of 
either sex. In actual use, however, these "generic" uses 
tend to blot out females. Julia P. Stanley goes so far as 
to say, "On the basis of the linguistic evidence, there are, 
in fact, no generics in English. S i n c e  most "generic" 
nouns and pronouns have a male semantic feature in use which 
is opposite to the concept of generic, women are not included. 
Stanley says "when women move out of the semantic space 
reserved for them within our culture, we move into what I 
will call negative semantic space, that is, semantic space 
that does not exist."3 She explains, "When a woman occupies 
a professional position usually reserved for men, she does 
not move into the semantic space covered by the appropriate 
term. Instead, her anomalous position is marked by the addj^ 
tion of a special 'female marker.' For example, in referring 
to her, we feel comfortable only if we attached to the head 
noun a qualifying adjective that specifies that a woman

 ̂ Julia P. Stanley, "Prescribed Passivity: The Language
of Sexism," a paper delivered at Southeastern Conference on 
Linguistics XIII, Nashville, Tennessee, March 20-21, 1975.
See also Views on Language, ed. Reza Ordoubadian and Walburga 
Von-RafflerHEngeT (Murfreesboro, Tennessee: Inter-University
Publishing, 1975), p. 96.

3 Ibid.
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occupies a social position not ordinarily defined for her by
iithe culture." Some of the examples she gives are lady 

doctors, women lawyers, poetesses, and lady aviators.
Maija S. Blaubergs cites the following "non-generic 

usage[s] of the masculine form as a generic." She takes 
these from a variety of public writings, all published in 
1972 and 1973. These examples show that in context the 
supposedly generic use of the forms is actually male and 
not generic.

. . man's vital interests are life, food, access 
to females, etc."
". . . his back aches, he ruptures easily, his 
women have difficulties in childbirth. . .
"How does man see himself? As a salesman? A 
doctor? a dentist? As far as sexuality goes, 
the Kinsey reports on the activities of the Ameri
can male surely affect his self-image in this 
regard. . . ."
"The look that the native turns on the settler's 
town is a look of lust, a look of envy; it 
expresses his dreams of possession— all manner of 
possession: to sit at the settler's table, to
sleep in the settler's bed, with his wife, if 
possible."
"The peasant is a dependent. . . . Before he 
discovers his dependence he suffers. He lets off 
steam at home, where he shouts at his children, 
beats them, and despairs. He complains about his 
wife and thinks everything is dreadful."
"It was man's job to tame that wilderness, make 
it habitable, and exploit its riches. In the

4 Ibid.
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process of creating a place for himself and his 
family. . . ."5

Alternatives to Generic Terms
Three alternatives to the use of words which are sup

posed to be "generic” are (1) using other "generic" terms 
which do not carry obvious male markers, such as person and 
individual, (2) making new parallel female terms, and (3) 
inventing true generics.

Other generic terms. Blaubergs calls this alternative 
". . . change via circumvention."® She says, "The imple
mentation of this form of change involves the circumvention 
of sexism in language by eliminating gender-specific terms 
from usage and/or substituting neutral terms."7 Some of her 
suggestions include (1) using the plural so that the pronoun 
which follows and refers back to it will be plural and, 
therefore, not marked for gender (for example, "children must 
bring their books" instead of "each child must bring his 
book"); (2) using circumlocutions such as mail carriers for

5 Maija S. Blaubergs, "On 'The Nurse Was a Doctor,'" a 
paper delivered at Southeastern Conference on Linguistics
XIII, Nashville, Tennessee, March 21, 1975, p. 10. See also 
Views on Language, p. 92. Original sources were not available.

6 Maija S. Blaubergs, "Categorizations of the Proposed 
Changes in Sexism in Language," a revised version of the 
speech presented at Southeastern Conference on Linguistics
XIV, Atlanta, Georgia, November 7, 1975, p. 4.

7 Ibid.
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postmen and ordinary people for the common man; (3) using 
indefinites such as one; and (*0 eliminating unnecessary 
markings.® Elizabeth Burr, Susan Dunn, and Norma Farquhar 
agree that " . . .  modern sex-affiliated terms should be

Qeliminated." They are quite hopeful that other neutral 
terms will be widely accepted. They say, "The ending '-man* 
is, however, increasingly being replaced by '-person1 to 
form terms like 'chairperson.' The word 'salesperson' is 
already accepted, and other neutral terms will gain acceptance 
as the decisive influence of language on the attitudes and 
lives of people becomes more widely understood.

Stanley, however, cites thirteen examples which " . . .  

eliminate the possibility of [effectively using] even the 
more innocuous 'generics,' such as person, children, and 
individual."^  The five examples which follow demonstrate 
that these words which are supposed to refer to mixed groups 
refer to males only.

"Our people are the best gamblers in the galaxy.
We compete for power, fame, women." [Star Trek]

8 Ibid.
8 Elizabeth Burr, Susan Dunn, and Norma Farquhar, "Women 

and the Language of Inequality," Social Education, 36 (1972), 
844.

10 Ibid.
11 Stanley, p. 12; original version. See also Views on

Language, p. 106.
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"When I was going to school I spent most of my time 
talking to teachers and to their wives." [Edward 
Albee, in an interview, New Yorker, June 8, 1974, 
p. 29]
"We find that holders of the HA and MS who enter 
this Department do welT- in graduate work here.
Their application, like those of women, and of 
members of minority groups, are welcome." [Depart
ment of Psychology flyer, UT Knoxville]
"Even in the most serious of roles, such as that of 
surgeon, we yet find that there will be times when 
the full-fledged performer must unbend and behave 
simply as a male." [Coffman, Encounters, p. 140]
"This kind of equipment is to the home-craftsman 
what washing machines, dish washers, clothes dryers, 
etc., are to the housewife." [ W o o d w o r k i n g ] ^

Stanley concludes, "It is blatantly explicit that men, and
only men, are the referents intended by the writers and
speakers [quoted above]."13

New parallel female terms. Stanley suggests that 
". . . w e  mark gender in terms like chairwoman and chairman, 
spokeswoman and spokesman, saleswoman and salesman. S h e  

reasons, "What we have regarded as ♦neutral* terms, chair
person , spokesperson, salesperson only perpetuate the 
invisibility of women in occupations outside the home."*5 
Alleen Pace Nilson, on the other hand, states that " . . .

12 Ibid., p. 13. Sources are supplied by Stanley in the 
version published in Views on Language, p. 106. Original 
sources were unavailable.

13 Ibid., p. 14. 1U Ibid.
15 Ibid.
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the invention of specifically feminine terms such as chair
woman, freshwoman, spokeswoman, etc., has the opposite effect 
[that of not increasing awareness in the general public of 
the nature of generic terms] giving the impression that women 
cannot be included in any term incorporating a masculine 
marker.

True generics. There have been several suggestions for
true generics or neutral terms which would include men and
women equally. J. S. MacLeod and S. T. Silverman suggest

1 7"s/he and wo/men" for use in written language. Nancy
Faires Conklin cites the new forms te. or co for he and she.^®
Casey Miller and Kate Swift present another alternative for
which they present a convincing argument. They say:

Someone might come up with gen, as genesis and 
generic. With such a word, man could be used 
exclusively for males as woman is used for females 
for gen would include both sexes. Like the words 
deer and bison, gen would be both plural and

Alleen Pace Nilson, "The Correlation Between Gender 
and Other Semantic Features in American English," a paper 
read at Linguistic Society of America, December 28, 1973,
p. 10.

^  J. S. MacLeod and S. T. Silverman, from "You Won't 
Do": What Textbooks on ^  Government Teach High School 
Girls (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Know, Inc., 1973), cited
In Blaubergs, "Categorizations of the Proposed Changes in 
Sexism in Language," p. 8.

Nancy Faires Conklin, from "Toward a Feminist 
Analysis of Linguistic Behavior," The University of Michigan 
Papers in Women's Studies, 1, No. 1 (1974), 51-73, cited in 
Thorne and Henley, p. 225.
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singular. Like progenitor, progeny, and generation, 
it would convey continuity. Gen would express the 
warmth and generalized sexuality of generous, 
gentle, and genuine; the specific sexuality of 
genital and genetic. In the new family of gen, 
girls and boys would grow to genhood, and to speak 
of genkind would be to include all the people of the 
earth.

Words with Male and Female Markers
Alma Graham reports the findings of a computer study of 

children's textbooks. Through the computer the researcher 
discovered, "Overall, the ratio in schoolbooks of he to she, 
him to her, and his to hers was almost four to one. Even in 
home economics, the traditional preserve of the female, the 
he predominated by nearly two to one."2^

To combat the assertion that these references were 
generic, Graham examined 940 citations for he. She dis
covered " . . .  744 were applied to male human beings, 128 to 
male animals, and 36 to persons such as farmers and sailors 
who were assumed to be male. Only 32 referred to the 
unspecified singular subject. The conclusion was inescapable: 
the reason most of the pronouns in schoolbooks were male in
gender was because most of the subjects being written about

21were men and boys."

19 Casey Miller and Kate Swift, "One Small Step for 
Genkind," New York Times Magazine, April 16, 1972, p. 106.

20 Alma Graham, "The Making of a Nonsexist Dictionary," 
Ms, 2 (December 1973), p. 12.

21 Ibid.
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Graham also discovered that "Despite the preponderance 
of the words man and boy in textbooks, the word mother occurs 
more frequently than the word father, and the word wife is 
used three times as often as the word husband. Women, it 
would seem, are typecast in the supporting roles that refer

* OOto their relationships to men and children."
The dominance of male terms is not limited to school-

books. Nilsen "skimmed through" the 196  ̂College Edition of
Webster1s New World Dictionary and found five hundred words
with +male or +female markers. She found, "In overall numbers

2 3there were 385 masculine terms and 13 2 feminine ones."
Under occupational terms ". . . the ratio of masculine to

• 24 # +feminine words is almost five to one." Words with prestige
have " . . .  many more masculine markers than feminine markers.
The actual numbers were 18 feminine words and 108 masculine

2 5words." However, under words with negative connotations
7 6". . . feminine words outnumber masculine words."

Not only are there more words given with +male markers, 
but words with +male markers have definitions which occupy 
more space than their female equivalents. Muriel R. Schulz 
defends the dictionaries on this issue. She contends that

22 Ibid. 23 Nilsen, p. 2.
24 Ibid., p. 3. 25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
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this difference is ". . . inevitable, given the nature of
English. Terms associated with women tend to be narrow in
reference, being exclusively reserved for designating women
or womanly characteristics, while those for men are more
diverse, wide-ranging in reference, and are usually more
inclusive of both sexes, referring either to men or to the

2 7human race generally.” Schultz also recognizes that
”, . . the connotations of male and female terms differ
drastically. . . .  It is characteristic of English that
masculine terms are often more neutral or positive than

2 8corresponding female terms."

Socializing Effects of Definitions
Beyond their number of certain words and beyond their 

basic definitions, dictionaries, schoolbooks, and other 
written sources teach " . . .  separate sets of values, 
different expectations and divergent ideals . . ."to girls 
and boys.29 Schultz says, "The Third [Webster's Third New 
Intemational Dictionary] does socialize in its ascriptions 
of certain qualities to men and others to women in our 
society. In doing so, it presents a false picture of what

22 Muriel R. Schultz, "How Sexist Is Webster's Third?"
original version of paper which later appeared in Vis"a~Yis,
December 1974, p. 2.

28 Ibid., p. 3. 29 Graham, p. 13..
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a mam or woman actually is like, giving instead a stereo-
3 0typed or idealized version of masculinity and femininity."

Eliminating, or at least limiting, sexism in dictionaries 
is not an impossible task. Graham setB up the primary needs 
she sees in developing a wordbook for the American Heritage 
Publishing Company. She says, "If this [or any] new diction
ary were to serve elementary students without showing favor
itism to one sex or the other, an effort would have to be 
made to restore the gender balance. We would need more 
examples featuring females, and the examples would have to 
ascribe to girls and women the active, inventive, and 
adventurous human traits traditionally reserved for men and 
boys."31

In Graham's attempt to make a non-sexist dictionary, 
a ". . . new woman made her way from example to example 
establishing her priorities, aspirations and tastes. . . .
Her appearances in the dictionary were widely separated, of 
course. Her brothers and traditional sisters surround and 
outnumber her, example for example. But she had arrived and 
from A, where at abridge she quoted the 19th Amendment, to 
Z when 'she zipped down the hill on her sled,' her spirit, 
character, and credentials were never in doubt."32

30 Schultz, p. 11. 31 Graham, p. 13.
32 Ibid.
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Such avant-garde action as the development of the word
book for the American Heritage Publishing Company is ". . . 
only the barest beginning. Most schoolbooks still reflect 
the assumptions of our sexist society. As writers and 
teachers and parents, we have an obligation now to weigh our 
words, to examine them, and to use them with greater care.
Children of both sexes deserve equal treatment, in life and

3 3in language, and we should not offer them anything less.”
The presence of women on dictionary development editorial 

boards is important because, as Haig A. Bosmajian demonstrates, 
women have been forced into submission because they have 
allowed men to define them. Bosmajian says that " . . .  the 
'liberation' of women, the eradication of the sexual 
subject-master relationship, will have to be accompanied with 
a conscious effort on the part of women to allow themselves

3iito be defined by men no longer." The author of this article 
is hopeful that women can accomplish this because " . . .  
recent experience has demonstrated that a 'minority group' 
intent on defining itself and eradicating the language that 
has, in part, been used to maintain inequalities, injustices, 
and subjugation can effect changes in language behavior. The 
blacks who have no longer allowed themselves to be defined

33 Ibid., p. 16.
31* Haig A. Bosmajian, "The Language of Sexism," Etc;

A Review of General Semantics, 2U (1972), 305.
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by the whites are a freer people. Women need to do the 
same."36

Whether or not women will be able to redefine themselves 
and whether or not the sexist bias of grammar and vocabulary 
can be eliminated remains to be seen. Some attempts have 
been made by some women's magazines. Cosmopolitan is sup
posed to be for the "liberated” woman, but Cheris Kramer 
says that Cosmopolitan's image of a woman ". . . is of the 
woman as catering to male ideas of what a female should be 
like."36

SEX STEREOTYPES

Schultz has already been quoted as saying that dictionary 
definitions give ". . . a  stereotyped or idealized version of 
masculinity and feminity . . . ,"37 but dictionaries are not 
the only sources and reflections of sex stereotypes. The 
influence of schoolbookB has already been mentioned and will 
be discussed again under language acquisition later in this 
chapter.

In summarizing the literature concerning the operation 
of stereotypes in social interaction, Kramer cites J. C.

35 Ibid.
qe Cheris Kramer, "Stereotypes of Women's Speech: The

Word from Cartoons," Journal of Popular Culture, 8 (197H),
625.

37 Schultz, p. 11.
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Brigham*8 review of literature dealing with ethnic stereo
types. One conclusion she cites is "the problem of 
methodology."38 She explains that requiring subjects to 
". . . pick out adjectives that are 'typical' or 'untypical'
of each group may, [as] Brigham reasons, force participants

39into thinking in generalizations."
Kramer tries to solve this problem by providing her 

subjects with a ". . . series of scales, each ranging from 
0 to 100, representing 0 to 100 percent."4  ̂ The items Kramer 
used in her study were taken from ". . . the responses of 10 
females and 10 males from each of the seven population groups 
who were asked to list, in free response, differing speech 
characteristics of female and male (everyday) speech."4*
The subjects then rated each item taken from the lists pro
vided by the first respondents. Kramer concludes that "These 
results, taken as a whole, strongly demonstrate that male and
female speech characteristics are differentially stereotyped

42by both men and women in our culture."

38 J. C. Brigham, from "Ethnic Stereotypes," Psycho
logical Bulletin, 76 (1971), 15-38, cited in Kramer, "Female 
andMale Perception of Female and Hale Speech," a paper 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological 
Association, San Francisco, August 25-2 9, 1975, p. 2.

O Q  "»Kramer, "Female and Male Perception of Female and 
Male Speech," p. 3.

40 Ibid. 41 Ibid., p. 8.
42 Ibid., p. 11.
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She cites the following traits as being seen by the 
subjects as more representative of male speech: " . . .
demanding voice, deep voice, boastful, use swear words, 
dominating speech, loud speech, show anger rather than con
cealing it, straight to the point, militant speech, use slang, 
authoritarian speech, forceful speech, lounge and lean back
while talking, aggressive speech, blunt speech, sense of

u 3humor in speech."
The following traits are seen as more representative of 

female speech: " . . .  enunciate clearly, high pitch, use
hands and face to express ideas, gossip, concern for listener, 
gentle speech, fast speech, talk about trivial topics, wide 
range in rate and pitch, friendly speech, talk a lot, 
emotional speech, use many details, smooth speech, open and 
self-revealing speech, enthusiastic speech, smile a lot when 
talking, good grammar, polite speech, jibberish."44

However, Kramer cautions the reader that "These stereo
typed characteristics mentioned above do not, of course, 
necessarily correspond to actual differences in the speech 
of females and males, that is, differences which might be 
found through the study of the actual speech behavior of men 
and women. But as indicated above, the stereotypes, the 
beliefs held by the participants about the speech of women 
and men, have an importance of their own."1*5

43 Ibid., p. 13. 44 Ibid. 45 Ibid.
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In an earlier study Kramer asked college students to 
determine the sex of speakers in over three hundred cartoon 
captions. She found that " . . .  the sex of the speaker of 
more than three-fourths of the cartoon captions was clearly 
stereotyped [by the respondents]."46

The attributes of the speakers stereotyped as females 
are: " . . .  ineffective and restricted [speech]. It cannot
deal forthrightly with a number of topics, such as finance 
and politics, which have great importance in our culture.
It cannot be spoken in as many different places as men's 
speech. Women's speech is weaker than men's speech in
emphasis; there are fewer uses of exclamations and curse

U 7 •words." When the respondents explained how they deter
mined the sex of the speakers of the captions they ". . . 
characterized the stereotyped women's speech as being stupid, 
naive, gossipy, emotional, passive, confused, concerned, 
wordy, and insipid."48

Men's language, on the other hand, is characterized as 
". . . concerned with 'important' aspects of our society 
. . . logical, literal, businesslike, sparse (although 
sprinkled with curse words), concise, harsh, unfeeling, [and]

48 Kramer, "Stereotypes of Women's Speech: The Word
from Cartoons," p. 626.

47 Ibid. 48 Ibid.
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49in control." In another article Kramer calls sex stereo
types . . a  folk-linguistics of women's speech, a body of 
folklore about female language that permeates popular jokes
and stories."50

Helen White Streicher found that stereotypes permeated
television cartoons. She says:

In general, cartoon females were less numerous 
than males, made fewer appearances, had fewer 
lines, played fewer "lead roles," were less active, 
occupied many fewer positions of responsibility, 
were less noisy, and were more preponderantly 
juvenile than males. Mothers worked only in the 
house; males did not participate in housework. In 
many activities in which girls showed some form of 
skill (e.g., cheerleading), their performance was 
duplicated by a dog or other pet. Other stereo
types appeared. The female who really had a lot 
of lines was Maid Marian, Robin Hoodnick'B girl, 
who was constantly nagging, complaining, wanting, 
talking, until someone put a bag over her head.®*
Streicher also has observed and analyzed the television

commercials which accompanied the cartoons. She limits her
discussion to the actors in the commercials:

In ads for consumables (candy, cereal, drinks), 
boys outnumbered girls more than three to one as 
onstage actors; announcers were male. When the 
consumables themselves had a gender, they were 
male--even bubble bath is Mr. Bubbles. Girls 
did not appear in ads for action toys (planes, 
cars, etc.) or even in cereal ads which offered

1+9 Ibid., p. 629.
Cheris Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," Psychology Today, 

8 (June, 1974), 83.
Helen White Streicher, "The Girls in the Cartoons," 

Journal of Communication, 24 (Spring 1974), 127.
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such toys as premiums. Announcers were male. The 
formula for riding toys was one girl, two boys, 
male announcer. For board games, it was two boys, 
two girls, male announcer. Only in the doll and 
appliance world were girls overrepresented. (This 
category did not include boy dolls, where the doll 
itself is secondary to the action or the game.)
Only one boy appeared in these "female-type" ads: 
she as the cooky baker, he as the cooky taker.
The announcers were usually, but not always, 
female; in some ads, a doll inspired a male chorus 
to celebrate her in s o n g . ^ 2

These advertisements obviously function to perpetuate sex
stereotypes.

Paul Rozenkrantz, Helen Bee, Susan Vogel, Inge Broverman
and Donald M. Broverman examined the extent to which " . . .
sex-role stereotypes . . . influence the self concepts of

5 3men and women." Their method of obtaining their stereo
types was similar to Kramer’s method described earlier, as 
was the method for accepting items from the lists as stereo
typed (75 percent or better agreement). While they do not 
list the items stereotyped as male and female, they report 
that "Despite the professed and legal equality of sexes, both 
men and women agree that a greater number of the character
istics and behaviors stereotypically associated with 
masculinity are more socially desirable than those associated

52 Ibid.
5 3 Paul Rozenkrantz, Helen Bee, Susan Vogel, Inge 

Broverman and Donald M. Broverman, "Sex-Role Stereotypes and 
Self-Concepts in College Students," Journal of Consulting and 
Clinical Psychology, 32 (1968), 287.
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5iiwith femininity." They also reported that " . . .  the
self-concepts of men and women are very similar to the
respective stereotypes. In the case of the self-concepts
of women this means, presumably, that women also hold

55negative values of their worth relative to men."
Sex stereotypes affect any study of male and female 

language because they function in all identifications of 
language as male or female; and, since they affect 
self-concepts, they also function in the speech and writing 
of the subjects studied.

DIFFERENCES IN ORAL LANGUAGE

The differences in Oral Language falls into three 
categories: (1) phonetic, (2) conversational, and (3)
lexical.

Phonetic Differences
Thorne and Henley devote an entire section of their

56annotated bibliography to phonology. Eleven articles are 
cited under "Phonetic Variants." The rest of the section is 
entitled "Suprasegmentals." Four articles are listed under 
the subheading "General"; seven are listed under "Pitch";

5U Ibid., 293. 55 Ibid.
Thorne and Henley, Section III* "Phonology," 

pp. 238-2H7.
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five under "Intonation"! and two under "Speech Intensity." 
Since phonetic differences have no effect or influence on 
written language, they will not be discussed here.

Conversational Differences
Sheryle B. Eubanks studied fifteen conversations of

pairs of males and females. Each pair was given a list of
topics to discuss and told " . . .  that they were being taped

5 7for a study of conversational patterns." She found that
11. . . the male clearly dominated the talking time in ten of
the conversations. The talking time proved to be about equal

5 8in [the other] five." Most of the conversations were 
clearly initiated (eleven out of fifteen) and terminated 
(nine out of fifteen) by males. Females used (rhetorical) 
tag questions (both spoken and implied by intonation) which 
". . . beg for confirmation by the male."®® Females also 
made more " . . .  rewarding remarks . . . [which] took on the 
form of practically cooing in the background, with remarks

e nlike 'yes,1 'uh-huh,* 'urn..m.*" The experiments reported
C Tby Lynette Hirschman had similar results. Don H. Zimmerman

Sheryle B. Eubanks, "Sex-Based Language Differences:
A Cultural Reflection," in Views on Language, p. 113.

58 Ibid., p. 114. 59 Ibid., p. 115. 60 Ibid.
C 1 Lynette Hirschman, "Female-Male Differences in Con

versational Interaction," a paper presented at the Annual 
Linguistic Society of America Meeting, San Diego, December
1973; and "Analysis of Supportive and Assertive Behavior in
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and Candance West examined the number of interruptions and
overlaps in conversations recorded in public places in a
university community. In male-female conversations they
found that ". . . virtually all the interruptions and over-

6 2laps are made by male speakers." These conversational 
differences cannot transfer to written English, but some of 
the attitudes reflected by them might apply.

Lexical Differences
It has long been known that the speech of men and women 

differs in many languages. Many very old studies are still 
cited in contemporary discussions. Peter Trudgill refers to
what he calls the ". . . classic example of linguistic sex

6 3differentiation." He describes this example, "It was often 
reported that when Europeans first arrived in the Lesser 
Antilles in the seventeenth century and made contact with the 
Carib Indians who lived there, they discovered that the men

C aand women * spoke different languages.'" The accounts of

Conversations," a paper presented at Linguistic Society of 
America Meeting, Amherst, Massachusetts, July 28, 1974.

c j Don H. Zimmerman and Candance West, "Sex Roles, 
Interruptions and Silences in Conversation," Language and 
S6X) p. 115.

63 Peter Trudgill, Sociolinguisticst An Introduction 
(Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, Inc. ,“T974), p. 8&.

64 Ibid.
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the differences were probably exaggerated, but there were 
real and distinct differences in the vocabulary available to 
men and to women. Trudgill explains, "The men and women, 
that is, did not speak different languages. Rather they 
spoke different varieties of the same language--the differ
ences were lexical only."65 Over fifty years ago, Henry T. 
Moore noted fragments of conversations on Broadway and 
examined word choices which reflected the interests of the 
speakers.66 M. H. Landis and H. E. Burtt made a similar

c *7study two years later. Both studies concluded that men 
spoke most about business while women spoke more about men 
and clothes. More recently, Robin Lakoff notes another 
lexical difference: "Women are allowed to make far more
precise discrimination in naming colors than men do. Words 
like mauve, beige, ecru, aquamarine, lavender, and so on 
are unremarkable in a woman's active vocabulary, but largely 
absent from that of most men . . . fine discriminations of 
this sort are relevant to women's vocabularies, but not to 
men's, to men who control most of the interesting affairs

65 Ibid., p. 86.
66 Henry T. Moore, "Further Data Concerning Sex Differ

ences," Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 17 (1922), 210-214.
6 7 M. H. Landis and H. E. Burtt, "A Study of Conversa

tions," Journal of Comparative Psychology, 4 (1924), 81-89.
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e qof the world, such distinctions are trivial--irrelevant.11
Other articles annotated in the Thorne-Henley bibliography

6 9contain additional sex-linked lexical items. Since lexical 
choices are made in written English as well as in conversa
tions, these findings also apply to written compositions. 
Specific sex-linked lexical items used in compositions will 
be discussed in Chapter VI.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

This topic will be discussed under four headings: (1)
language development, (2) pre-school sex-role development,
(3) elementary school sex-role development, and (4) continu
ing sex-role development.

Language Development
Dorothea McCarthy says, "There has appeared in the 

literature considerable evidence indicating that American 
white boys are slightly later than girls in practically all 
aspects of language which show developmental trends with 
a g e . W h i l e  she admits that " . . .  these differences

Robin Lakoff, "You Are What You Say," Ms, 3 (July 
1974), 65.

g  Q Thorne and Henley, Section IIB, "Sex Differences in 
Word Choice, Syntactic Usage and Language Style," pp. 228-238.

70 Dorothea McCarthy, "Some Possible Explanations of Sex 
Differences in Language Development and Disorders," Journal 
of Psychology, 35 (1935), 155.
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71seldom are statistically significant," she claims that 
". . . the careful observer cannot ignore the amazing con
sistency with which these small differences appear in one

72investigation after another."
One explanation she offers is that ". . . the usual

environmental situation in our culture is somewhat different
for the boy infant than for the girl infant. Children of
both sexes are usually cared for by, and have the constant
companionship and speech model of, the mother. This
experience in early language development is likely to be
more satisfying for the girl than for the boy infant as she

7 3identifies more readily with the mother."
She continues to explain that even if the boy infant

has a constant male model, he, in his efforts to imitate his
model, has problems. "When he does hear the father's speech
and tries to imitate it . . . the tremendous difference in
voice quality of the adult male whose voice has changed with
the attainment of maturity and the small high-pitched voice
of the boy infant certainly must make the echo-reaction stage

74much less satisfying for the male infant."
McCarthy says cultural biases about the sex-related 

nature of play also work against the boy child. She continues,

71 Ibid. 72 Ibid., 156.
73 Ibid. 74 Ibid.
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"In our culture, the boy Is encouraged in active games, and
even at the nursery age, when he is acquiring language skill,
he is sent outdoors to play more than the girl. ThiB
separates him from further adult linguistic stimulation.
Boys are also more likely to engage in play with blocks and

75wheel toys and objects low in conversational value."
She points out that, conversely, cultural biases con

cerning the nature of play work to the linguistic advantage 
of the female child. She says, "Girls on the other hand are 
encouraged in indoor play with dolls, household toys, and 
table-play which have been shown to be of high conversation 
value. . . . Girls too are more likely to be permitted 
around the kitchen and other centers of household activity, 
and thus to have more constant adult attention. Girls are 
then more likely to be found within question-asking range of
the mother and thus are more likely than their brothers to

76enjoy maternal contact and linguistic stimulation."
Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth Ritzman studied the speech of 

seventy-three preschool children and discovered that " . . .  

the present findings with regard to sex differences in 
verbosity and vocabulary indicate that girls tend quite con
sistently to surpass the boys, but not to a degree that is 
statistically significant. In the matter of size of active

75 Ibid., 157. 76 Ibid.
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vocabulary in relation to loquacity, there are no conspicuous
7 7or reliable differences."

Louise Cherry changes verbose to talkative and asserts,
"How talkative you are depends on how you are 'allowed' to

7 ftbe in particular conversations." However, the results of 
the study did not indicate that teachers "allowed" girls to 
take more turns talking than boys, or vice-versa.

The existence of sex differences in the language of 
children and the nature of those that might exist is a source 
of much controversy.

Pre-School Sex-Role Development
Selma Greenberg says, "It's not that children [pre

schoolers] are assimilating these messages [of sex-role 
stereotypes] from the world around them— the concepts of 
masculinity and femininity are being driven into their heads!

7 Q ( tThe nursery school years are crucial." After reviewing 
common sexist nursery school practices and sexiBt bulletin 
boards and picture books, Merle Froschl asks, "Is it any

7 7 Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth Ritzman, "Aspects of 
Language Development: The Growth of Loquacity and Vocabu
lary," Child Development, 9 (September 1938), 25U,

Louise Cherry, "Teacher-Child Verbal Interaction:
An Approach to the Study of Sex Differences," Language and 
Sex, p. 174.

Selma Greenberg, quoted by Merle Froschl, in "It's 
Never Too Early: Sex-Role Stereotyping in the Preschool
Years," Colloquy, 6 (November 1973), 16.
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wonder, then, that children are already locked into conven
tional roles when they arrive in kindergarten? And the older 
they are, the harder it is to get them thinking differ
ently."®^ Vicki Breitbart claims that " . . .  children as
young as two years of age already know what roles are

81'appropriate' for men and women."
Michael Lewis reports that " . . .  from what we know of 

common experience it is apparent that even before the child 
is born, and certainly after, parents, friends, and community 
respond to that child in a sex-differential fashion. The 
characteristic most attended and responded to is the sex of 
the infant. Perhaps this is best demonstrated by the 
exclamation of the newborn's parent when he/she says,
*1 have a girl (boy),' not 'It's a healthy baby.'"®^

Parents' differences in reaction based on sex are 
apparent in the way they treat their infants. Lewis says, 
"Observation of parents' behavior toward their infants from 
the earliest ages— within the first three weeks of life or 
within the first twelve weeks--reveals that the types of

80 Froschl, 17.
81 Vicki Breitbart, "Discussion Guide for Sugar and 

Spice, a Film about Non-Sexist Education," (New York: (Tdeon 
Films, Inc., 197*0, p. 2.

Michael Lewis, "Parents and Children: Sex-Role
Development," School Review, 80 (1972), 232.
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parental attachment behavior directed toward the infants
8 3varies as a function of the infants’ sex.”

During most of the first two years of an infant1s life, 
females in our culture are touched, held, rocked, kissed, 
and so on, more than males. This aids in a sex-role develop
ment which responds to society's need to categorize humans by 
sex. Lewis's findings indicate that 11. . . in social inter
personal relationships, women in our society have more

8 4freedom of action and more available choices." This
freedom might not be socially advantageous. In fact, Lewis
states, "In a society where competition is extremely
important, proximal and feeling behaviors may be dis- 

85advantageous."

Elementary School Sex-Role Development
Carol Jacobs and Cynthia Eaton best define the problem 

in elementary school and in fact in all schooling. They say, 
"The subject of sexism in schools is becoming a major concern 
of people interested in child development. There is growing 
awareness of the damage done to individual growth by 
channeling people into narrow roles according to sex. School 
is only one facet of a child's world which contributes to 
stereotyping. However, because a large portion of a young

83 Ibid., 234. 8U Ibid., 238.
85 Ibid., 239.
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person's life is spent in the classroom (10,000 hours by the
time he or she graduates from high school), the messages

8 6transmitted to the child in school carry much weight."
Lynne B. Iglitzin questioned fifth graders to discover 

their sex stereotyping of career and employment patterns, 
home and family, and views of the future. Iglitzin con
cludes, "This study indicated that the degree of traditional 
sex stereotyping of the major social roles is very strong by 
the fifth grade."87

Ruth E. Hartley and Armin Klein found similar results 
in a study of eight- and eleven-year-old girls and boys.
They say, "Behaviors related to child care, care of the 
house, and of clothes and food, were assigned to women. 
Behaviors related to the manipulation of the physical 
environment, machine, transportation, the structure of a 
house, many kinds of recreation, and most kinds of occupation 
were assigned to men."®®

To determine the relationship between perceived sex 
stereotyping and self-concept, the girls were asked in a

86 Carol Jacobs and Cynthia Eaton, "Sexism in the 
Elementary School," reprinted from Today's Education, NEA 
Journal, n.d., n.p.

87 Lynne B. Iglitzin, "A Child's-Eye View of Sex Roles," 
reprinted from Today's Education, NEA Journal, n.d., n.p.

88 Ruth E. Hartley and Armin Klein, "Sex Role Concepts 
Among Elementary-School-Age Girls," Marriage and Family 
Living, 21 (February 1959), 60.
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separate inventory to show what they wanted to do when they 
"grew up." Hartley and Klein found that " . . .  these female 
subjects did not want to do the things which they had per
ceived as appropriate for men, and they liked, for the most
part, the prospect of doing the things which they thought

89were for women."
The Task Force on Elementary School Textbooks from

Kalamazoo shows that ”. . .  textbooks of all content areas
consistently separate people into two rigidly defined molds
which provide unfair and distorted stereotyped role models

9 0for both boys and girls." The sex roles offered to girls
in the texts studied is ". . . one of passivity, dependence,

91imcompetence, emotionalism and above all domesticity."
The textbook male is no more realistic, ”. . .  though he is
more multi-dimensional than his female counterpart, he is
provided with an almost impossible to achieve

92superboy/superman role model."
Many studies have been made of elementary school text

books. Feminists on Children's Media have published an
9 3annotated bibliography of such studies and reviews. In

89 Ibid.
9® Committee to Study Sex Discrimination in the 

Kalamazoo Public Schools, "Report of the Elementary School 
Textbooks Task Force," Summary, February 12, 1973.

91 Ibid. 92 Ibid.
99 Feminists on Children's Media, "Sexism in Children's 

Books: A Bibliography," revised September 1974.



addition to the studies of textbooks, the bibliography 
includes studies on fairy tales, picture books, fiction, and 
general materials.

Continuing Sex-Role Development
Betty Levy found that, as in elementary schools, "The

same male-dominated authority structure, sex-segregated
courses and programs, and sex typing in textbooks is also

gufound at the secondary school level." She also found that
11. . . teacher's attitudes supplement and reinforce the

95institutional sexism of high schools."
Esther Matthews and David V. Tiedeman explore " . . .  the

effects of attitude toward career and marriage upon the
96developing life styl6 of a young woman." They suggest,

"Attitudes can influence decisions; decisions can be followed
97by actionsj actions define life style." They conclude,

"Our results indicate that the life style of the young woman
is definitely related to her attitudes toward career and

9 9marriage." Although the sex-role of individuals begins

9l* Betty Levy, "Do Teachers Sell Girls Short?" reprinted
from Today's Education, NEA Journal, n.d., n.p.

95 Ibid.
98 Esther Matthews and David V. Tiedeman, "Attitudes

Toward Career and Marriage and the Development of Life Style
in Young Women," Journal of Counseling Psychology, 11 (196*0,
375.

97 Ibid. 98 Ibid., 383.
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to develop early, these studies indicate that it continues 
to develop into young adult life.

DIFFERENCES IN WRITTEN LANGUAGE
*

Robin Lakoff asserts that "another problem with many
tests that have been made for recognition of 'women's
language' is that they have depended on written language

99[emphasis added]." Lakoff does not cite specifically even 
one of the many tests. She does attack an unspecified study 
of freshman compositions by saying: "In particular, freshman
composition style is notorious for its awkward fd‘?hiality, 
owing to uneasiness in writing, and is the last place one 
would look for personal characterization, indicative of the 
writer's feeling of comfortable rapport with the potential 
r e a d e r . A l b e i t  that this may be the "last place to 
look," an examination of the sixty composition themes 
included here in Appendix A will show little " . . .  awkward 
formality" and many evidences of a "comfortable rapport with 
the potential reader." Lakoff might have been referring 
only to analytical themes in which freshmen, unfamiliar with 
the genre, might evidence more awkwardness and formality than 
in descriptive themes.

Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman's Place (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1975), p. 58.

100 Ibid., p. 59.



Kramer studied written descriptions and " . . .  found none 
of the differences that are supposed to e x i s t . K r a m e r ' s  

samples were descriptions of two black and white photographs. 
Such specificity eliminated all subject matter olues. The 
use of black and white photographs eliminated all references 
to color. Photographs frame reality and therefore can elimi
nate the need for an invented personal perspective. Kramer
used a panel of English majors to ". . . assign paragraphs to

10 2male or female authors." Students, even English majors, 
are not as familiar with written compositions aB instructors 
of English. They have not been exposed to as many samples 
and would not be as likely to make distinctions based on 
actual differences rather than on their stereotyped expecta
tions. Kramer admits " . . .  differences in written work might 
show up under other circumstances,"^-®3 and the themes in 
Appendix A are examples written under "other circumstances."

CONCLUSIONS

While only some of the related literature is closely 
tied to the concerns of this research, all of the literature 
contributes something to the foundation necessary for the 
understanding and evaluation of sex-based differences in the 
English language.

101 Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," p. 85.
102 Ibid. 103 Ibid.



Chapter III

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH 

THE WRITTEN COMPOSITIONS

Introduction
There are three freshman composition courses at Middle 

Tennessee State University, English 101, 102, and 103.
English 101 is a basic composition course designed to help 
students with an American College Testing (ACT) standard 
English score of 18 or below to improve their communication 
skills. The first concern of this course is how to write a 
good sentence. Then careful consideration is given to the 
construction of a well formed paragraph. Finally, considera
tion is given to the development of themes of 150 to 300 
words. Since descriptive themes are assigned by instructors 
at various times in the semester, themes from different 
sections vary in length.

English 102 is a second semester composition course for 
students who pass English 101 and the first semester composi
tion course for students with an ACT score of 19 or above. 
Less time is spent in English 102 on fundamental elements of 
sentence and paragraph construction. Most of the themes 
written in English 102 are expository, argumentative, and
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analytical. However, many instructors do assign a descrip
tive theme as one of the first themes of the semester.

English 103 is only for students whose first semester 
of composition was 102. English 103 features more intensive 
experience in the writing of argumentative, analytic, and 
research-based papers. Descriptive themes are seldom written 
in 103.

Procedure in Collecting Sample Themes
In April, 1975, some instructors of spring semester 

sections of English 101 and 102 were asked if they had 
assigned a theme describing a place or thing. Instructors 
who would be used as panel members later in the research were 
not included in the collection of themes. Descriptive themes 
submitted by the instructors were examined. Themes were 
eliminated only if they contained specific references to sex. 
For example, one theme was entitled, "My Favorite Place Is in 
My Boyfriend's Arms." Another said, "When I was a boy. . . ." 
Another writer remarked, "I was his sister."

Themes chosen at this point were taken to the instructors 
under whom they were written. Those teachers were asked to 
eliminate "non-college-age students" and students who were 
not "native speakers of English." Since names were not con
clusive evidence of sex, the teachers were then asked to 
identify the sex of the writers of the selected themes.
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Release forms were given to the students whose themes 
could be used in this study. A few students refused to sign 
release forms and their themes were eliminated. The release 
forms stated: "I, ______________________, give my full per
mission to Ms. Betty-Lou Waters to use my theme folder in
English ___, Section ____ , Spring 197 5, to do research for
her doctoral dissertation and utilize it in any way that she 
chooses."

The themes of the first thirty males and females to 
return signed release forms were chosen as the sixty themes 
to be used in the study. The terms written compositions and 
themes will hereafter refer only to the sixty themes so 
chosen.

Description of the Writers
The written compositions used in this research were 

written by sixty different students who were enrolled in 
either English 101 or English 102 at Middle Tennessee State 
University during the spring semester of 1975. There were 
thirty male writers and thirty female writers. Forty were 
enrolled in English 101 and twenty in English 102.

Most of the instructors used their own judgment to inter
pret "college-age." Those teachers who asked for something 
more precise were told 18 to 22 years old. It should be 
noted that the age limit is approximate, since it was not
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precisely defined and since in most cases the instructors did 
not know the exact ages of their students.

Middle Tennessee State University has many foreign 
students who have considerable difficulty with the English 
language. This did not affect the study, however, since 
instructors were asked to eliminate the papers of writers 
who were not ’’native speakers of English.”

Preparation of the Written Compositions for the Panel
The sixty themes were placed in alphabetical order 

according to the last names of the writers and numbered 
accordingly. Since the themes were arranged alphabetically, 
there was only a random pattern in relation to the male and 
female papers. It was decided that the themes should be 
typewritten to avoid handwriting clues.

The theme number was typed in the upper left-hand corner 
of the typed copy of each theme. The title was typed at the 
top of the theme. If there were two titles, both appeared 
where they had in the original. If there was no title,
"[NO TITLE]" was typed at the top. All themes were typed 
exactly as they had appeared originally. No corrections were 
made. The themes were single spaced and only one theme was 
typed on each page. Since the themes were written at various 
times in the semester for different teachers, in two courses, 
in responses to various assignments, and with different
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purposes, they did vary considerably in length. The panel 
was advised of these circumstances so that the length of the 
themes would not be a factor in their judgment. The sixty 
themes in their typed forms appear in Appendix A.

SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PANEL

Ten instructors who taught freshman composition courses 
at Middle Tennessee State University were chosen for the 
experiment. Five are female, five male; three have PhD's, 
one has a DA. The others are full-time faculty members with 
at least a master's degree.

All the instructors on the panel are familiar with 
freshman compositions, since all have taught freshman English 
for a number of years. However, the number of years' 
experience for the members of the panel varied. As the panel 
members had not participated in the selection of themes, none 
of the themes had been written by students who were then in 
the classes of the panel members.

THE INSTRUMENT USED BY THE PANEL

Each panel member was given a packet containing the 
sixty typed themes and the instrument to be used in the 
experiment. The instrument consisted of four pages.
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The Cover Letter
Page one of the instrument is a cover letter addressed 

to the panel members and dated May 2, 1975.
The first paragraph describes the themes, the conditions 

under which they were written, and the students who wrote 
them. Information is presented which accounts for the 
variety in lengths and purposes.

Paragraph two gives the directions for the first part 
of the research. The panel members are instructed to circle 
either "M" or "F" to indicate their choice of either male or 
female writer for each theme. They are advised that there 
is no provision for "don't know."

Paragraph three explains the second part of the panel's 
instructions, which involves assigning a level of confidence 
to each decision. The three available choices are "C" for a 
conscious decision based on something specific noted in the 
theme, "I" for an intuitive decision, and "WG" for a wild 
guess.

Paragraph four requests comments about the reasons for 
the panel's decisions. While the panel is encouraged to 
account for their decisions, the nature and length of the 
comments is left up to the individual panel member's discre
tion. The panel is especially requested to account for 
decisions as reactions to (1) word choice, (2) syntax, (3) 
use of idiom and metaphor, (4) nature of errors, or (5) a
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combination of these. Reactions to those points not listed 
are also encouraged.

The entire cover letter appears in Appendix B.

The Body of the Instrument
The body of the instrument consists of three pages. At 

the top of each page there is a provision for the name of the 
panel member. At the top of the right-hand side of each page 
is the word "COMMENTS" and the rest of the right-hand side is 
blank.

On the left-hand side of each page are numbered 
responses. Page two has numbers 1 through 24} page three,
25 through 48; and page four, 49 through 60. On each of the 
sixty lines after the number there appear five responses.
The first response is "M" for male and the second response is 
"F" for female. The panel was asked to circle either "M" or 
"F." The third response is "C" for a conscious decision, 
the fourth response is "I" for an intuitive decision, and the 
final response is "WG" for a wild guess. Each panel member 
was asked to circle either "C," "I," or "WG." Therefore, 
each panel member circled two of the five responses on each 
of the sixty lines. The body of the instrument appears in 
Appendix B.
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PROCEDURES OF ANALYSIS

Statistical Analysis of the Panel Responses
A key was made giving the correct identification of the 

sex of each writer. The responses of each panel member were 
checked against the key and each panel member was given a 
Correct Identification of Sex score. Individual scores for 
Correct Identification of Sex for panel members were compared, 
and then the scores for the female panel members were compared 
to the scores for the male panel members.

A master list of the six hundred responses (sixty by 
each of the ten panel members) was completed, and the Correct 
Identification of Sex for the six hundred responses was com
pared to chance through a chi square. Then, from the master 
list a Correct Identification of Sex score for each theme was 
created.

The master list was then modified to include the Confi
dence Factor responses. The three possible responses were 
assigned numerical values. Conscious decision (C) has been 
assigned three points, intuitive decision (I) has been 
assigned two points, and wild guess (WG) has been assigned 
one point. The modified master list appears in Appendix C.

After each of the three possible responses was counted 
and compared to the Correct Identification of Sex, the per
centage of Correct Identification of Sex of each Confidence
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Factor was recorded. A Correct Identification of Sex score 
was given to the "C" decisions, one to the MI," and one to 
the "WG."

The numerical values of the Confidence Factor for each 
panel member were added and divided by sixty. Thereby, each 
member was given a Confidence Factor average. The Confidence 
Factor averages of all female panel members were averaged and 
compared to the Confidence Factor average for all male panel 
members, which had also been averaged. Thus, a Confidence 
Factor average for the panel as a whole was created.

The numerical values of the Confidence Factor for the
responses of "F" for each panel member were then added. The 
Confidence Factor average of responses for "F" was created 
by dividing the total Confidence Factor for "F" by the number 
of "F" responses for each panel member. The same procedure 
was used with the "M" responses. The procedure described 
above for total Confidence Factor responses was followed with 
the "F" responses and the "M" responses. Confidence Factor 
scores for "M" and "F" were then compared.

The numerical values of the Confidence Factor of the
Correct Identification of Sex of each theme were then added
and divided by the number of Correct Identification of Sex 
for each theme. This average provided a Confidence Factor 
score for the Correct Identification of Sex of each theme.
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Analysis of the Panel's Comments
One set of the sixty typed themes was put aside to 

record the panel's comments. The panel’s comments for each 
theme about which they were correct were recorded on each 
theme. The reasons given on incorrect identifications were 
recorded on the back of each theme. Some themes had as many 
as ten comments on the front, some none, and most were in 
between. The number of comments on the back also varied.

The themes were then reordered from the highest Correct 
Identification of Sex to the lowest. Themes with the same 
Correct Identification of Sex were then ordered by the Con
fidence Factor score of each theme and then by theme number, 
if necessary.

THE CRITERIA

Development of the Criteria
Criteria for the identification of the sex of the writer 

of the themes were then developed. Panel comments which 
repeatedly and correctly identified the sex of the writers 
were taken as the first criteria. Other criteria were listed 
which were mentioned only once. Additional criteria were 
developed from the literature about sex-based differences in 
the language. Finally, the researcher added her own hunches 
as well as those suggested by colleagues who were not on the 
panel.
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Application to the Sixty Themes
Each of the criteria was then applied to the sixty 

themes. In some cases an entire set of the themes was placed 
aside and "graded” according to a particular criterion. In 
other cases the criteria could be evaluated, using the set of 
themes which recorded the panel’s comments.

DESCRIPTION OF ADDITIONAL MINI-RESEARCH

The researcher conducted three additional mini-research 
projects. The mini-research instruments appear in Appendix D, 
and the mini-research responses appear in Appendix E.

SAMLA/SECOL
At the November, 197 5, joint meeting of the Southeastern 

Conference on Linguistics and the South Atlantic Modern 
Language Association, this researcher asked the audience 
assembled for the reading of her paper on the preliminary 
results of her research to identify the sex of the writers of 
two of the aforementioned sixty themes, which she had provided 
for the occasion. The responses of the group were evaluated 
in the light of the larger research.

History H77,"The American Woman"
Students of the fall 1975 section of Middle Tennessee 

State University's History **77, "The American Woman," were 
asked to conduct the same experiment as SAMLA/SECOL. Their
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responses were also evaluated In the light of the larger 
research and in comparison to the responses from SAMLA/SECOL.

Freshman Students
Three classes of English 102 in the fall of 1975 were 

asked to identify the sex of the writers of ten themes which 
had been correctly identified unanimously by the panel. The 
five themes which were written by female writers and had the 
highest Confidence Factor scores for unanimous decisions were 
chosen. Corresponding themes by males were chosen. Copies 
of these ten typed themes used by the panel were reproduced 
for the freshman students.

A new answer sheet with ten lines numbered according 
to the original theme numbers was prepared. The responses 
of the freshman students were analyzed in the same way as 
the panel responses described them.

SUMMARY

Sixty themes written by freshman students at Middle 
Tennessee State University were chosen. They were written 
as part of the regular course work of English 101 and 102. 
They were written at different times in the spring semester 
in response to various assignments by several different 
teachers. Each of the thirty female writers and thirty male 
writers is a college-age, native speaker of English.
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The sixty themes were typed exactly as they had appeared 
originally, but without the names of the students. The sixty 
typed copies were turned over to a panel of ten Middle 
Tennessee State University English instructors. This panel 
attempted to identify correctly the sex of the writer of each 
theme. Each panel member also indicated his or her confidence 
in each decision and made some comments as to the reasons for 
the decision.

The Correct Identification of Sex was statistically 
analyzed in terms of the six hundred decisions, of the three 
hundred decisions made by female panel members, of the three 
hundred decisions made by male panel members, of decisions 
made on themes thought to be written by females, then by 
males, and then of the ten decisions made on each theme.

The Confidence Factor was statistically analyzed in the 
same manner and then compared to the Correct Identification 
of Sex scores.

The panel's comments were recorded and used to develop 
criteria for the identification of sex-based differences.
Other criteria were added, and all the criteria were compared 
to the sixty themes.

Three additional, smaller experiments using only a por
tion of the themes were conducted and analyzed in the same 
manner.



Chapter IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

OF STATISTICAL DATA

INTRODUCTION

Three sources of data have been used in this research. 
The first source was the sixty written compositions. The 
second source was the responses of the panel to an identifi
cation of the sex of the writers of those compositions on an 
instrument provided by the researcher. The third source was 
the responses of persons involved in mini-research on instru
ments dealing with some portion of the sixty themes.

At this point the only significant numbers in relation 
to the themes themselves are that thirty of the themes were 
written by females and thirty by males. Some statistical 
information will be presented later to support the analysis 
of the criteria, but that data will not be presented here 
since it is not of a general nature but only applicable to 
specific issues to be presented later.

The instrument for the identification of the sex of the 
writers of the sixty themes called for three groups of data. 
The first group of data dealt with the responses to a choice 
of "M"/"F” by which the panel recorded their decision

57
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concerning the identification of the sex of the writer of 
each of the sixty themes. While some statistical information 
can be obtained from the data as they were presented, the 
significance of the data lies in the Correct Identification 
of Sex scores which were obtained by comparing each item with 
a key on which was recorded the actual sex of the writer of 
each theme. It is the analysis of the incidence of the 
Correct Identification of Sex which proves or disproves the 
hypothesis that it is possible to correctly identify the sex 
of the writers of sixty themes written by college freshmen.

The second group of data was provided by the choice of 
"C," "I," or ’’WG" on each item, which identified the confi
dence each panel member held in each decision. Since "C" 
indicated the greatest confidence, a Confidence Factor of 
three points was assigned to it. Since "I" represented 
intuitive decisions, a Confidence Factor of two points was 
assigned to it. Since "WG" stood for a wild guess, it was 
given a Confidence Factor of only one point. The Confidence 
Factors were analyzed alone and in comparison to the Correct 
Identification of Sex.

The third group of data dealt with the comments made by 
the panel members which were recorded after many of the deci
sions. Statistical analysis of this data was not profitable.
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The responses of persons involved with the mini-research 
project were analyzed, as the panel responses were, wherever 
possible.

CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX

Identification of Sex
Each panel member circled either "M" for male or "F" 

for female to identify his or her choice. There were ten 
panel members, and each made sixty identifications for a 
total of six hundred responses. Since the panel had not 
been informed that the themes had been written by equal 
numbers of males and females, most did not attribute the 
themes to equal numbers of the two sexes. The total number 
of responses of "M" was 323 and the total number of responses 
of "F" was 277. The total responses of the panel are broken 
down in Table I, which follows, according to the responses 
of each panel member. The total score and mean score are
presented for the group as a whole, for the female panel
members (numbers 1 through 5), and for the male panel
members (numbers 6 through 10).
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Table I
IDENTIFICATION OF SEX BY THE PANEL

female Number of Male "" dumber of Total of
Panel Responses Panel Responses Responses
Members "M" II p H Members "M" tip ii »M" » p

1. 26 34 6 . 35 25
2. 30 30 7. 28 32
3. 29 31 8 . 35 25
4. 35 25 9. 35 25
5. 38 22 10. 32 28

Totals 158 142 165 135 323 277
Means 31.6 28.4 33.0 27.0 32.3 27.7

The panel as a whole gave more responses of "M” than of
"F." The male panel members gave more responses of "M" (165)
than did the female panel members (158), but both groups 
recorded more for "M" than for "F." Since the writers were 
equally from both sexes, the differences in responses were 
not based on Correct Identification of Sex. Nor is the 
difference in the number of identifications of "M" or "F" by 
female panel members and male panel members significant, 
since the two means (31.6 and 3 3.0) differ less than 
individual scores within the groups of female panel members 
and male panel members. Female panel members' response of 
"M" varied from 26 to 38 and of "F" from 22 to 34. Male 
panel members' response of "M" varied from 28 to 35 and of 
"F" from 25 to 32. The variation within each group is
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greater than the variation between the groups, which indi
cates that the differences were individual rather than based 
on the sex of the panel member. The individual responses of 
each panel member also show that every member of the panel 
did not respond more times with "M" than with "F." The 
majority (six of ten) did, but one had an equal number of 
"M” and "F" responses, and three panel members responded WF" 
more than "M."

Method of Obtaining Correct Identification of Sex Scores
A key was made based on the identification of sex given 

by the instructors of the writers used in the study. There 
is a master list of the writers of the sixty themes given in 
Appendix A which identifies the sex of each writer as given 
by his or her teacher. The Correct Identification of Sex 
was provided by comparing each response to the key.

Correct Identification of Sex scores were obtained by 
counting the number of correct responses for different groups 
of responses. Correct Identification of Sex scores were 
given to the panel as a whole, using all six hundred responses; 
to each theme, using its ten responses; to all themes written 
by females, using those three hundred responses; to all themes 
written by males, using those three hundred responses; to each 
panel member, using his or her sixty responses; to all female 
panel members, using those three hundred responses; to all
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male panel members, using those three hundred responses; and 
to the various groups in the mini-research projects.

Correct Identification of Sex Score for the Panel as a Whole 
Of the six hundred panel responses, 411 were correct 

while only 189 were incorrect. Mere chance would have pro
vided approximately 50 percent or 300 correct responses.
The result of a chi square is 41.07. Since there were two 
choices ("M" or "F"), thiB figure is analyzed at one degree 
of freedom and results in a chi square statistical signifi
cance at greater than .999. This would occur in only one 
chance in a thousand. Therefore, the number of correct 
responses is statistically significant. The figures indicate 
that it was possible for the panel to identify the sex of 
the writers of these sixty themes in a very significant 
number of cases.

Correct Identification of Sex Scores for Individual Panel 
Members'

Each panel member made sixty responses. Each response 
was compared to the key and the number of correct responses 
was counted. The number of correct responses was the Correct 
Identification of Sex score for each panel member. These 
scores appear in column one of Table II, which follows.
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Table II
CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX SCORES FOR PANEL

Panel
Member
Number

CIS
total
Num
ber

Per
cent CIS

Num
bertt pn

Per
cent CIS

Num
ber
"M"

Per
cent

0) 1. 38 60 65 21 30 70 17 30 57
2. 44 60 73 22 30 73 22 30 73a 3. 41 60 68 21 30 70 20 30 674)tn 4. 43 60 72 19 30 63 24 30 80
5. 40 60 67 16 30 53 24 30 80

Mean 41 60 68 20 30 67 21 30 70
6. 39 60 65 17 30 57 22 30 73

o 7. 42 60 70 22 30 73 20 30 67rHin 8. 35 60 58 15 30 50 20 30 67
X 9. 41 60 68 18 30 60 23 30 77
10. 48 60 80 23 30 77 25 30 83

Mean 41 60 68 19 30 63 22 30 73
Total
Mean 41 60 68 19 30 63 22 30 73

The lowest Correct Identification of Sex score for any 
panel member was 35 and was made by panel member 8, a male. 
The highest score of 48 was also made by a male, panel member 
10. There is considerable difference between the individual 
panel member's Correct Identification of Sex scores, but the 
difference between the means of the female and of the male 
panel members' scores is slight. There is a difference of 
only one point (three or four percent) in each comparison, 
while the difference between members is as great as thirteen 
point8 (22 percent).
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There were 194 correct identifications of papers written 
by females. The second group of figures in Table II shows 
the breakdown of these responses by panel members as well as 
the means for the female and male panel members. Again, the 
sex of the panel member is less a factor than individual 
differences. The Correct Identification of Sex scores for 
the response of "F" varied from 15 to 23, or 60 percent to 
73 percent, for individual members, while it varied only one 
point between the means of the panel as grouped by sex.

There were 217 correct identifications of papers written 
by males. The third group of figures in Table II shows the 
breakdown of these responses by panel members as well as the 
means for the female and male panel members. Here, too, the 
sex of the panel member is less a factor than purely indi
vidual differences. The Correct Identification of Sex scores 
for the response of "M" varied from 17 to 25, or 57 percent 
to 83 percent, for individual members, while it varied only 
one point between the means of the panel as grouped by sex.

Six panel members (slightly over half) were able to 
identify more themes written by males than by females. Panel 
member 5 had the greatest difference, identifying only 16 
females but 24 males, a difference of 27 percent. The mean 
Correct Identification of Sex score for "F” was 19 and for 
"M” 22, a mean difference of three themes or 10 percent.
The actual Correct Identification of Sex score for "F” themes
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was 194 and for "M" themes 217, a difference of 23 responses, 
or 7 percent. Although it is obvious from a layman's point 
of view that the differences are not significant, a more 
sophisticated statistical analysis verifies the lack of 
significance in the above findings. This more sophisticated 
method requires a reordering of the data which is now pre
sented in Table III.

Table III
CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX SCORES
FOR THE PANEL BY SEX OF THE AUTHOR

Sex PANEL MEMBERS
of Female Male Means

Author Member CIS Member CIS
Number Number

Female 1. 21 6. 17
2. 22 7. 22
3. 21 8. 15
4. 19 9. 18 Raw
5. 16 10. 23 Mean

Mean 19.8 19.0 19.4
Male 1. 17 6 . 22

2. 22 7. 20
3. 20 8. 20
4. 24 9. 23 Raw
5. 24 10. 25 Mean

Mean 21.4 22.0 21.7
Column Mean 20.6 20.5 Overall

Mean
20.55
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Basically, this analysis concerns three questions to be 
answered about the correct identification of sex; namely:

1. Were male or female panel members better able to
identify the sex of the writers?

2. Were male or female authors more easily identified?
3. Was there any interaction between the sex of the

panel and the sex of the authors; that is:
a. Were male panel members better able to identify 

male authors than female panel members?
b. Were male panel members better able to identify

female authors than female panel members?
c. Were female panel members better able to identify

male authors than male panel members?
d. Were female panel members better able to identify

female authors than male panel members?
To answer these questions a two by two ( 2 x 2 )  analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) was calculated and the F statistics 
derived were analyzed. The ANOVA table is shown as Table IV.
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Table IV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR 
CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX

Source of variation df sum of 
squares

mean
square F value

Num. Sex of PM 1 0.0500 0.0500 0.00709 (a)
Den. PM within sex 8 56.4000 7.0500
Num. Sex of Author 1 26.4500 26.4500 3.2256 (b)
Den. Residual 8 65.6000 8.2000
Num. Sex of Author X 

Sex of PM
1 2.4500 2.4500 0.2988 (c)

Den. Residual 8 65.6000 8.2000

The F-value (a), when analyzing the variation due to sex 
of panel member, was 0.00709. The probability that this 
would occur by chance is greater than nine out of ten 
(0.9327). Hypothesis 3 presented in Chapter I states, "Since 
in our culture there is much linguistic interaction between 
the sexes, neither male nor female respondents will recognize 
a greater number of all writers. . . . "  Since there is no 
significant difference between the mean identification scores 
of the authors* sex due to the sex of the judges, the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected.

When the variation due to sex of authors is analyzed, 
an F-value (b) of 3.2256 is obtained. The probability that 
this would occur by chance is greater than one out of ten. 
Hypothesis 2 presented in Chapter I states, "Since neither
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female writing nor male writing is inferior to the other, and 
since neither is a norm, there will not be a significant 
difference in the correct identification of either." Since 
there is no significant difference between mean identifica
tion score of author's sex due to authors' sex, the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Finally, the question of interaction is also rejected 
since the analysis of variance from this factor yields an 
F-statistic (c) of 0.2988, occurring at least three times 
out of five (0.6041). Hypothesis 3 concludes that neither 
male nor female respondents will recognize a greater number 
of "male and female writers." This null hypothesis also 
cannot be rejected.

In no case is the sex of the panel member or the sex of 
the author or the interaction among them a significant factor 
to be considered in interpreting the data.

Correct Identification of Sex Scores for Mini-Research
Three mini-research projects were conducted. The first 

mini-research project was conducted at the Women and Language 
Section of the Southeastern Conference on Linguistics which 
was meeting in connection with the South Atlantic Modern 
Language Association (hereafter noted as SAMLA/SECOL). An 
audience of fifty-five persons was asked to identify the sex 
of the writers of two of the themes used with the panel.
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These two themes were provided for the audience along with 
a short answer sheet, both of which may be found in Appendix 
D. The two themes used in this mini-research were themes 
number 1 and 17.

Theme number 1 was written by a male and was so 
identified by 90 percent of the panel. Of the fifty-five 
SAMLA/SECOL respondents, forty-five answered "M" for 82 
percent. The second theme, number 17, was written by a 
female and was so identified unanimously by the panel. Of 
the fifty-five SAMLA/SECOL respondents, fifty-two responded 
"F" for 94 percent.

The same experiment with the same themes was conducted 
using students of the fall 1975 section of Middle Tennessee 
State University's History 477, "The American Woman." Of 
the twenty-one students present, eighteen or 85.7 percent 
correctly identified the sex of the author of the first theme. 
All twenty-one for 100 percent identified the sex of the 
author of theme 17. It is interesting that the students of 
History 4 77 had a higher Correct Identification of Sex score 
than the professionals in SAMLA/SECOL. While this could be 
attributed to chance, it is more likely the result of an 
in-depth study of the roles and stereotyped attitudes of and 
toward women of today, a major emphasis of the course which 
was nearing the end of the semester.
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During the fall 1975 term, 52 freshman students were 
asked to repeat a larger part of the panel's experiment.
They were given ten themes which had been chosen from the 
sixty themes used by the panel. These themes had all been 
correctly identified by the panel. Admittedly the task of 
the students was considerably easier than that of the panel, 
but it was hoped that this mini-research project would 
indicate that the sex of the writers of certain freshman 
themes could be identified by other freshman writers.

The 52 freshman students each made ten responses for 
a total of 520 responses. Of these, 442 were correct (for 
85 percent). There were 202 correct identifications of "M" 
(for 78 percent) and 240 correct identifications for "F" (for 
92 percent). Unlike the panel members, the freshmen had a 
higher Correct Identification of Sex score for themes 
written by females than males. Table V which follows shows 
how the identifications on three themes (4, 17, and 54) were 
most influential on a high Correct Identification of Sex 
score for "F." A table of individual responses appears in 
Appendix E.
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Table V
CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX SCORES FOR FRESHMEN

Theme
Number

Male 
Responses 
"M” "F"

Female 
Responses 
”M" "F"

Total 
Responses 
"M" "F”

4 1 15 0 36 1 51
8 15 1 32 4 47 5
9 14 2 27 9 41 11

17 0 16 0 36 0 52
18 16 0 34 2 50 2
26 2 14 3 33 5 47
29 12 4 15 21 27 25
47 6 10 8 28 14 38
52 10 6 27 9 37 15
54 0 16 0 36 0 52

Totals 76 84 146 214 222 298

The higher score is the correct one on each theme except
29, wherei most females were incorrect. It should be noted
that the majority of the freshmen were not incorrect on any
theme, even though there were some themes which gave them 
considerably more difficulty than the panel. Reasons for 
this will be given in the discussion of criteria.

CONFIDENCE FACTORS

Panel members were asked to indicate the confidence they 
had in each response. The responses which were provided for 
the panel were "C" for a conscious decision, "I" for an 
intuitive decision, and "WG" for a wild guess. Confidence 
Factor points were assigned as follows: "C" three points,
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«I« two points and "WG” one point. Confidence factors were 
determined by adding the Confidence Factor points for the 
responses to be considered.

Confidence Factors for the Panel as a Whole
Of the six hundred decisions, 311 were identified as 

conscious decisions by circling "C." One hundred eighty-five 
were identified as intuitive decisions by circling "I." The 
remaining 104 decisions were wild guesses <MWG"). The "C" 
choices netted a Confidence Factor of 9 33, the "I" 370, and 
the "WG" 104, for a total Confidence Factor of 1407, making 
the mean Confidence Factor 2.345.

Confidence Factors for Individual Panel Members
The raw data on which Confidence Factors were based are 

given in Table VI. The total number of each response by 
female panel members is given on the left. The total number 
of each response by male panel members is given on the right.
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Table VI 
RAW CONFIDENCE DATA FOR PANEL

Female
Panel
Member

C I WG
Male
Panel
Member

C I WG

1. 28 15 17 6 . 46 7 7
2. 34 17 9 7. 23 29 8
3. 28 19 13 8 . 24 28 8
4. 34 8 18 9. 48 10 2
5. 27 21 12 10. 19 31 10

Total 151 80 69 Total 160 105 35

The highest number of "C" choices (48) was given by panel 
member 9. The lowest number of "C" choices (19) was given by 
panel member 10. Both were males. Panel member 10 also 
recorded the highest number of "I” choices. The highest 
number of "WG11 responses was given by a female, panel member
4. Again the individual scores of the panel members is more 
noteworthy than a consideration of their sexes.

Table VII provides the Confidence Factor for each panel 
member, which is the result of multiplying the number of "C" 
responses by three, "I" by two, and "WG" by one. An average 
Confidence Factor for each member was obtained by dividing 
the Confidence Factor by sixty, the total number of responses 
by each member.
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Table VII 
CONFIDENCE FACTOR FOR PANEL

Female
Panel
Member

CF Mean
Male
Panel
Member

CF Mean

1. 131 2.18 6. 159 2.65
2. 145 2.42 7. 135 2.25
3. 135 2.25 8. 136 2.27
4. 136 2.27 9. 166 2.77
5. 135 2.25 10. 129 2.15

Total 682 2.27 Total 725 2.42

Panel member 9, who had the highest number of "C"
responses, has the highest Confidence Factor (166) which
yields the highest mean (2 .77). Panel member 10, who had
the lowest number of "C" responses, has the lowest Confidence
Factor (129) which yields the lowest mean (2. 15) . Both were
males. The Confidence Factor for the entire panel was 1,407, 
with a mean of 2.345. The male members' Confidence Factor 
(725) is higher than that for the female members (682) as are 
the means (2.42 to 2.27). It should be noted that only 
individual means (for panel members 9, 6, and 2) rank above 
the mean for the group as a whole (2.345), while the other 
seven rank below it. This is another indication that 
individual scores are more important than the scores by sex 
of the panel members. The Confidence Factor mean provides 
a number which indicates that all panel members had confidence
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in their responses greater than guess or intuition. The 
Confidence Factor mean of each panel member is a figure which 
can be used to compare the confidence of one member with that 
of another.

Confidence Factors for Responses of "F" and "M”
Table VIII below shows the Confidence Factor for the 

responses of "F” and "M" for each panel member. The total 
number of "F" and "M" responses is also given, as well as 
the Confidence Factor mean, obtained by dividing the Con
fidence Factor by the number of responses. The last column 
contains the mean difference of the response of "F" and "M."

Table VIII
CONFIDENCE FACTORS FOR RESPONSES OF "F" AND "M"

Panel
Member
Number

FOR "F" FOR "M" Mean 
Diff.CF No. Mean CF No. Mean

1 . 76 34 2.23 55 26 211 0.12
2. 73 30 2.43 72 30 2.40 0.03
3. 76 31 2.45 59 29 2.03 0.42
4. 67 25 2.68 69 35 1.91 0.77
5. 52 22 2.35 83 38 2.18 0.18
6 . 67 25 2.68 92 35 2.63 0.05
7. 78 32 2.44 57 28 2.04 0.40
8. 52 25 2.08 84 35 2.40 0.32
9. 64 25 2.56 102 35 2.91 0.35

10. 61 28 2.18 68 32 2.12 0.06
Mean 66.6 27.7 2.40 74.1 32,3 2.29 0.11
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The panel members averaged a higher number of responses 
of "M" (32.3 to 27.7). Of the 6 00 responses, 32 3 were marked 
"M" while only 277 were marked "F." However, the panel had 
less confidence in their responses of "M" (2.29 mean) than 
they had in their responses of "F" (2.1+0 mean). All female 
panel members (1 through 5) had greater confidence in their 
"F" choices, while most of the males (6, 7, and 10) had 
greater confidence in their choices of "M." The mean differ
ence between the means of the Confidence Factor of "F" and 
the one for the Confidence Factor of "M" for the group as a 
whole (given in the table) was 0.11. However, the individual 
panel members had a difference in their means of 0.27 (not 
given in the table). The discrepancy in these two figures is 
caused by the different sets of numbers used in arriving at 
the two means.

Confidence Factors in Mini-Research Projects
The exact Confidence Factor data is unavailable for the 

SAMLA/SECOL mini-research project, but it was reported to be 
very high in response to both themes.

Eleven of the students in History *+77 recorded their 
responses to theme 1 as "C." The remaining ten considered 
their responses intuitive for theme 1. The mean Confidence 
Factor for theme 1 was 2.52. Nineteen of the respondents in 
History *+77 considered their decisions on theme 17 as
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conscious. The remaining two considered them intuitive. The 
mean Confidence Factor for theme 17 was 2.81.

The freshman students recorded their degree of confi
dence for each of the 520 responses. While the body of 
statistical data is almost as large as that for the panel, 
and while it is open to an equal amount of analysis, the 
information presented here will be brief. Appendix E 
contains additional statistical information which will not 
be presented here. (Since the task of the freshmen was 
considerably easier than that of the panel and since the 
freshmen were dealing with a different sized Bample, the 
same emphasis should not be placed on the Confidence Factors 
of both groups of responses.) Of the 520 responses, 255 
were labeled "C," 196 "I," and 69 "WG." The mean Confi
dence Factor was 2.36. The confidence of the individual 
student respondents varied from 18 to 28 (10 to 30 possible). 
The highest number of "CH choices (8) was given by several 
students. A few students made only one "C" decision. The 
mean Confidence Factors for male and female respondents were 
very similar (2.38 and 2.35 respectively). The mean 
Confidence Factor for a response of "M" was 2.20 and for 
"F" was 2.47.
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CONFIDENCE FACTORS COMPARED TO 
CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF SEX

Responses of the Panel
Of the 600 decisions made by the panel, 311 were con

scious decisions (52 percent of the decision). Of these 
311 decisions, 231 were correct (77 percent of the "C" 
decisions were correct). Of the 600 decisions made by the 
panel, 185 were intuitive decisions (31 percent of the 
decisions). Of these 185 decisions, 117 were correct (63 
percent of the "I" decisions were correct). Of the 600 
decisions made by the panel, 104 were wild guesses (17 per
cent of the decisions). Of these 104 decisions, 63 were 
correct (61 percent of the "WG" decisions were correct).
It is obvious, therefore, that the more confidence the panel 
had in their decisions the more often they were correct.
The Correct Identification of Sex score for conscious deci
sions (77 percent) was considerably higher than that for 
the responses as a whole (6 8 percent). While the Correct 
Identification of Sex score for the intuitive decisions (63 
percent) was slightly lower than that for the responses as a 
whole, it was still above chance. By the use of chi square, 
we find that the Correct Identification of Sex in the intui
tive responses is significant at a .98 level, or two chances 
in 100. The Correct Identification of Sex score for the wild
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guesses (60 percent) was only slightly above chance, and the 
difference was not significant. This was to be expected, 
since these responses were only guesses.

Responses in the Mini-Research Projects
Since Confidence Factors are not available for the 

SAMLA/SECOL research, they cannot be compared to the Correct 
Identification of Sex. Among the History 477 correct 
responses for the first theme, ten were "C" and eight were 
"I," giving a 2.56 Confidence Factor for the Correct Identi
fication of Sex. Since all responses were correct for theme 
17, the Confidence Factor of 2.81 for the themes as a whole 
is the same for the Correct Identification of Sex.

Of the 520 responses in the mini-research project 
involving freshmen, 255 were conscious choices. Of these, 
232 were correct, for 91 percent. There were 196 intuitive 
choices, of which 159 were correct, for 81 percent. There 
were 69 wild guesses, of which 51 were correct, for 74 
percent. Since the task of the freshmen (that is, identi
fying themes which had been unanimously identified by the 
panel) was an easier task than that assigned to the panel, 
statistical significance would be misleading. Therefore, 
it will not be presented.
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CONCLUSIONS

The statistical information presented above provides 
five conclusions.

1. The sex of the writers of freshman themes can be 
identified by a panel of English instructors in a 
significant number of cases.

2 . Neither male nor female panel members are better 
able to recognize a greater number of all writers 
or of male or female writers.

3. Neither male nor female writing was easier to 
identify.

4. The sex of the writers of a portion of the themes 
can also be identified by students and others.

5. The more confidence the respondents have in their 
responses} the more likely they are to be correct.



Chapter V

INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITERIA 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CRITERIA

Data in the preceding chapter show that the panel cor
rectly identified the sex of the writers of sixty themes in 
a statistically significant number of cases. They also 
show that persons not as familiar with freshman themes can 
identify the writers of selected themes with remarkable 
accuracy. This information is of extreme importance to 
refute persons like Robin Lakoff who say that "freBhman 
composition style . . .  is the last place to look for 
personal characterization,"1 which is where she feels sex 
differences can be found. She claims that "tests [which 
have depended on written samples] tend to show that littleV '
or no correlation is found by the subjects between the sex 
of the actual writer and the sex ascribed to him or her."2 
The statistical data presented in the preceding chapter are 
vitally necessary to establish here that sex differences in

1 Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman * s Place (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1975), p7 1>9.

2 Ibid., p. 58.

81
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written samples, even in freshman composition style, do 
exist and can be recognized.

However, to show that differences do exist and can be 
recognized is to solve only part of the problem to which 
this research is addressed. The other part of the problem 
is to discover what these recognizable differences are.
Part of the solution to this research problem involves 
testing out the conclusions of work on oral samples pre
sented in the literature to see if they also apply to 
written samples. Another part is to attempt to re-apply 
hypotheses which have not been successfully applied to other 
written samples. Stereotypes, assumptions, even speculations 
in related literature and from the researcher and her 
colleagues, are applied to the sample themes in an effort to 
find what the actual differences are between the thirty male 
and the thirty female themes.

As dozens of factors are checked against the themes, a 
list of differences emerges. The specific differences are 
grouped into categories called criteria; and each criterion 
in the next four chapters is actually an area of investiga
tion under which many specific criteria can be included.
The terms criteria and criterion will refer to the eight 
groupings of similar items which are used to compare and 
contrast the female and male themes.
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Chapter VI contains the discussions of the first three 
criteria, Chapter VII the next three, Chapter VIII Criterion 
Seven, and Chapter IX Criterion Eight.

CRITERIA ONE, TWO, AND THREE: 
SUBJECT MATTER

The first three criteria are discussed together because 
they are considerations of what is said rather than how it 
is said. Criterion one is sex-based interests, two is word 
choice, and three is so-called stereotyped attitudes.

Criterion One; Sex-Based Interests
Studies of conversational English such as those made 

by Cheris Kramer,® M. H. Landis and H. E. Burtt,*1 Elinor 
Langer,5 and Henry T. Moore® have indicated that there is 
a recognizable difference in subject interests, and in the

3 Cheris Kramer, "Female and Male Perception of Female 
and Male Speech," a paper presented at the Annual Meeting 
of the American Sociological Association, San Francisco, 
August 25-29, 1975.

^ M. H. Landis and H. E. Burtt, "A Study of Conversa
tions," Journal of Comparative Psychology, 4 (1924), 81-89.

5 Elinor Langer, "The Women of the Telephone Company," 
New York Review of Books, 14 (March 12, 1970, and March 26, 
1970), annotated in Language and Sex; Difference and 
Dominance, ed. Barrie Thorne and Nancy Henley (Rowley, 
Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 1975),
p. 267.

6 Henry T. Moore, "Further Data Concerning Sex Differ
ences," Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 17 (1922), 210-214.
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time spent on discussions of certain interestsa between male 
and female persons involved in informal conversations. Many 
such interests cited in these studies appear in the sample 
themes and many are mentioned as conscious reasons for 
choices by the panel and by the freshman respondents. The 
interests discussed under Criterion One: Sex-Based Interests
are grouped under occupations, activities, and environment.

Criterion Two: Word Choice
Other studies of conversational English made by Nancy 

Faires Conklin,^ Peter Farb,® Marie A. Garcia-Zamor,9
10Goldine C. Gleser, Louis A. Gottschalk, and Watkins John, w

7 Nancy Faires Conklin, "Toward a Feminist Analysis of 
Linguistic Behavior," The University of Michigan Papers in 
Women's Studies, 1, No. 1 (l§74), 51-77, annotated in 
Language and Sex: Difference and Dominance, p. 229.

a Peter Farb, Word Play: What Happens When People
Talk (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,1973).

9 Marie A. Garcia-Zamor, "Child Awareness of Sex Role 
Distinctions in Language Use," paper presented at Linguistic 
Society of America meeting, December, 1973, annotated in 
Language and Sex: Difference and Dominance, p. 230.

10 Goldine C. Gleser, Louis A. Gottschalk, and Watkins 
John, "The Relationship of Sex and Intelligence to Choice 
of Words: A Normative Study of Verbal Behavior," Journal
of Clinical Psychology. 15 (1959), 182-191.
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Cheris Kramer,3,1 Robin Lakoff,12 and Marjorie Swacker13 
provide a list of words they found to be used typically by 
males or females. These words, plus words cited by the 
respondents, are divided into denotative and connotative 
word uses and grouped in each category by sex.

Criterion Three: Stereotyped Attitudes
Some of the attitudes discussed in this section are 

treated in the related literature, but they are generally 
attitudes about males and females which are taken for 
granted, rightly or wrongly, by many people.

CRITERIA FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX:
METHODS OF DESCRIPTION

Criteria Four, Five, and Six are grouped because they 
concern methods of description used by the writers in the 
samples. Criterion Four deals with organizational principles, 
Five with types of comparison, and Six with syntax.

11 Cheris Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," Psychology Today,
8 (June, 1974), 82-85 .

T O Lakoff, Language and Woman1s Place.
13 Marjorie Swacker, "The Sex of the Speaker as a 

Sociolinguistic Variable," Language and Sex: Difference and
Dominance, pp. 76-83.
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Criterion Four; Organizational Principles
This concern seems to be a new one in an investigation 

of sex-based differences in language. One drawback to the 
discussion of organization in the sixty themes is their 
great variety in length. Four organizational principles are 
discussed which are not seriously affected by length: (1)
statements of controlling ideas, (2) order of ideas, (3) 
enumeration of details and (4) transitions.

Criterion Five: Types of Comparisons
Similes and other comparisons are sex-linked in two 

ways: (1) by comparison of sex-linked items and (2) by
sex-linked methods of comparison. Comparison of sex-linked 
items involves comparing a sex-linked subject matter item 
with another item. Sex-linked methods of comparison are the 
male linking of items with practical, obBervable, explicate 
relationship to each other, as opposed to the female linking 
of items by the establishment of impressionistic and personal 
and emotional relationships.

Criterion Six: Syntax
In 1922, Otto Jespersen asserted that women used more

14adverbs of intensity. Lakoff later discussed sex-linked

^  Otto Jespersen, Language: Its Nature, Development,
and Origin (New York: W. WT jforton and Company, Inc., 1964),
p. 21+9.
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adjectives,1® Kramer discusses adverbs,1® Swacker finds that 
females use more conjunctions than do men,l? and Diana 
Warshay finds that males tend to describe events in verb 
phrases rather than in noun phrases.!® For this section, 
ten categories or parts of speech are developed, which 
include the items mentioned above. The percent of words in 
each category from each theme was calculated and then the 
averages for males and females in each category were compared.

CRITERION SEVEN: NATURE OF ERRORS

The methods of identifying and comparing errors used in 
the discussion of Criterion Seven are based on the Harbrace 
Handbook and the Middle Tennessee State University English 
Department's "Composition Standards." For the purpose of 
discussion, the errors are grouped under six headings:
(1) errors of sentence structure, (2) errors in the use of 
verbs, (3) pronoun errors, (4) comma errors, (5) spelling 
and apostrophe errors, and (6) other errors.

1^ Lakoff, Language and Woman1s Place, p. 53.
Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," p. 85.

1? Swacker, p. 82.
18 Diana W. Warshay, "Sex Differences in Language and 

Style," in Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, ed., Toward a 
Sociology of Women (Lexington, Massachusetts: Xerox ColTege
Publieatl ons, 1972), pp. 3-9, annotated in Language and Sex: 
Differences and Dominance, p. 237.
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CRITERION EIGHT: PERSPECTIVE AND TONE

The first seven criteria are available to quantitative 
analysis. The method used to test the reliability of each 
element of each criterion is to cite specific portions of 
several themes which demonstrate how that element operates 
in male and female themes. Criterion Eight, however, deals 
with each theme as a whole. Perspective and tone are func
tions of the overall effect of each theme. The methods used 
in discussing perspective and tone are synthetic evaluations 
of individual themes and detailed comparisons of male and 
female pairs of themes. The first six themes received a 
high percentage of correct identification. The last four 
received a very low percentage of correct identification.

EMPHASIS OF DISCUSSIONS

The discussions of the criteria are not claimed to be 
exhaustive but are aimed at suggesting the applicability 
of each criterion. All differences between the two groups 
of themes could not be accounted for under eight criteria.
An attempt has been made, however, to account for the major 
differences and to present these differences in a logical and 
coherent fashion.



Chapter VI

CRITERIA ONE, TWO, AND THREE:
SUBJECT MATTER

Criteria one, two, and three have been grouped because 
they concern what is said rather than how it is said. 
Criterion one is sex-based interests. Criterion two is word 
choice. Criterion three is so-called stereotyped attitudes.

CRITERION ONE: SEX-BASED INTERESTS

These criteria are discussed under three headings: 
occupations, activities, and environment. The distinction 
of occupations and activities is based on the seriousness 
with which the subject matter is discussed. Occupations 
include pursuits which either do or can provide financial 
support for an individual--and which are discussed under that 
assumption. Activities include pursuits which are peripheral 
and indulged in simply for pleasure or self-improvement. 
Environment is the physical setting described or physical 
Bettings referred to in the descriptions.

Occupations
"Pilots are more likely to be males," panel member 3 

says in commenting on why she feels that Theme 36 is written

89
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by a male. All the panel members say Theme 36 is written by 
a male, and they are right. Several members comment "subject 
matter" or "content," but panel member 3 is the most specific.

Theme 36 opens, "One of my favorite times to fly is at 
night." As an activity, flying, especially in commercial 
flights, is not a sex-linked activity. Later in the first 
paragraph, the writer of Theme 36 says, "At night, it is very 
interesting flying over Murfreesboro." Murfreesboro is a 
town with a population of about 22,000 which is about thirty 
miles south of Nashville, Tennessee. While commercial planes 
do fly high over Murfreesboro, especially when circling for 
a delayed landing, the town would probably go unnoticed by 
passengers in a commercial plane. That the writer is in a 
non-commercial craft is made clearer in the next two 
sentences: "I always look for one big cluster of lights near
the Eastern [sic] portion of town. These lights are the 
M.T.S.U. campus." Lest the reader should still consider him 
merely a passenger, the writer of Theme 36 provides technical 
observations which raise the theme from one of activity to 
one of an occupation. He says, "If you climb to an altitude 
of ten thousand feet and fly Northwest [sic] for ten or 
fifteen miles, you then can make a turn of 90 degrees and 
see both Murfreesboro and Nashville!!! [sic]." Since being 
a pilot is considered a male activity, the reader of a theme
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describing flying a non-commercial craft and using technical 
terms associated with the occupation will consider it to be 
written by a male.

Farmers are also considered male. Theme 9 describes 
a barn. It is another theme about which the panel is 
unanimously correct. Panel member 1 explains that she sees 
the theme as a "detailed description typical of what is of 
interest to a boy." Panel member 8 comments on the 
'"Professional1 detail about [the] barn." Other comments 
are similar. What is important is not that the barn is a 
particular place but rather that it is a place viewed as the 
setting of a male occupation (that is, farming). A sample 
of the technical material included in Theme 9 follows: "On
the soutside [sic] you would find three stables for holding 
livestock. Each [of the] stables contain[s] [a] hay trough, 
feed trough, and a[n] automatic watering trough. In the 
hallway you would find a watering trough, water outlet, and 
a refrigerator for keeping medicine cold. The next section 
contains two stables and a crib for holding corn and other 
feeds. The north side contains hay troughs to feed as many 
as twenty-five head at one time. Next to [the] inner wall 
is [sic] a loading range and a cut gate."

While it is no doubt true that many women are involved 
in farming, it is generally accepted that the farmer is a 
man, and the woman involved in farming is the farmer's wife
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or the farmer's daughter. Farming as a serious occupation 
is usually masculine. Therefore, a description of the tech
nical aspects of farming is considered to be written by a 
male.

Women, on the other hand, are relegated to the role of 
housewife or housekeeper. Theme 21 says, "The large windows 
were always a chore to clean," and the mention of a house
keeping chore which the writer admits to performing marks 
this theme as feminine. The writer of Theme 33 says, "I eat 
most of my meals in my room, so that's why I consider it a 
kitchen. I have a refrigerator, an oven, and a hot plate 
so [sic] it is almost like any ordinary kitchen." Few men 
on campus cook most of their meals, and those who do seldom 
talk about it. While anyone could compare this room to 
"any ordinary kitchen," probably only a housewife or house
keeper would. The writer of Theme 33 also mentions arranging 
furniture, another housekeeping chore. Helen H. Franzwa 
says, "Many studies indicate that there is a prevailing 
attitude among both men and women that women's place is in 
the home." She states that this attitude comes from a "sex 
role socialization" which is "in large part specifying that 
adult women are primarily housewives and mothers."1 This 
attitude is reflected in the way women are presented on

1 Helen H. Franzwa, "Working Women in Fact and Fiction," 
Journal of Communication, 24 (Spring 1974), 104.
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television. Mildred Downing who studied women in soap 
operas found that "The three top-ranking occupations for 
female serial characters are: 'full-time housewives,' 29.5
percentj 'professionals,' 19.4 percent; and 'clerical 
employees,' 9.3 percent."2 She compared this to the United 
States Bureau of Census figures for April 1972: "officially,
the three highest-ranking occupations for American women are: 
clerical workers, 34.5 percent of total women employed; 
service workers, 22.3 percent; and professional and technical 
workers, 15 percent." Of course, the most important fact 
about the census figures is that they completely omit "What 
is undoubtedly the largest occupational category for women—  

the full-time housewife."1* It is obvious, then, that the 
main occupational role assigned to women is not even recog
nized by many as an occupation.

Sex-based occupational interests are no doubt a greater 
indicator of sex than these few themes illustrate. One must 
remember in considering this criterion that the themes are 
descriptions of places and not of occupations. All references 
to occupations are incidental. A study of themes written 
about occupations or of "career booklets" made in many high 
schools would no doubt show occupations to be a greater 
indicator of the sex of the writers them they are here.

2 Mildred Downing, "Heroine of the Daytime Serial," 
Journal of Communication, 24 (Spring 1974), 133.

3 Ibid. ** Ibid.
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Activities
The activity most often mentioned by the panel and by 

the freshman respondents is "slumber party" from Theme 17. 
This theme is unanimously identified as female by the panel, 
the freshman respondents, and History 47 7 respondents. The 
expression "When I have a slumber party" is given as the 
reason for the decisions in most cases, when a reason is 
given. Slumber parties are a female activity. Males have 
some of the boys over for the night, but they do not identify 
the activity as a slumber party. Webster* s New World 
Dictionary of the American Language defines slumber party as 
"a house-party at which young teen-age girls, dressed in 
night clothes, spend much of the night in talk, eating, 
games, etc."

Another activity identified as female in Theme 17 is 
dancing. It should be noted that this theme refers to 
dancing with friends in one's bedroom. This type of dancing 
is considered female. This is not to say that men do not 
dance in night clubs and at proms and other places, but 
rather that they do not dance in their bedrooms. Theme 5 
makes it clear that dancing in other places is not exclu
sively feminine. "Night joints seem to be the only place 
to go in the city. . . . They supply intertainment [sic], 
beverages, and a nice place to dance." To 80 percent of the 
panel this type of dancing does not identify this male as
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female. The female comment in Theme 3, "There is usually 
only one movie to attend and only a dance once a month" is 
also not considered to be a sex-linked comment.

"Tuesday[']s bridge club" (Theme 4) is repeatedly men
tioned as the reason for assigning the theme to a female 
writer. All ten panel members and 51 out of 52 freshmen 
mark "F" for Theme U. While men play bridge, women are 
connected with bridge clubs. Second, this bridge-playing 
takes place in a small town. Men in small towns are less 
likely to play "citified"--even "sissy"--card games like 
bridge. They are more likely to play poker. (The male who 
wrote Theme 2»+ just referred to playing cards, without naming 
the game, thereby making what could be considered an indi
cator of sex.) Third, the context in which the term appears 
is "you will have to stand up for yourself at Tuesday[’]s 
bridge club." The implication here is that the bridge club 
is a place of gossip. Females are stereotyped as gossips 
even though men are equally likely to "repeat idle talk and 
rumors, esp. [sic] about the private affairs of others."
Males can mention gossips, as the male writer did in Theme 
27, without losing their maleness, but the gossips must be 
others (presumably women) overheard as they are in the 
library in Theme 27. Although the male writer knows he is 
being talked about, he does not have, as the female writer 
in Theme 4 has, the responsibility to defend himself. Cheris
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Kramer says, "One of the most repeated concerns about 
women*s speech is their supposed propensity to gossip."**
She quotes Esquire * s Guide to Modern Etiquette as saying 
"gossiping is forgivable in women since it is part of their 
nature, but a man cannot gossip and remain a 'man.'"®

Theme 8, entitled "Murphy Center," is identified by 
100 percent of the panel and by about 90 percent of the 
freshmen as being male, as it is. The emphasis on athletics 
is most often noted as the reason for the decisions. The 
male who wrote Theme 8 displays technical knowledge about 
Middle Tennessee State University's athletic center: "Even
the floor on which the game is being played is something 
special. Murphy Center has a rubberized floor. This is 
something which is pretty rare. This floor, being rubber, 
is supposed to give with the player[']s feet. This helps 
cut down on the number of leg and ankle injuries." He 
refers to the athletic coaches, Jimmy Earle and Ben Hurt, 
by name, without identifying their functions. His interest 
in athletics is such that he assumes that everyone knows who 
these men are. The mention of one specific athletic 
activity, weight lifting, is most often given as the reason

s Cheris Kramer, "Excessive Loquacity: Women's Speech
as Represented in American Etiquette Books," paper presented 
at the Speech Communication Conference, Austin, Texas, July 
10-12, 1975, p. 2.

6 Ibid.
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for a choice of "M." Few women lift weights. (The presence 
of weight-lifting devices and their use in programs of 
weight loss at many spas may change this. At present, how
ever, the activity is considered exclusively for the 
muscle-bound male.)

Theme 10 is correctly identified as male by 90 percent 
of the panel. The reasons most often given refer to the 
following paragraph: "THS has an outstanding atheletic (sic3
program. The school has some of the best facilities in the 
state for baseball and football on the high school level. 
About one-sixty [sic] of the THS faculty are coaches."

Theme 53 also talks about a high school athletic 
program. "Going on around the campus we find the gym, where 
the basketball games are often held. Inside the gym we find 
two offices and [a] bathroom. As you walk through the door 
to the gym [there] are some steps. These steps are often 
blocked off unless they have a big game, then these steps 
are used to reach the balcony. The gym is old and lookCs] as 
though it is about to fall." This theme is written by a 
female but is incorrectly identified as male by 90 percent of 
the panel. The reason most often given for the incorrect 
identification is the emphasis on athletics. The incorrect 
decisions of the panel are very important. In this case, 
they reflect a stereotype which can be incorrect and there
fore might need to be reexamined. Also, the consistent use
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of this criterion, regardless of its relation to fact, 
demonstrates that it operates in the panel's imagination.

Shopping is more often identified as a female activity 
than as male. The three themes written by females which 
mention shopping (Themes 3, 7, and 13) are each correctly
identified by 60 percent of the panel. The one theme men
tioning shopping written by a male (Theme 5) is correctly
identified by 80 percent of the panel. One reason might
be that, unlike the females', the male's reference is not 
personal. "Everyone goes shoping [sic] in the big mall that 
is close to their [sic] house instead of going in to the city 
where there are big stores that used to get all the business." 
Another reason is that other items indicate male.

The paragraph on driving in Theme 5 serves to identify 
the writer as male for one member of the panel. "The inter
state is impossible to drive on at night. Heading for the 
city there is [sic] over a thousand exits and all [are] 
leading where you don't want to go. The roads fork at many 
places almost making everyone wreck trying to figure out 
which way to go. Each one of these interstates have [sic] a 
name, road number, and a place to go. People have to know 
at least two of these to stay on the right one." For whatever 
reason, 80 percent of the panel correctly identifies Theme ^ 
as being male. Two other themes by males discuss driving. 
Theme 51, identified unanimously by the panel, is mainly
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a description of the drive to his "Getaway Place" rather 
than a description of the getaway place itself. Theme 18, 
written by a male and so identified by 100 percent of the 
panel begins: "I turned off the main highway onto a narrow
dirt road that stretchCed] for miles. But I finaly [sic] 
reached the airport after a long drive." It is possible 
that drivers, or more specifically persons seriously inter
ested in driving, are still stereotyped as male. Profes
sional drivers are usually males, but since most women today 
drive, an interest in driving, as such, cannot be considered 
a reliable indicator of sex.

Dreaming is mentioned in Theme 54 where it is unani
mously identified as female by both the panel and the 
freshmen and in Theme 44 where it is identified by 70 percent 
of the panel. Since the conclusion to Theme 51, "I . . . 
just dream," caused no panel member to choose "F" for that 
theme, it would appear that for the panel dreaming is not a 
sex-related activity.

Sunbathing is mentioned in only two papers, both written 
by females. One is correctly identified by 100 percent, the 
other by 50 percent of the panel.

Drinking beer is mentioned once in a male paper (Theme 
14), but is not commented on. Talking "with the flowers" is 
mentioned once in a female paper (Theme 31), but is also not 
commented on. There is no evidence that the panel found
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either of the last two activities sex-linked, although others 
might believe that they are.

Environment
The sixty themes used in this research are descriptions 

of places. Since the students were free to choose the places 
they described, the choices themselves could serve to identify 
the sex of the writers.

One-sixth of the themes describe bedrooms. Five of 
these are written by females (Themes 17, 33, 34, 38, and 54). 
Five are written by males (Themes 22, 29, 40, 43, and 52).
Four out of five of each set are correctly identified by a 
majority of the panel. (Themes 38 and 22 are not.) Since 
there is an equal number of themes about bedrooms from each 
group, and since the panel is equally correct about both 
groups, the bedroom as a place to be described does not 
appear to be a sex indicator. Probably, there are many 
themes written about bedrooms because few college-age 
students have more than a bedroom. Few freshmen at Middle 
Tennessee State University own homes or rent apartments.
Most either live in a bedroom in one of the dormitories or 
live in a bedroom in their parents' homes. The few who rent 
apartments usually share the expenses and facilities with 
other students and still have only a bedroom.
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One-sixth of the themes are written about houses. Four 
of these use the neutral term house exclusively. Two are 
written by females (Themes 21 and 30). Two are written by 
males (Themes 59 and 15). One female paper (Theme 21) and 
one male paper (Theme 59) are correctly identified by the 
majority. The other two (Themes 31 and 15) are not. Four 
of the themes use home to name or describe their house.
Three of these (Themes 11, 16, and 46) are written by 
females. Themes 11 and 16 are identified by 90 percent of 
the panel, and "home'1 is mentioned several times as the 
reason. The majority of the panel is wrong on Theme 46.
The other theme using home (Theme 25) uses the expression 
"old home place"--a modification which along with other 
criteria allows the theme to be correctly identified by 90 
percent of the panel as male. Two themes are written about 
dream houses. Both are identified as female. One (Theme 28) 
is by a female with 90 percent correct. The other (Theme 6) 
is written by a male and on that theme the panel is 100 per
cent incorrect.

The panel regards the neutral term house as not being 
sex-linked. The term home indicates a female writer, but 
not exclusively so, especially in the modified form of "old 
home place.” The concept dream house is considered exclu
sively feminine. It is interesting to note here that,
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although the panel accepts dreaming by males (Theme 51), they 
do not accept a male's having a dream house (Theme 6).

Fourteen of the themes are about a variety of other 
types of rooms and buildings. Two are written about high 
schools. Theme 5 3 (written by a female) has already been 
mentioned for the large number of incorrect decisions about 
it based on its mention of the details of the athletic 
facilities. Theme 10, written by a male, is correctly 
identified on the same basis. As was discussed, Theme 8 
(about Middle Tennessee State University's Athletic Center) 
is also correctly identified on the basis of comments on 
athletics. Since the decisions about these three themes 
seem based primarily on activities, it is impossible to 
conclude that the nature of the places themselves is 
sex-linked. As mentioned, the panel is so influenced by 
the occupational references in the description of the b a m  
in Theme 9 that it is impossible to conclude anything from 
the nature of the place itself. There is a similar theme 
(Theme 12) written about the farm as a whole. It is also 
written by a male, but only 30 percent of the panel correctly 
identifies it. In these two cases the place itself is less 
important them the other subject matter clues. Five other 
buildings are described: a bar and grill (Theme 19-"M"-80
percent CIS), a church (Theme 13-"F"-70 percent CIS), a 
general store (Theme 27-"M"-60 percent CIS), and a courthouse
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(Theme 50-"F"-60 percent CIS). Four other areas described 
are an attic (Theme 60-"F"-70 percent CIS), a den (Theme 24- 
"M"-90 percent CIS), a swimming pool (Theme 20-"M"-30 percent 
CIS), and an air field (Theme 18-"M"-100 percent CIS). It 
is impossible to say that any of these places are sex-linked 
since they differ so widely and since other subject matter 
clues overshadow that of environment.

Eleven themes describe communities. Two papers, written 
by females (Themes 3 and 4), describe small towns. They are 
identified by a majority of the panel (60 percent and 100 
percent). (The courthouse of Theme 50 mentioned earlier is 
also in a small town.) Several panel members mention subject, 
content, or a "positive attitude toward a small town." Two 
other smaller communities are Pawley's Island (Theme 49-"F"- 
80 percent CIS) and the campus (Theme 31-"F"-60 percent CIS). 
Seven themes describe large cities (Themes 1, 5, 7, 36, 39,
42, and 55). The four written by males (Themes 1, 5, 16, and 
42) are correctly identified by a majority of the panel (80, 
80, 100, and 60 percents). The ones written by females 
(Themes 7, 39, and 55) are not correctly identified by the 
majority of the panel (40, 10, and 50 percents CIS). Two 
themes are written about big-city type concerts (Themes 14 
and 56). Both are written by males and are so identified by 
a majority of the panel (90 and 70 percents CIS). We may 
conclude, therefore, that at Kiddle Tennessee State University
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females are expected to and more often do write about small 
towns, while men are more likely to write about large cities, 
and that is the expectation of the panel.

The remaining thirteen themes describe places close to 
nature. Eight are written by females (Themes 2, 26, 32, 35, 
44, 47, 49, and 57). Three-quarters of these are correctly 
identified by a majority of the panel (all but Themes 35 and
57). Five are written by males (Themes 23, 41, 45, 51, and
58). Most of those are correctly identified by a majority 
(Theme 58 is not). Not only is there more concern with 
nature among females, but also a different type of place is 
described. Three of the five male papers (Themes 45, 23, and 
41) describe places well known to most Tennesseans, places 
which are tourist attractions. None of the female papers 
are about well-known places. Most of the places described
by females (Themes 2, 26, 49, 52, 35, 44, and 57) are private, 
undisturbed places where one (not many) could commune with 
nature. One male paper (Theme 51) describes a getaway place 
which might seem similar. However, as mentioned, Theme 51 
has so much detail about driving that the activity overshadows 
the choice of the place, leaving the panel 100 percent 
correct. One paper describes the rain (Theme 47). It is 
written by a female and is so identified by 100 percent of 
the panel. A similar paper written on snow (Theme 58) is 
written by a male. No one on the panel correctly identifies
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Theme 58. We may conclude, therefore, that concern with 
nature is considered a female trait and that when men 
describe nature they are more likely to take well-known 
natural beauties. (This might be because the reputation 
of such places eases the burden of description.)

CRITERION TWO: WORD CHOICE

Most words in the English language are neutral. They 
do not take sides in an argument. They are neither feminine 
nor masculine, happy nor sad, good nor bad. They are not 
influential. They do not cause the reader to think deeply, 
to act, or to react. The most-often-used words in the 
English language are function words. They have little or no 
communicative value alone, but rather take on meaning among 
the other wordB used (i.e., prepositions, conjunctions, etc.). 
Some nouns, verbs, and modifiers are similar, because they 
simply name an object, state of being, action, or mode of 
description in a neutral way. They are denotative. Radio, 
for example, is denotative. Radio is a noun which names a 
particular object with no sexual identification and no 
emotion. Write is a verb which is similar to radio. It 
describes a neutral action. Three is a neutral modifier.
It denotes the concept of a certain number. Darling, on the 
other hand, is connotative. It does more than name a person. 
It stirs up many images. It sounds feminine. It creates an
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emotional reaction or at least an evolution of its emobional 
value. Some words, like dog, can be denotative in a 
sentence, as in, "My dog has fleas," and connotative in 
sentences like, "That dog told me to shut up!"

Since function words must be chosen by all writers of 
English and since to be understood they must be used accord
ing to certain rules, the choice of function words cannot be 
a criterion of the identification of the sex of the writer. 
However, the use of denotative or connotative words is a 
choice. We will see that in many cases male writers will 
choose denotative words while female writers choose connota
tive ones. We will also see that females are more precise 
in their choice of denotative words in certain areas and 
males more precise in other areas. Females choose connota
tive words to elicit a variety of emotions, but when males 
use connotative words they are usually slang. If they are 
emotional, the emotions are usually rougher, more masculine 
emotions. The following discussion will be in four parts: 
denotative words chosen by female writers, denotative words 
chosen by male writers, connotative words chosen by female 
writers, connotative words chosen by male writers.

Denotative Words Chosen by Female Writers
As has already been mentioned, female writers discuss 

activities not discussed by male writers. The expression
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"slumber narty" in Theme 17 is used in its strictest denota
tive sense. "When I have a slumber party[,] I never have to 
worry about the noise that we make because my bedroom is 
located at the end of the hall in the house." The denotative 
definition— simply that supplied by the dictionary— is suffi
cient. Slumber party is a female word choice because it 
describes a female activity which does not interest males.
The female writer of Theme 16 nameB a television program—  

strictly denotative--but the word choice is sex-linked because 
the program is a soap opera and only females admit to being 
interested in soap operas. "She is either looking out the 
big picture window which has artifical [sic] violets in [sic] 
the windowsill, or watching on television 'As The [sic] World 
Turns' if it is about noon." The writer does not describe 
herself as watching the program, she chooses the words which 
name a program usually watched by females and indicates that 
she knows what time that program goes on; so she marks her
self as a female. (Theme 16 has a CIS of 90 percent.)
Should the sentence have ended with the word television, the 
reader would lack an important clue to the identification of 
the sex of the writer; but another clue would remain in the 
sentence, the mention of "artifical [sic] violets." Rather 
than choose flowers, the more general word, the writer chose 
violets and, even more precisely, artificial violets. This 
precise choice of a denotative word in an area not usually
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of interest to men could identify the theme as female.
Several panel members and some freshmen comment on the 
"corsages of flowers" mentioned in Theme 54, and this theme 
is identified unanimously by both groups. Of course, the 
identification is more obvious here than it is in Theme 16, 
because the writer of Theme 54 owns the flowers. "The 
streamers from birthday parties long ago, paper cups, notes 
from friends now yellowing with age, and corsages of flowers 
now brown and wrinkled, all bring back the happy memories 
from the past." Later in the theme she says, "The smell of 
flowers['] fresh blooms makeCs] me feel lightheaded." Theme 
2 8 (identified correctly as "F" by 90 percent of the panel) 
says, "The yard was green and filled with trees and flowers." 
Theme 2 ("F"-70 percent CIS) mentions "tall yellow cattails." 
Theme 48 ("F"-70 percent CIS) says, "A floral arrangement of 
red and white chrysanthemums beautified the pulpit." Theme 
31 ("F"-60 percent CIS) says, "Often I stop and talk with the 
flowers."

Male writers use the neutral term plants (Theme 41) and 
foliage (Theme 23). The majority of the panel marks these 
two "M." However, where the male who wrote Theme 12 says, 
"the flowers in the yard,” 70 percent of the panel is 
incorrect. When the male writer of Theme 22 says, "on top 
were an assortment of dried flowers in a vase," 70 percent 
of the panel is incorrect*, and when the male writer of
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Theme 6 says, "The walk . . . was lined in spring and summer 
with bright cheerful flowers in and the back yard [and it] 
was also cluttered with flowers arranged in an old fashionCed] 
style," 100 percent of the panel is incorrect. These 
incorrect decisions show that a certain kind of reference to 
flowers is a criterion of the panel, the word flower itself 
is not. Most females are more specific (mentioning a specific 
type of flower); and the more precise word or description of 
flowers seems to remain a valid criterion. However, five 
writers (three female and two male) name particular kinds of 
trees (Theme 26, elm and cedar; Theme 35, oak; Theme 50, oak; 
Theme 51, oak; and Theme 15, oak and cherry), so it would 
appear that the choice of the precise name of a tree is not 
sex-linked.

Over two thirds of the themes (43) name color at least 
once. The themes using color in their descriptions are 
almost equally divided between the female (18) and male (15) 
writers. Both panel members and freshman respondents mention 
that the choice of color words is a criterion for the identi
fication of sex. However, the broadening of the criterion 
to include any color words leads both groups astray. Many 
male writers mention the basic colors red, blue, green, 
yellow, brown, black and white. Three males mention silver 
and one gray. A few are more precise (Theme 52, light blue; 
Theme 23, ivy [icy?] blue; Theme 59, dirty gray; Theme 40,
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dark green; and Theme 20, sky blue). While all theBe phrases 
are more precise, they remain part of a general, neutral 
vocabulary. Compare the male use of light blue (Theme 52) 
with the female uses of baby blue (Theme 49) and powder blue 
(Theme 13). The male terms light blue (Theme 52) and dark 
green (Theme 40) refer to tint (i.e., the modification of 
primary colors— red, yellow and blue--and secondary colors- 
green, orange and purple--by another primary or secondary 
color, which creates colors whose names are less well known, 
for example violet). Four females name precise colors which 
are hues of the basic colors. They are violet (Theme 46), 
crimson (Theme 48), beige (Theme 21), and olive (Theme 49). 
Other references to hue are greenish-blue (Theme 49) and 
reddish-orange (Theme 44). Females also mention shade, a 
shade of beige (Theme 21) and yellows, oranges, and greens 
(Theme 54). Females are more likely to choose other forms 
of color words such as golden (Theme 49), silvery (Themes 
49 and 26), white-washed (Theme 50), browned (Theme 46), 
two toned (Theme 17), and pastel (Theme 47). One female 
even invents her own color, hot, melted-butter colored (Theme 
35). While males tend to use colors alone, females combine 
adjectives of color with other adjectives. Theme 50 provides 
several good examples, "squirrels, all brown and furry,"
"worn blue overalls," "brown, strong, chewing tobacco," "big, 
red juicy apples,” and "yellow, sweet, com."
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Six themes by females (Themes 26, 28, >16, 48, 49, and 
50) mention colors at least five times. Four males mention 
colors at least five times (Themes 12, 20, 40, and 43). In 
most cases at least one panel member comments that he or she 
chooses "F" because of the color word choice. The remaining 
theme (Theme 43) says, "The color, [sic] the walls are all 
blue and the sealing [sic] and floor are white. The furni
ture in the room is all brown. The door is blue on the out 
side [sic] and brown in side [sic]." While it is true that 
color is mentioned six times in this paragraph, one must 
consider that this is the stated purpose of the paragraph. 
Paragraph one of this theme says, "I am going to tell about 
the color [paragraph two quoted above], size [paragraph 
three] and the order [paragraph four] of the room." Since 
color description is one of the purposes of his theme, he 
must make several references to it. However, the word 
choices are neutral and since there are other male indi
cators 80 percent of the panel choose "M." The mere mention 
of color is not sex-linked, and even many uses of color words 
do not identify the sex of the writer. (The failure of the 
panel to recognize this fact leads them astray twice.)
Robin Lakoff recognizes that the difference between males and 
females in the use of color words is qualitative, "Women,
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then, make far more precise discriminations in naming colors 
7than do men."

Since most of the places described are rooms or build
ings (see discussion of Environment, pages 101-103), many of the 
themes written mention furniture. Therefore, the mere men
tion of furniture is not sex-linked. Several panel members 
comment on word choice when precise words are used to 
describe furniture. For example, wicker furniture (Theme 
28) is a choice of words which is considered female in this 
theme with a CIS of 90 percent. The term Early American 
(Themes 15 and <40) misleads certain panel members to 
incorrectly identify the themes as "F." It should be noted, 
however, that Early American is in general use, frequently 
without precision. The use of antiques (Themes 28 and 13) 
is considered female. Theme 21 describes a fireplace with 
"cupids ingraved [sic] in it." Even misspelling engraved 
in describing a fireplace seems female. Theme >48, which 
describes the Belmont Heights Baptist Church, has already 
been mentioned for its choice of precise words for colors 
and flowers. It also uses precise terms for the furniture 
and decor of the church, which she says is "far more 
elaborate in design and ornamentation than any church I have 
ever worshiped in." Some of the words she chooses are

7 Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman's Place (New York:
Harper and Row, 1975), p7 87
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sanctuary, domed baptistery, choir loft, tiers, 
handsomely-engraved chairs, pews, and woodwork. It should 
be noted that many of these words are the common vocabulary 
of those involved with churches. Since, in America, more 
women than men are involved in church, these words are likely 
to appear more frequently in female vocabularies.

Three other word choices may be noted as female. 
Attractive, in describing the campus (Theme 31) and the 
courthouse (Theme 50) is considered feminine. Men seem to 
use attractive only in describing certain women. (The word 
is not used in reference to people in any of the themes 
studied. It might have been, should the themes have included 
descriptions of persons instead of just places.) The words 
"fraile" and "ragedy" (both misspelled in Theme 30) are also 
indicators of a female theme.

Denotative Words Chosen by Male Writers
As has already been implied, the technical words 

describing things of male interest suggest a male theme.
Theme 8 (about Middle Tennessee State University's Athletic 
Center) mentions equipment, rubberized floor, auxiliary gyms, 
weight-lifting devices, and other devices. Theme 9 (about a 
bam) uses the terms system of operations, ducts, trough, 
forage, and cut gate. Theme 12 uses silo and Theme 27 
tractor. Theme 51 (about driving) uses slab bridge and steep
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grade. Theme 41 uses terrain. Theme 36 (about flying) uses 
altitude and 9£ degrees. Most of these terms indicate a male 
writer, alone or in context.

The nature of Theme 36 requires the use of numbers and 
compass directions. We find, however, that numbers and 
compass directions are frequently found in other male themes 
where they are not necessary. This would agree with Marjorie 
Swacker's conclusion from her research using oral descrip
tions: "Males tended to use considerably more numerals in
their descriptive passages than did women."8 In this sample 
males frequently refer to specific distances. Theme 36 says 
one hundred miles, ten miles, and ten or fifteen miles.
Theme 18 describes things as twenty feet high and five 
hundred feet long. Theme 10 refers to seventy miles. Theme 
25 uses about a mile and a half and about a half a mile.
Theme 4 3 has a whole paragraph on size in which he uses 
sixteen feet, twelve feet, and ten feet. Theme 23 says fifty 
miles, five hundred acres, and two hundred foot. Theme 41 
says thousands of acres (which in this case is a reasonable 
estimation). Only three female themes describe size by 
choosing number words. Theme 54 describes a bulletin board 
as two feet by four feet. Theme 4 says that the railroad

8 Marjorie Swacker, "The Sex of the Speaker as a Socio- 
linguistic Variable," Language and Sex: Difference and
Dominance, ed. Barrie 'Thorneand Nancy Henley (Rowley, 
Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers, Inc., 1975), p. 81.
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tracks are a foot deep. Both of these themes have many 
female markers to counterbalance this male marker. The 
remaining female theme (Theme 35) mentions a seventy-acre 
tract (the CIS was 20 percent). Larger numbers (seven or 
more) appear in eleven male papers but in only six female 
ones. Nevertheless, the mere presence of numbers, large or 
small, is not as reliable a criterion as numbers used to 
describe size. Goldine C. Gleser, Louis A. Gottschalk, and 
Watkins John report similar findings from their study. They 
found that females "used a relatively smaller percentage of

qwords implying time, space or quantity." Some words used 
to imply space are compass directions which were previously 
mentioned in Theme 36 and which are present in five other 
male themes. Several make more than one reference to direc
tion. Only two female themes (Themes 46 and 5) mention 
directions, and both have a low CIS score.

The male writers chose more technical words to describe 
music and musical equipment. The female description of 
"mellow music" (Theme 34) is unlike the male description 
"synthesized 'rock and roll"' (Theme 14). Males also choose 
the expressions "component stereo" (Theme 24) and "eight 
track tape player with AM and FM radio" (Theme 40). Each of 
the following words appear in only one theme but are either

9 Goldine C. Gleser, Louis A. Gottschalk, and Watkins 
John, "The Relationship of Sex and Intelligence to Choice of 
Words: A Normative Study of Verbal Behavior," Journal of
Clinical Psychology, 15 (1959), 188.
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commented on specifically by the panel or inferred from their 
general comment, "word choice": structural (Theme 10),
dominant (Theme 12), category and toiletries (Theme 29), 
rotate and restroom (Theme 52), and significant, definitely 
and determine (Theme 56).

Connotative Words Chosen by Female Writers
Home, with all its connotations, has already been men

tioned. Theme 11 mentions home five times in the first 
paragraph alone. Themes 7, 46, 32, 49, and 16 also mention 
home or homes, the last one saying "home full of love."
Love, with all its connotations, is also mentioned in Themes 
44 and 55. Theme 34 uses "people who care," which is similar 
in connotation. Themes 3 and 26 use lovely. Theme 17 uses 
treasured (as an adjective). Theme 49 mentions "loving [an 
adjective] touriBts" which is strictly connotative as a 
precise definition of what she means is impossible.

The denotative word private (Theme 49) is replaced by 
the connotative words secluded and serene in other parts of the 
theme. Themes 48 and 57 use lonely. Theme 54 uses secure 
and cozy. Other connotative choices made by females are 
enticing, flickering, blissful (Theme 2), teensy-tiny, 
scurry, graceful, gingerly (Theme 26), whole wide world 
(Theme 35), yesteryear (Theme 44), and fluffy (Theme 47).
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Connotative Words Chosen by Male Writers
Home (previously discussed) is mentioned in three male 

themes (Themes 25, 37, and 43). Love is mentioned by one 
male (Theme 6— 0 percent CIS). Other connotative word 
choices are rare. Two themes (Themes 5 and 19) mention 
joint, one (Theme 37) mentions an old hang out, and one 
(Theme 56) mentions rowdiness and young hippie freaks.

CRITERION THREE: STEREOTYPED ATTITUDES

This section discusses reflections of five stereotyped 
attitudes held about males and females, rather than attitudes 
held by them. The discussion refers to the sample themes; 
and it uses some of the panel’s comments, but it is not 
restricted to them.

Attitude one: Women are more emotional. Previous dis
cussions of home and love (pages 101, 116) seems to support this 
attitude. The female writer of Theme 11 says she wants to go 
home. Another female admits she cries (Theme 34), another 
that she is sometimes unhappy (Theme 17). Another expresses 
it as feeling down (Theme 54), and the one who is sometimes 
unhappy has problems (Theme 17). Four themes discuss things 
which are sentimental. The author of Theme 21 prefers to 
remember things as they were rather than face the changes.
Theme 44’s writer talks about when she was little. Another 
female remembers "streamers from birthday parties long ago,
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paper cups, notes from friends now yellowing with age, and 
corsages of flowers now brown and wrinkled” (Theme 54). 
Another says, "I look at this picture [earlier referred to 
as 'one very special picture'] with reminisce [sic]'' (Theme 
34). Two females dream (Themes 44 and 54), Of course a 
male also dreams (Theme 51). Two males look back at the 
past (Themes 6 and 25). Other males are unhappy and have 
problems but none of them admits it. This is the crux of 
the situation. A million times as many references to emotion 
would not prove that females are more emotional. They would 
prove only that females are more willing to admit being 
emotional. Cheris Kramer says that according to the
folk-linguistics of women's speech "the female form is

TOsupposed to be emotional." Nancy Henley explains the 
basis for this attitude, "The cultures of most poor and 
'ethnic' people in our societies, and those of women and 
children, allow for a broader and deeper range of emotional 
display than that of adult white males, and members of those 
cultures are commonly depicted as 'uncontrolled' 
emotionally.

10 Cheris Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," Psychology Today,
8 (June,1974), 82.

11 Nancy Henley, "Power, Sex, and Nonverbal Communica
tions," Language and Sex; Difference and Dominance, p. 190.
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Attitude two: Women are more shallow— they are more
interested in appearances. Four female themes mention 
clothes (Themes 13, 38, 47, and 50). Four males also mention 
clothes (Themes 29 and 40), closets (Theme 52), or drawers 
(Theme 43). A female writer mentions cologne (Theme 16) but 
a male mentions toiletries (Theme 29). Two females mention 
dancing (Themes 3 and 17), but so does one male (Theme 5). 
Females do not mention shallow things more often than males.

Attitude three: Males hate school. Theme 37 says, "It
is hard to believe a place like this is associated with 
school life." He implies that this place is great, but 
school is usually rotten. However, if all males hate school, 
then why does one praise the college athletic center (Theme 
8), another the library (Theme 27) and another his old high 
school (Theme 10)? There are more positive papers written 
about school by males than by females (only two females, 
Themes 31 and 53).

Attitude four: Males have a better sense of humor. In
Kramer's research she found out the respondents' attitude
toward male humor, "Some students suggested that men try

12harder to be funny and make more comic statements.
However, freshman themes are not known for their humor. Two 
males make attempts at humor (Themes 10 and 29). Neither is 
particularly successful. No female attempts humor,

12 Kramer, "Folk-Linguistics," p. 83.
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Attitude five: Females are less willing to commit
themselves. Cheris Kramer says, "I have heard other ways 
that women, perhaps more than men, have of avoiding stating 
an opinion directly. 'I kinda like that house.1 If someone 
points out to her the garage is too small and the fireplace 
is mislocated, she can change her mind without too much 
difficulty or fear of embarrassment."^^ The female author 
of Theme 3 modifies her statement with "I think," and the 
female who wrote Theme 33 says, "I guess." However, the 
male author of Theme 58 says, "I believe," and the male who 
wrote Theme 41 says, "I suppose." Therefore, these quali
fiers were not used more often by females in the sample.

In her research, Marjorie Swacker finds "a distinction 
between the sexes [in] the use of estimating elements with 
numerals. Women were found to have preceded half of their 
numerals with indicators of approximation."I1* She finds 
that men seldom use approximation even when they are clearly 
guessing. The female writers in this research occasionally 
use approximation, but, unlike Swacker's samples, more male 
writers use approximations. Three males use about (Themes 
18, 10 and 59); one uses approximately (Theme 23). At least 
in this sample, men are no less willing to approximate them 
females are.

Cheris Kramer, "Women's Speech: Separate But
Unequal?" Quarterly Journal of Speech, 60 (February 1974), 19.

14 Swacker, p. 81.



Chapter VII

CRITERIA FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX:
METHODS OF DESCRIPTION

Criteria four, five, and six are grouped together because 
they concern the methods of description used by the writers 
of the sixty themes. Criterion four deals with the organiza
tional principles, five with the types of comparisons, and 
six with syntax.

CRITERION FOUR: ORGANIZATIONAL
PRINCIPLES

One problem in a discussion of the organizational 
principles of the sixty freshmen themes is that the themes 
vary greatly in length. The organizational principles for 
a one-hundred-word theme of only one paragraph must be 
vastly different from the organizational principles of a 
five-hundred-word theme of nine paragraphs. Since the 
length of the theme depends largely on the assignment, and 
on the time in the semester the assignment was made, no 
conclusions can be drawn from length itself or from a com
parison of lengths. There are, however, four organizational 
principles which are not seriously affected by length and 
these will be discussed: (1) statements of controlling

121
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ideas, (2) order of ideas, (3) enumeration of details, and 
(4) transitions. Since organizational principles are not 
mentioned by the panel members, no relation of Correct 
Identification of Sex scores and the themes will be made 
in this section.

Statements of Controlling Ideas
The controlling ideas of a theme can be stated in 

(1) the title, (2) introductory paragraphs, (3) topic 
sentences, or (3) conclusions.

The title. Only one theme (31, female) has no title 
of any kind. Thirteen themes (eight male and five female) 
have titles which reflect the assignment more than the 
contents of the theme (e.g., "Place Description"). It 
should be noted, however, that eleven of those came from 
the same two sections of English 101, both of which were 
taught by the same instructor. We assume, therefore, that 
this type of title is encouraged, if not requested, by the 
instructor, and not an organizational principle conceived 
by the writers. Four of these have sub-titles or continua
tions of the titles which applied specifically to those 
themes (e.g., "A Description of My Bedroom," Theme 40).
Most of the remaining titles name the place to be described 
(e.g., "Nashville," Theme 1). Nineteen of the titles 
(twelve male and seven female) are repeated in the first
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line. The remaining titles can be placed into three groups: 
(1) careless delays or omissions, (2) repetition as conclu
sion, and (3) thematic titles.

"Our Barn" (Theme 9) is a good example of the careless 
delay. Sentence one says, "This building is the very heart 
of a farm." It is not clear what "this building" is. The 
reader needs to return to the title to understand "this 
building." Harbrace College Handbook says, "As a rule avoid 
pronoun reference [or other dependent reference] to the title 
of a theme or to a word in the title."* "This building can 
only be understood through the title. Another example is 
Theme 45 about Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. The mountain is 
never named in the theme itself. There were nine themes in 
which the title should have been repeated for the sake of 
coherence. Their omission might be called carelessness.

In Theme 44 the title is repeated as the conclusion. 
"Childhood Hiding" written by a female begins, "Behind the 
house where I live there is a hill untouched by human hands 
or machines." Although this female writer does not repeat 
the title in the first line, Bhe makes it clear what she is 
describing. In her concluding paragraph she repeats "child
hood hiding," showing it to be a controlling idea: "I know

1 John C. Hodes and Mary E. Whitten, Harbrace College 
Handbook, 7th edition (New York: Harcourt Brace Javonovich,
Inc., 1972), p. 298.
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someday this place of childhood hiding will be taken from 
me, but in my heart, in my dreams, and in my memories I 
will keep returning." This type of repetition for effect 
is more common in female themes.

Thirteen theme titles were thematic. Four of these 
were by males and will be discussed first. Theme 29 is 
entitled "Four Walls." The theme does not describe the four 
walls; it describes the entire room. The title "Four Walls" 
is thematic because it emphasis the dull, ordinary, imper
sonal way this male views his room. Theme 51 is entitled 
"My Getaway Place." The theme describes all that this male 
writer must go through to get to the place he finally reaches 
in the last line where he says, "I . . . push myself back in 
my seat and just dream." The title is thematic because the 
theme is about how difficult it is to get away. Another 
thematic title by a male is "The Experience Of [sic] A [sic] 
Rock And [sic] Roll Concert" (Theme 56). The theme is not 
so much a description of a concert as it is of the experi
ence of attending one. Theme 36 is entitled "A City at 
Night From an Airplane." The first part of the theme is 
just that, but the last paragraph begins, "I thought seeing 
one city from the air at night was beautiful, but if you can 
see two cities, it is really great." This male writer uses 
the title thematically to set up a value which he twists and 
enlarges in his final paragraph.
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Thematic titles are used by over twice as many females 
as males (nine to four). Theme 16 (female) is entitled 
”216 West Chestnut Street." Like that of Theme 36, this 
title does not reveal the writer's ultimate thematic con
cerns as completely as they will be developed. In this 
case, it is implicitly impersonal, merely a street address.
The description begins of the place, but then an old man and 
woman are described and the theme concludes: "When one
leaves this house, one realizes it was 'a home full of love.'" 
The title of Theme 30, "The Vacant House," also is more a 
point of departure than a true description of the theme's 
contents. The reader expects an empty, unwanted house; yet 
the theme concludes, "When exiting through the crooked door 
was a signed [sic] that read 'Somebody Onced [sic] Lived 
Here.'" The emphasis is not on the fact that it is vacant 
now, but rather on the fact that it was once filled with 
life. "My Room" (Theme 38) sounds like a simple descriptive 
title which might be repeated often in a theme, but in this 
theme the "my" is thematic. She begins, "The place where 
I live," which doesn't show ownership or pride of possession. 
She then proceeds with a most uncomplimentary description, 
then concluding, "Although this room is the most uncordinated 
[sic] place on campus[,] I wouldn't live any other place."
The possessive "my" in the title is thematic and basic to 
the essay as a whole.
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Theme 17 is entitled "My Bedroom Means alot Csic] to 
Me." The theme describes the room by explaining why she 
values it. Theme 26 is called "Pot of Gold." It describes 
a small clearing and a pond. The last paragraph presents a 
rainbow and concludes, "I guess one might say that this small 
paradise with all of its seemingly perfect attributes is the 
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow." The title themati
cally presents the value this female writer puts on the place 
she describes. Theme 47, "Winter Rainbows," is similar.
This writer concludes, "Behind the rainbow is a pot of gold. 
Whether anyone believes it or not, the welcome sign of a 
peaceful sky is worth much more than anything that could be 
bought with gold." The "peaceful sky" is more important 
because it is winter. The importance of winter is explained 
to heighten the contrast between the "damp feet and frozen 
toes" and the "satisfaction and delight" of a winter rainbow: 
the title presents the theme. Theme 28's subtitle is "My 
Dream House." The main part of the theme describes the 
house. It ends, "As I left, I took a last look at the beau
tiful mansion, hoping someday it would be mine." This writer 
is describing not just a beautiful house, but the house of 
her hopes and dreams.

Theme 49 begins, "Hidden secretly on the beautiful 
Atlantic Ocean is an unknown paradise to many." She describes 
the place hiding its secret identity to the end where she
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says, "This wonderful beach is Pawley's Island, and we con
sider it our 'Paradise."' Yet it really hasn't been a secret 
at all, for the title of Theme 49 is "Our Pawley’s Island 
'Paradise.'" This title is thematic because it more than 
names a place; it interprets how the writer feels about the 
place. Theme 55 is entitled "A Trip to Remeber [sic]." It 
is about San Juan. The title is thematic because it presents 
the attitude the writer has toward the place. Females are 
more likely to use thematic titles than males. This might 
be an indication that female freshmen begin writing with a 
clearer conception of their thematic purposes.

Introductory Paragraphs. Twenty-two of the themes have 
introductory paragraphs. Their function as introductions 
are hard to evaluate without presenting entire themes; six 
of these, however, can be presented alone. These six 
introductory paragraphs (four female and two male) present 
the topics for the remaining paragraphs. Theme 43 (male) 
begins, "I am going to describe my dorm room. I am going to 
tell about the color [paragraph two], size [paragraph three] 
and the order [paragraph four] of the room." This writer 
uses one word to present the topics to be covered in the next 
three paragraphs. The writer of Theme 24 (male) uses phrases, 
"The den in our house is used for studing [sic] [paragraph 
two], entertainment of friends [paragraph three], and for 
personal entertainment [paragraph four]." Theme 33 (female)
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begins, "My favorite room is my dorm room. I guess the 
reason I like it so much is because I spend most of my time 
there. It serves as a kitchen [paragraph two], a living 
room [paragraph three], and a bedroom [paragraph four]."
Theme 54 (female) begins, "Having a place to go to be alone 
is important. When I want a place to think [paragraph two], 
dream [paragraph three], or just be by myself [paragraphs 
four and five], I have my bedroom." Theme 60 (female) begins, 
"The worst room I can think of has to be our attic. It is 
big, [and] dark [paragraph two] and scary [paragraph three].
It has a very bad order [sic] [paragraph four]." Although 
the female writer of Theme 17 uses a full sentence to present 
each topic, the result is the same: "My bedroom is the most
treasured room in my house. In my room I can entertain my 
friends [paragraph two]. I can solve some of my problems 
when I am alone in my room [paragraph three]. The two-tone 
colors on the walls make me feel happy [paragraph four]."
Four of the six themes just described (three female and one 
male) are from the same section of English 101. It is 
possible that this organizational principle is taught in 
that section and required of the students. If that were 
true, it would leave only one theme from each sex using this 
principle. For this reason, it seems doubtful that an intro
ductory paragraph which lists the topics of the remaining 
paragraphs is a sex-linked organizational device.
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Topic sentences. The six themes listed above all use 
topic sentences to present the topics as they are discussed 
in the ensuing paragraphs. Two other themes (both by 
females) are only one paragraph long (Themes 2 and 48).
Both have topic sentences. Two other female themes (28 and 
38) have two paragraphs. One of the paragraphs in each is 
only one sentence. The first paragraph of Theme 38 is 
really a topic sentence for the second paragraph. Theme 28 
uses a topic sentence for the first paragraph which also 
accounts for the concluding one-sentence paragraph. Nine 
themes written by males contain only one paragraph.
One-third (three) of these have topic sentences. It would 
appear that in themes of only one paragraph females are more 
likely to use topic sentences; however, in longer themes 
males are more likely to use topic sentences. Fourteen male 
themes (two previously mentioned) have topic sentences in 
most of their paragraphs while only nine female themes (four 
previously mentioned) usually have topic sentences. The 
information on the topic sentence as a sex-linked organiza
tional device is inconclusive.

Conclusions. The conclusions can be grouped under three 
headings: (1) organizational conclusions, (2) thematic con
clusions, and (3) tags. Seventeen themes— eleven male and 
six female— have no conclusions. It is important to remember
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that in such short papers conclusions are often unnecessary 
and when included are often awkward and artificial.

Organizational conclusions resemble summaries in that 
they list the topics the theme is organized to include, or 
make a statement parallel to the first line or title.
Several of the latter type were discussed in reference to 
titles and introductions. Theme 56 is a good example of the 
summary type. "In summary, concerts are a fun thing, 
intended for the enjoyment of all. The people [paragraph two] 
and the music [paragraph three] are the outstanding features 
and determine an individual's reaction [paragraph four] to a 
concert." This type of conclusion does not appear to be 
Bex-linked.

Thematic conclusions are those which state the theme of 
the paper. This type of conclusion is used more often by 
females (nineteen females and five males). The author of 
Theme 11 (female) begins, "Right now, at this moment, I would 
like to be at home." She talks about how this reaction was 
totally unexpected. She describes her home life and con
cludes, "My parents have always told us that there is know 
[sic] place like home, and now I beleive [sic] them." This 
attitude or expression of value has been present throughout 
the theme. Theme 16 (female), "216 West Chestnut Street," 
concludes, "When one leaves this house, one realizes it was 
'a home full of love."' As previously mentioned, the theme
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develops from an aloof position in the title to more personal 
involvement. The author of Theme 16 describes the room as 
having "the look of homeliness [sic]" and refers to the old 
man as glancing at his wife "with love in his eyes." The 
conclusion is thematic because it states, without summary, 
the theme of the entire essay. Theme 31 (female) concludes, 
"Of all the campuses I've visited, which are few, I find 
M.T.S.U, the most attractive one." The beauty of the campus 
has been her main concern throughout the theme. Theme **8 
(female) concludes, "These elaborate features of the church 
formed the basis for my conclusion that Belmont Heights 
Baptist Church waB one of the most elaborate and ornamental 
churches I have ever worshiped in." Since this conclusion 
follows a description of the elaborate features, it is 
thematic. Theme 60 (female) entitled "The Attic" describes 
the attic as "big, dark and scary . . . [with a] very bad 
order [sic]." She concludes, "All in all, I spend as little 
time as I can in the attic," a logical thematic conclusion. 
Other female thematic conclusions presented earlier include 
Themes 28, 30, 38, >14, 47, and 49.

Only five males have used thematic conclusions. Theme 
6 (male) ends, "through the years, I have grown to love that 
house even more than when I was a child." He originally 
describes the house as across from his "childhood home."
In another place he calls it his "dream house." The
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conclusion expresses the theme of this short paper. Theme 19 
(male) concludes, "It was a most uncommon place to eat, and 
I hope I never see or hear of the place again." He has 
described "that creepy joint" in a most uncomplimentary 
manner, and the conclusion is a logical outgrowth of the 
theme as it has been presented. Themes 36, 42, and 58 (all 
male) are similar. Although this type of conclusion is 
present in both male and female themes, it is much more 
common in the female themes.

Tags are conclusions which are very similar to thematic 
conclusions, as they reflect thematic concerns. The differ
ence is that they present themes or impose values which are 
not operative beforehand in the papers. A few examples will 
make this clearer. Theme 29 (male) concludes, "This room 
reminds me of my life. It begins as nothing, and I will have 
to make it into what I want it to be." The author expresses 
his purpose, in paragraph one, as "share[ing3 some of my 
hardships with you.” The theme describes the bed (paragraph 
two), the heater (paragraph three), the desk (paragraph four), 
the dresser (paragraph five), and the closet (paragraph six). 
Nowhere has he mentioned developing or improving what he has. 
This conclusion is a tag; it expresses a value which it tacked 
on to the theme since it does not grow out of the concerns of 
the theme. Theme 43 (male) concludes, "My dorm room is all 
most [sic] like my room at home, but there is no place like
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home." This conclusion, expressing the value of home, has 
nothing to do with the rest of the theme, which mechanically 
describes the color, size, and order of the room. Theme 45 
(male) concludes, "This place will always remain a magnifi
cent site [sic], mainly because it is known as the seventh 
wonder of the world." While the writer does say earlier that 
it is "famous," he also says it "is located at a deserted 
spot." He mentions several personal reactions and is con
cerned with beauty. The assertion that the place is the 
"seventh wonder of the world" in the conclusion is not 
hinted at earlier. Theme 59 (male) ends, "Tomorrow the 
housing construction team is going to tear the house down 
and remove all the trees." The theme describes a "horrible 
looking place" which has not been painted in "over 
thirty-five years." The theme concerns natural deteriora
tion and makes a gothic description of imaginary ghosts and 
dead bodies; and so the intrusion of a modern housing team 
is unthematic. Other male themes concluding with tags are 
Themes 9, 10, 12, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 41. Only two female 
themes end with tags. Theme 4 describes a small town and 
concludes, "Always remember to behave in a small town. If 
not[,] you will have to stand up for yourself at Tuesday[']s 
bridge club." This is a concern imposed on the paper which 
does not logically arise out of it. The final paragraph of 
Theme 13 (female) begins as an organizational conclusion but
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ends* "This store is a good example of how progress prevails, 
but history never dies." The general store at Opryland, as 
described, does not exemplify this idea, since it is not 
really history but an almost comic commercial imitation. 
Twelve themes by males, and only two themes by females, use 
tags. In these papers, a conclusion which adds a thematic 
concern or value which is not present in the rest of the 
theme is a good indicator of a male writer. This may be 
another indication that males begin writing with a less 
clear conception of their thematic purposes than females and 
are, therefore, more likely to add thematic concerns at the 
end.

Order of Ideas
In such short papers which deal only with a few ideas 

the order is usually random. Order of climax, order of size 
or importance, and order of cause and effect are impractical 
orders for descriptions. The most logical order is space 
order. Over half the themes (thirty-four) use space order. 
While these themes are almost equally from the writings of 
each sex (sixteen female and eighteen male), there are two 
differences. As mentioned before (see "Word Choice," p. 105) 
males are more likely to use compass directions as space 
indicators. Males are also more likely to be more obvious 
about using space order as an organizational principle.
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Theme 52 (male) is a good example of this obviousness and 
is so short that it can be presented in its entirety exactly 
as it appeared.

Dorm Room
When I enter my room the first thing I see is 

another door that leads to the restroom. As my 
eyes rotate to the left of the room I see the small 
closets with sliding doors. Then there is a 
bullentin board with all kind of pictures. The 
window is right beside the door with light blue 
curtains up to it an the heating is right under the 
window. If your eyes rotate to the right you will 
see my bed with a light blue blanket on it and a 
light over it. Then my stereo on the dresser with 
a stacked of records. Then my eyes is right back 
at the door where I began from.

When females use space order they are not as obvious about
it. Space order is a sex-linked organizational principle,
not because of its presence but because of the obviousness
and exclusiveness with which it is used. The order in some
themes is time order, used when the encounter with the thing
described occurs over a period of time. There are four
themes (two male and two female) which use time order. Time
order does not appear to be a sex-linked organizational
principle.

Enumeration of Details
Both male8 and females describe details in their themes. 

The mere presence of details is not sex-linked; more males, 
however, present really observable details, while more 
females are impressionistic. A list of some of the details
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from two themes, one male (Theme 19) and one female (Theme 
54) should make this distinction clearer. The observable 
details of the outside of the bar and grill described in 
Theme 19 provide an example of the types of details males 
choose, "The place was located between two small, practically 
deserted, towns on a winding road that had just as many bumps 
as it did curves. The white paint on the block building was 
stained to a dingy, almost yellow, color. The front door 
looked aB though it hadn’t been cleaned in two or three 
weeks." The details of the inside are similar, "His [the 
owner, cook, and waiter] clothes were dirty just like the 
walls and the floor. There were spider webs hanging from 
the lights above me. . . . The few tables in the joint were 
scratched 6 unlevel. The pictures on the wall in front of 
me were hanging crooked." These realistic details, described 
by a male, contrast with the impressionistic response, how
ever detailed, of the female writer of Theme 54: "When I
look out my window, the outdoors paints [sic] a picture for 
me. During the day the sun rays filter through the trees 
and beam into my room creating designs on the walls. At 
night the starlight flickers through the curtains. Every 
night the pattern of the stars is different, enabling me to 
create a new picture each night." Females do use observable 
details, but they do not, as a few males do, number their 
details. The following theme (40) shows how one male numbers
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his details. (This portion is given exactly as it appeared 
without interruption.)

There are five major pieces of furniture in 
this bedroom. A blue and green chair which rest 
beside my closet is the first. The second is the 
bed which is next to the north wall facing south.
The third piece of furniture is the night stand 
which also is placed next to the north wall facing 
the south. The fourth piece is a dresser. This 
dresser is next to the south wall facing my bed.
The dresser also has a mirror which hangs on the 
wall directly behind it. The fifth piece of 
furniture is a desk and chair which is right 
beside the dresser next to the south wall facing 
the north. The last four mentioned are styled in 
Early American and were bought as a group.

The enumeration of details by number seems male. Otherwise,
the details used are more sex-linked than the organizational
principle by which they are presented.

Transitions
Transitional expressions linking sentences and paragraphs 

are extremely rare. There is only one example of an obvious 
transitional expression (Theme 12): "After looking at the
dairy barn" follows a description of a dairy barn, and it 
provides a transition into a description of a beef cattle 
barn. Words like next, first, and on the left are not 
introductory transitional expressions, but are used to indi
cate the time or space order. The lack of transitional 
expressions may be a result of the length of the themes or 
of the nature of descriptive themes, A study of narrative 
or analytical themes may show whether or not transitions are
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a sex-linked organizational principle. The sixty themes used 
here had nothing to offer on this issue.

CRITERION FIVE: TYPES OF COMPARISONS

Similes are the type of comparison most often used in 
the sixty themes\ however, metaphor and personifications 
are also used, and all types of comparison are included in 
the following discussion. All types of comparisons are 
sex-linked in two ways: (1) by comparison of sex-linked
items, and (2) by sex-linked methods of comparison.

Comparison of Sex-linked Items
The male author of Theme 1 says, "I felt I was the ruler 

of the city and I could do what I wanted to with it."
Several panel members mention this metaphor as the reason for 
a choice of "M" (90 percent CIS). Panel member 7 calls this 
a "power fantasy." It is the item ("ruler of the city") that 
is sex-linked. Theme 25 ("M"-90 percent CIS) says, "As we 
walk in the front doort,] we enter the living room, which 
looks like a gym." As has already been stated, the panel 
considers the mention of athletics to be a male indicator. 
Theme 27 ("M"-80 percent CIS) says, "To the left of me is a 
copying machine that sounds like a 1930 John Dee[re] tractor 
when turned on." The panel considers descriptions of agri
cultural equipment male so that similes using agricultural
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equipment would also be considered male. The author of 
Theme 27 says later, "These feet on a busy morning reminds 
[sic3 me of someone sandpapering wood." Again, it is the 
item that is being compared which is sex-linked. Theme 45 
("M"-80 percent CIS) says, "All of a sudden my imagination 
begins to wonder [sic] and [I] start thinking that I'm a 
huge miner, trying to dig up all this silver and make me 
some good money." Since miners are usually men, the item 
("miner") is linked to male. Theme 59 ("M"-70 percent CIS) 
says, "If you looked on the branches of some of the trees[,3 
you could see chains hanging from them. . . . When there 
was a full moon, you could see bodies hanging from the 
chains.” The goriness of these metaphorical details marks 
this theme as male for several panel members.

Female writers use different sex-linked items in their 
comparisons. The writer of Theme 4 ("F"-100 percent CIS) 
makes the following comparison: "Gurdon is an old town that
has been remodeled in most areas to resemble a doll house 
painted in bright springy colors." The mention of doll 
house is sex-linked to female. Theme 26 ("F"-100 percent CIS) 
describes "polly-woggs [sic] that danced in the cool water." 
Dancing outside of a specific social context has already been 
suggested as linked to female. Theme 30 ("F"-50 percent CIS) 
says, "Entering to the lower part of the small house was a 
rather dainty little room filled with all sorts of gay colors
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that reminded you of a rainbow of beautiful colors." Rainbow 
may be sex-llnked, but the mere mention of colors is not.
Items which are sex-linked, when used in comparison, cause 
the comparisons to be sex-linked.

Sex-linked Methods of Comparison
Males make more comparisons based on observable detail. 

For example, Theme 1 ("M"-90 percent CIS) describes the 
lights of the city seen from a tall building in the following 
way: "It looked as if we were being invaded by a mob of
lightning bugs." He also says, "I felt like I was in New 
York City looking out of the Empire State Building. Although 
I was just in Nashville looking out of a twenty-five story 
bank building. [Sic] To me it felt like the biggest building 
in the world." These comparisons are logical extensions of 
observable details. Theme 6 ("M"-100 percent CIS) describes 
a walk as "winding snake like." Theme 10 ("M"-90 percent 
CIS) says that his school with its many additions in different 
directions is "beginning to look like a maze." Theme 19 
("M"-80 percent CIS) says, "The front door looked as if it 
hadn't been deemed in two or three weeks." Later on he says 
a man "came from the kitchen coughing as if he had the flu or 
something." Theme 27 ("M"-80 percent CIS) describes "the 
frostbitten feel of the table and chair." Theme 45 ("M"-80 
percent CIS) says, "After one gets to the top, he can see
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seven states through a telescope, which reminds me of being 
in an airplane looking down at all the people, who look like 
tiny ants and the beautiful rich farm land and the cows, 
which look like small pupies [sic] roaming around." All 
these comparisons, though not entirely literal, are common- 
sensical— given the perspectives of the speakers.

Females occasionally use this type of comparison; how
ever, even when females make comparisons of observable 
details, their comparisons are less literal. Theme 38 ("F"- 
2 0 percent CIS) says, "When you walk inside the room it 
remids [sic] you of the city dump," The writer probably does 
not mean an exact correspondence to the city dump, but rather 
the concept of the dump. Theme 46 ("F"-40 percent CIS) sayB 
"snake-winding driveway." Theme 53 ("F"-10 percent CIS) 
says, "The gym is old and look[s] as though it is about to 
fall." Theme 7 ("F"-60 percent CIS) says, "The noise of the 
city is similar to a mass of bees humming together." There 
are other male-linked factors in the four themes just men
tioned, but the low CIS on these themes with comparisons of 
observable details is not all coincidence.

Females generally make very impressionistic comparisons. 
Theme 17 ("F"-100 percent CIS) says, "It makes me feel happy 
because the colors remine [sic] me of a breezy summer day." 
This is not a comparison based on observable facts. Theme 26 
("F"-100 percent CIS) says, "this small paradise with all of
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its seemingly perfect attributes is a pot of gold at the end 
of a rainbow." Theme 31 ("F"-60 percent CIS) describes "dogs 
moving about as if they too have a destination." Theme 35 
("F"-20 percent CIS) describes a log that "seemed to be as 
big as all outdoors." Theme 54 ("F"-100 percent CIS) says, 
"My room also experiences a type of rebirth. The walls seem 
to be breathing the fresh air and singing along with the 
birds . . .  my room seems to awake from a deep sleep. It 
once again is alive with the sights, sounds, and smells that 
make it so unique." The male comparisons mentioned earlier 
using the ruler (Theme 1), the miner (Theme 45), and the dead 
bodies (Theme 59) are impressionistic; however, these 
impressions have a direct relationship to observable detail. 
They do not represent the same relationship that it presented 
in comparing a natural setting with a pot of gold (Theme 26), 
giving a room rebirth (Theme 54), or relating colors to the 
breeze (Theme 17). Comparison using a realistic, observable 
detail is usually male. Impressionistic comparisons of items 
without observable relatilnships are female— exclusively, in 
the sample. The CIS for the themes mentioned shows that this 
interpretation of the criterion was not used by the panel; 
however, a close look at the themes shows it to be extremely 
reliable.



CRITERION SIX: SYNTAX

The discussion of syntax will proceed under three 
headings: (1) number of words per sentence, (2) types of
sentences, and (3) incidence of parts of speech.

Number of Words Per Sentence
Paula Menyuk investigated syntactic structures in 

children's speech and found that there was "no significant 
difference in the mean number of sentences produced by males 
and females."2 This aspect of syntax could not be studied 
in the samples since the variety in the lengths of the themes, 
which is a result of their being written at different times 
in the semester, also caused a variety in the number of 
sentences. The number of words in each sentence, however, 
would probably not be affected by the varying conditions 
under which the themes were written. Groups of words 
punctuated as sentences (regardless of whether or not they 
were grammatically sentences) are counted. Here, the number 
of sentences in each theme is divided by the total number of 
words in that theme to produce an average number of words per 
sentence. The average number of words for each theme appear 
in Appendix F. The following table summarizes the results.

2 Paula Menyuk, "Syntactic Structures in the Language 
of Children," Child Development, 34 (1963), 409.
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Table IX
AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS PER SENTENCE

Females Males All

Minimum 7.6 9.9 7.6
Maximum 25.6 23.3 25.6
Mean 16.6 15.8 16.2

Ab the table indicates, the difference in the average
number of words per sentence for females and for males is
less than one word per sentence. If these averages were 
carried out in a three-hundred-word theme, a female paper 
would have eighteen sentences and a male paper nineteen.
The difference between the two groups is slight; but as the 
table indicates, the range of both the female and male 
averages is great. While 80 percent of the panel commented 
on syntax or sentence structure, none mention sentence length 
specifically, and in general there seems to be no correlation 
between sentence length and the CIS scores of the panel. The 
slight difference between male and female sentence length 
averages, and the wide range of averages in each group indi
cate that sentence length is not a valid criterion for
determining the sex of the writer.
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Types of Sentences
Groups of words punctuated as sentences are placed 

under five headings: (A) sentence fragments, (B) simple
sentences, (C) compound sentences and run-on sentences of 
simple clauses, (D) complex sentences, and (E) 
compound-complex sentences and run-on sentences with at 
least one dependent clause. The number of sentences for 
each theme under each heading is divided by the total number 
of sentences for that theme to provide a percent of sentences 
under each heading for each theme. A complete list of the 
percentages can be found in Appendix F. The percentages for 
all female papers are averaged as are those for the male. 
Table X which follows summarizes the findings. The letters 
refer to the headings given above.

Table X 
TYPES OF SENTENCES

A B C D E

Minimum M 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 14.3 0 0 0

All 0 0 0 0 0
Maximum M 28.6 82.4 28.6 100.0 25.0

F 10.0 90.0 30.8 71.4 27.3
All 28.6 90.0 30.8 100.0 27.3

Mean M 4.1 51.8 8.6 30.6 4.8
F 0.8 47.3 8.0 36.7 7.2

All 2.4 49.0 8.3 33.6 6.0
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Forty-seven themes (twenty-seven female and twenty male) 
have no sentence fragments (A). Since a fragment is not a 
sentence, it will be discussed in Chapter VIII, "Nature of 
Errors." It should be noted here, however, that of the 
groups of words punctuated as sentences, males have over five 
times as many sentence fragments. Only two themes (both male) 
contain no simple sentences (B). The male mean for simple 
sentences is 5.5 percent more than that for females. Com
pound sentences and run-on sentences made up of simple 
clauses (C) are not present in twenty-seven themes (twelve 
male and fifteen female). The male mean for this study is 
only 0.6 percent more than that for females.

Three themes (two male and one female) contain no 
complex sentences (D). One male (Theme 37) uses all complex 
sentences. The difference in the male and female averages 
for complex sentences is 6.1 percent. This is greater than 
the difference for the average for simple sentences.
Compound-complex sentences and run-on sentences with at least 
one dependent clause (E) are not present in twenty-nine 
themes (thirteen female and sixteen male). While the differ
ence in the averages is only 2.4 percent, the females have 
half as many more sentences in this category as the males 
do. In a combination of the last two headings (D and E), a 
difference of one sentence would be seen in themes of only 
twelve sentences. The average number of sentences for the
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sixty themes is 14.8. Therefore, the themes indicate that 
in single themes of the average length of those studied, 
females will usually have one more complex or compound-complex 
sentence than males will. On the other hand, males will have 
one more simple sentence or fragment. However, these two 
headings (A and B) should not be combined, because many of 
the sentence fragments are dependent clauses which should be 
joined with another sentence to make complex sentences rather 
than be made into simple sentences.

The combined average of D and E for females is 43.9 
which is only 2.4 percent below their B average. The com
bined average of D and E for males, however, is 35.4 percent 
which is 16.4 percent below their B average. The panel com
mented on sentence structure or syntax which they considered 
male in eighteen cases. In fourteen of these cases the per
cent of sentences which are simple is more than 16.4 percent 
above the percent for more complex sentences. However, of 
the twelve indications of female syntax only three have more 
complex (D and E) sentences than simple. Eight of the female 
papers whose syntax is mentioned by the panel have as many if 
not more simple sentences than all other types combined.

While it is clear that the panel members who commented 
on sentence structure or syntax expect males to use more 
simple sentences than other types, they also expect females 
to use more. Apparently the truth is that it is not so much
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which type is used more, but rather the degree to which it is 
used more, that seems to indicate male or female to certain 
panel members. It should be remembered, however, that the 
panel, no doubt, did not count and average how often the 
writers used the different type sentences, but rather 
observed the general complexity vs. simplicity of sentence 
structure. While a close statistical analysis of sentence 
type indicates that females are somewhat more inclined to 
form complex sentences, the findings do not indicate as wide 
a difference as might be expected.

Since sentences can have complexities which cannot be 
accounted for by grammatical types, a look at other elements 
of sentence structure is necessary.

Incidence of Parts of Speech
The traditional eight parts of speech are not sufficient 

to categorize the elements of sentence structure which could 
reveal whether or not certain assumptions based on the 
incidence of parts of speech can be made in reference to the 
sample. For the purposes of this discussion, certain of the 
traditional parts of speech will be broadened in their mean
ings while the meanings of others will be narrowed. Ten 
groups of words, lettered A through J will be discussed.

Sroup A. Panel member 3 marks theme 9 "M" and comments 
"Starkness of description--almost no adjectives." The
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implicit assumption, that males use fewer adjectives, seems 
to be rather widely held. One problem in testing this 
assumption lies in the interpretation of adjective. For the 
purposes of this discussion, Group A will include all one-word 
modifiers of nouns and pronouns. Traditional adjectives, such 
as red* two, tall, account for most of the words used.
Articles a, an, the, found repeatedly throughout the themes, 
will be included in Group A. Possessive nouns and pronouns 
will also be included in Group A (e.g., Junet's room or our 
parents) as well as nouns used to modify other nouns (e.g., 
the floor level). One-word verbals used to modify nouns 
(e.g., a simple leaking building) will be included, but those 
which are part of modifying phrases (e.g., students playing 
volleyball) will be discussed later. Theme 9 is mentioned 
as having "almost no adjectives"; yet 37.1 percent of its 
words fall into Group A. Males on the average have 28.4 per
cent of their words included in Group A while females have
26.9 percent. The difference (1.5 percent) is very slight.
The mere presence of modifiers for nouns and pronouns is not 
sex-linked. What panel member 3 probably means is not 
adjectives as words modifying nouns and pronouns, but words 
that sound like adjectives— words that do not merely modify 
but words that in some larger way describe the noun or 
pronoun. The difference between two people and beautiful 
people is not merely a function of modification but a
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qualitative function of tone and perspective, and these 
criteria cannot be statistically analyzed. They will, how
ever, be discussed in Chapter IX.

Group B. Females are often accused of overworking 
adverbs like truly, very, so, and the like; however, only
6.9 percent of the words used by females belong in Group B. 
This group largely comprises adverbs, but also includes 
particles and prepositions without objects. Males use 5.8 
percent of their words from this group. Although females do 
use a larger percent, it is only 1.1 percent larger and can
not be considered significant. Again the mere presence of 
Group B words is not as significant as the perspective 
established or tone created by using certain adverbs.

Group C. Diana W. Warshay found that "compared with 
females, males tended to write with less fluency, to refer 
to events in a verb (rather than noun) phrase." If this 
were true, one could expect that females would have more 
nouns and pronouns. Group C is limited to nouns and pronouns 
used as subjects, objects, and predicate nominatives when 
they are not the sole introduction to dependent clauses.

3 Diana W. Warshay, "Sex Differences in Language Style," 
in Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, ed., Toward a Sociology 
of Women (Lexington, Massachusetts: Xerox College Publica
tions, 1972), pp. 3-9, annotated in Language and Sex: 
Difference and Dominance, ed. Barrie Thome and Nancy Henley 
(Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers, Inc.,
1975), p. 237.
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Males use 28.1 percent of their words from Group C; females 
use 2 7.9 percent. The following two sentences have the same 
number of Group C words: "Things such as basketballs, foot
balls , volleyballs, and softballs may be checked out," and 
"Behind the b a m s  are two catfish ponds with trees and 
flowers budding around them [emphasis added]." Both 
sentences basically present a list of nouns, but in the 
first (Theme 8, male) the nouns are obvious and seem to be 
more numerous while in the second (Theme 2, female) the nouns 
seem to blend more smoothly with the other words and seem 
therefore less numerous. This again is a function of per
spective and tone rather than of the incidence of nouns and 
pronouns.

Group D. The quote from Warshay (above) also infers 
that males would have more verbs.1* Group D includes the main 
verbs of clauses, their auxiliary verbs and the verbs in 
infinitive phrases. Of all the words used by females, 16.5 
percent comprise Group D. For males, it is 15.6 percent.
The difference is only 0.9 percent. That means one extra 
verb in a one-hundred-word composition which is hardly 
significant. The sentence above from Theme 8 has three 
Group D words, but another sentence from Theme 2 has only 
two: "The tall yellow cattails creep up above the rippled
surface of the water while you ramble peacefully along your

*♦ Ibid.
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country path [emphasis added].” Only 9.5 percent of the 
words in this sentence are from Group D, but they seem more 
obvious because they are less common. It is the choice of 
verbs, rather than the incidence of verbs, which indicates 
that this is written by a female. Of course, females do use 
more-common verbs, especially being verbs, but it is the 
less-common verbs which give shades of meaning (creep or 
ramble as opposed to move) that are reliable sex-indicators.

Group E. Gerunds and participles are similar to verbs. 
They have their roots in the meaning of verbs even though 
they function as nouns or modifiers. Although the specula
tion that females are more verbal might also indicate that 
females would use more Group E words than males, the differ
ence in the sample was only 0.1 percent or one word in a 
thousand. Both males and females average about two Group E 
words per hundred (female 1.9 percent and male 1.8 percent). 
Males more often repeat the same Group E word (e.g., Theme 1: 
"I felt like I was in New York City looking out of the Empire 
State Building. Although I was just in Nashville looking out 
of a twenty-five story bank building. . . .  I felt very 
important looking out over Nashville [emphasis added”.), 
while females use greater variety (e.g., Theme 2: "Looking
out the window of the house you see blissful sights. You 
see people doing things that make them happy. Farmers are 
out in the hot sun plowing the garden. . . [emphasis added].”
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Group F. Verbs which are part of infinitives are 
classed under Group D, but to as infinitive is kept separate 
in Group F so that there is a count of infinitive phrases. 
Females use only 0.1 percent more infinitive phrases than 
males. Such a difference does not even exist in even the 
largest themes of the sample. Group F words are even more 
rare than Group E words (male 1.4 percent, female 1.3 per
cent) .

Group G. Prepositional phrases are much more common 
than infinitive or participial phrases. Group G includes 
only prepositions which have objects expressed in the same 
sentence. Males use more prepositions (12.4 percent to 
10.8 percent for females). While the 1.6 words per hundred 
seems insignificant, it must be remembered that those words 
introduce other words, and together these function in the 
sentence in a larger way than 1.6 percent would indicate 
(e.g., an addition of in actually adds in the old farm 
house). Nevertheless, one or two prepositional phrases more 
or less in a hundred-word theme is not that noticeable.

Groups H, I, and J. These groups are more indicators 
of sentence type than functions of parts of speech. Group H 
is there used as an expletive. There was used an average of 
once in a two-hundred word theme (0.5 percent female, 0.6 
percent male). There is never used more than 2.3 percent and 
twenty-three of the writers never use it at all. Group I
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includes all words used to introduce dependent clauses (sub
ordinating conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs, and pronouns 
used to introduce dependent clauses). There are about three 
Group I words per hundred (3.2 percent for females and 2.9 
percent for males) in the sample. Group J words are coordi
nating conjunctions used to join clauses, phrases or words. 
Females use about one more Group J word per one-hundred-word 
theme than males (3.8 percent for females, 2.9 percent for 
males. A combination of Group I and J indicates that Marjorie 
Swacker's results based on oral descriptions, "Women . . . 
used significantly more conjunctions than did men"® does not 
apply to the themes used in the sample.

Conclusion. The greatest difference between males and 
females in the incidence of any of the ten groups of words is 
1.6 percent. While the number of occurrences of the words 
of any group is not significantly different between males and 
females, the individual word choices in many groups make 
differences appear which are not functions of types of words 
but functions of perspective and tone.

5 Marjorie Swacker, "The Sex of the Speaker as a Socio- 
linguistic Variable," Language and Sex: Difference and
Dominance, p. 82.



Chapter VIII

CRITERION SEVEN: NATURE OF ERRORS

The nature of the errors is one of the original criteria 
suggested in the cover letter to the panel. However, four 
panel members never comment on error, three comment once, two 
twice, and one nine times. Of the sixteen comments, fourteen 
associate error with "M" and the remaining comments associate 
"good writing" or "absence of error" with "F."

The small number of comments on error, in comparison to 
the comments on other criteria, might be a result of the 
panel's realization that a decision based on the number of 
errors alone would, at the very least, be suspect since they, 
no doubt, have seen enough errors on both male and female 
papers to realize that neither group makes them exclusively. 
The comments that do occur, however, indicate that at least 
some of the panel members expect males to make more errors 
than females. Cheris Kramer found that participants in her 
study listed "good grammar" as a trait which they considered 
"more representative of female speech than of male speech."* 
Johanna S, DeStefano refers to the same concern when she says

1 Cheris Kramer, "Female and Male Perception of Female 
and Male Speech," paper presented at the Annual Meeting of 
the American Sociological Association, San Francisco, August 
25-29, 1975, p. 13.
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"women tend to speak more 'normatively,f as it were, than 
men do; they more highly approximate social norm for 
speech."2 Peter Trudgill found that this is true of British 
women's speech. He says, "Women use linguistic forms 
associated with the prestige standard more frequently than 
men."3 It is likely that women in America, especially 
college women, are concerned with prestige enough to desire 
to uBe correct grammar, and the panel felt this would cause 
females to UBe more correct grammar than males who are con
sidered to be less concerned with prestige.

Since the panel members did not cite specific errors, 
there is no way to know for certain what specifics they had 
in mind. No members had graded the themes; therefore, their 
decisions apparently were based on a general response to 
error rather than on a close count of the number of errors 
and a comparison of errors by types.

Therefore, before discussing the nature of errors, a 
standard for the identification and categorization of error 
must be established. Certain writing practices are recog
nized by all instructors of English as errors, but these

2 Johanna S. DeStefano, "Women's Language— By and About," 
paper presented at Southeastern Conference on Linguistics 
XIII, Nashville, Tennessee, March 20, 1975, p. 9. See also 
Views on Language, ed. Reza Ordoubadian and Walburger
Von RaTTler Engel (Murfreesboro, Tennessee: Inter-University
Publishing, 1975), p. 96.

3 Peter Trudgill, "Sex, Covert Prestige and Linguistic 
Change in the Urban British English of Norwich," Language in 
Society, 1 (1972), 179.
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errors may be viewed by one as serious and by another as less 
so. Certain other practices might be considered errors by 
some instructors but be acceptable to others. In order to 
compare themes on the basis of their errors, one must have a 
standard for the judgment of errors. Finally, to establish 
a useful criterion, various specific errors must be joined to 
coherent groups by type. The types of errors can then be 
examined to see which, if any, are more evident in the thirty 
male or the thirty female themes used in this study. After 
each type of error is examined, one can determine whether or 
not it is a reliable indicator of sex.

THE STANDARD FOR ERROR

Since the themes are written by students who use the 
Harbrace Handbook (Seventh Edition), with expectations that 
their themes would be corrected according to its standards, 
that text will be the authority used here to determine the 
presence of error in the themes discussed. Although the 
Harbrace Handbook identifies and discusses most errors that 
interfere with good writing, many of these errors are open 
to interpretation and involve issues outside our concerns. 
Rather than deal with all possible errors included in the 
Harbrace Handbook, corrections will be limited to those 
presented in the summary of errors one to thirty in the 
book's end papers. While an attempt has been made to account
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for all those errors in the process of grading the themes, 
many of them will not be discussed here, although some have 
been discussed in other chapters and will be discussed in 
Chapter IX.

STANDARD FOR THE JUDGMENT OF ERRORS

Middle Tennessee State University provides each instruc
tor and student with a copy of "Composition Standards." 
Included in this introductory material are the standards for 
judging the work written in English 101 and 102. There are 
three sets of explanations of standards for the judgment of 
errors.

Explanation of A through F
The qualities of an A theme include originality; clear, 

logical and even thought-provoking ideas; careful construc
tion and organization of sentences and paragraphs; careful 
choice of effective words and phrases; and adequate develop
ment of ideas and freedom from mechanical error.

The qualities of a B theme are basically the same as 
for an A theme, except that it might have a few minor errors 
and that it lacks the originality of thought and style which 
characterizes the A theme.

The qualities of a C theme are those of an average theme. 
It is fairly well organized and manages to convey its purpose
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to the reader. It may have errors but usually is without 
serious ones.

The qualities of a D theme are those of below-average 
achievement. It probably contains serious errors and fails 
to convey adequately the purpose of the paper. Most D themes 
might be worth a C rating with more careful proofreading and 
better development.

The problems of an F theme are generally failures to 
avoid serious mechanical errors, even though the content may 
be adequate or even excellent.

Many of the above conditions are vague and very sub
jective (e.g., originality). Failure to attain these condi
tions will not be considered among the errorB discussed in 
this chapter.

List of Serious Errors
The "Composition Standards" listB eight weaknesses which 

characterize F writing. These weaknesses will be called 
serious errors. They are (1) sentence fragments, (2) run-on 
sentences, (3) lack of subject-verb agreement, (*♦) faulty 
tense forms, (5) three faulty uses of the apostrophe, (6) 
misspelling of three or more different common words, (7) 
pronoun-antecedent disagreement, and (8) inadequate develop
ment of the main purpose or idea. Since inadequate develop
ment is available to subjective interpretation, it will not
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be treated here aB a serious error in the evaluation of these 
descriptive themes.

The Formula for Grading Themes
The "Composition Standards" suggests the following 

formula be used in grading themes: (1) a theme containing
one serious error will receive a grade no higher than C;
(2) a theme containing two seriouB errors will receive a 
grade no higher than D; and (3) a theme containing three 
serious errors will receive a grade of F.

While instructors often do not apply this formula 
strictly to themes with excellence of style, content, or 
development, this formula will be applied strictly here.
Where there are fewer than three spelling errors or fewer 
than three faulty uses of the apostrophe, each one will be 
considered a minor error. Other errors identified in the 
Harbrace Handbook which are not listed in the "Composition 
Standards" will be considered minor. Since three spelling 
errors or three faulty uses of the apostrophe equal one 
serious error, any combination of three minor errors will 
also be considered a serious error.

THE GRADING OF THE SIXTY THEMES

A complete set of the sixty themes was set aside for 
the identification of mechanical errors. Each theme was gone
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over several times. More time was spent grading each theme 
than most instructors can afford to spend. After several 
gradings, it is unlikely that either serious or minor errors 
have slipped by unnoticed. Many themes receive a lower grade 
here than they earned originally from the instructors for 
whom they were written. There are two reasons for this:
(1) at the beginning of English 101 some instructors only 
grade certain major errors rather than consider everything 
at this early stage, and (2) some of the errors noted in 
repeated grading slipped past in the original grading. A few 
themes (four) received higher grades here than when origin
ally graded. This was because of credit given originally in 
such relatively subjective areas as fulfillment of purpose, 
organization, and creativity; and because several papers were 
originally graded down for the use of contractions and for 
the use of first and second person, as they are to be avoided 
in formal writing. However, since descriptive themes are not 
usually considered formal writing, these usages were not con
sidered errors in this grading.

Based on a four point scale, the original grades average 
1.98. The grades to be used here average 0.85. It is 
necessary to regrade the themes in order to impose a rela
tively consistent standard for the identification and evalua
tion of error; therefore, this standard has. been set up. The 
difference between the original grades and the grades given
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here 1 b  not in itself significant, nor doeB the difference 
in grade on any single theme written by a certain student 
at a certain time in the semester suggest any general 
inconsistency in the original grading. A certain arbitrary 
strictness has been necessary for the sake of consistency in 
method and application. While the instructor might have felt 
required to give a student the benefit of doubt, no benefit 
of doubt was given here.

Hereafter, all reference to grades are to those 
generated for this study. There are one A, two B's, nine 
C’s, fifteen D's, and thirty-three F's. The only A is female; 
the B's are one male and one female; seven of the C's are 
male and only two female; five D's are male and ten female; 
and seventeen F's are male and sixteen female. Contrary to 
expectations, the male average (0.97) is higher than the 
female average (0.73). The mere presence of error (as 
reflected in the grades of the papers) is not significant.
The greatest difference is between the C and D grades. The 
above-average grades and the failing grades are each almost 
equally divided between the themes of males and females.

TYPES OF ERRORS

The errors to be discussed here are grouped under six 
headings: (1) errors of sentence structure, (2) errors in
the use of verbs, (3) pronoun errors, (*0 comma errors, (5) 
spelling and apostrophe errors, and (6) other errors.
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Errors of Sentence Structure
The discussion of sentence structure under "Criterion 

Six: Syntax" includes attention to sentence fragments.
There are fifteen sentence fragments. Twelve are made by 
males and three by females. Since four times as many sen
tence fragments are used by males, it would appear that this 
error is sex-linked. The fragments are of three types:
(1) dependent clauses marked as sentences, (2) independent 
clauses beginning with a conjunction, and (3) clauses with 
no verbs. All types are found in both male and female papers.

Similar to sentence fragments are incomplete clauses.
Six themes have this error (four female and two male).
Theme 49 (female) has a clause with no verb, "This shore is 
not commercialized, but [is] instead a private blue ocean 
with a resourceful, peaceful shore, containing all of nature's 
most interesting and unusual shells that trail along the sand 
in the aftermath of the rolling water." Theme 14 (male) also 
has a clause needing a verb, "The music is alway [sic] good 
live because the atmosphere helps hide mistakes and [adds] 
to the excitement." Theme 41 (male) has two sentences with 
missing verbs, "Many of the trees are marked telling the 
novice what kind they [are], so he can easily pass himself 
off as an expert," and "It is within a day's drive, and 
[provides] a pleasant way to spend one's leisure time."
Theme 57 (female) is missing a subject, "When I looked to
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the South [sic] of me the only thing in sight was a small 
grocery store; which if you weren't looking [you] could very 
easily pass." In Theme 30 (female) the expletive there is 
missing, "As I walked through the doors whis [sic] is [sic] 
ajar to those that were passing [sic] from one room to 
another, [there] was a[n] old fraile [sic] wall held together 
by pieces of thin and ragedy [sic] tin that had been replaced 
several times to keep out the windy air." Theme 53 (female) 
has the same error, "As you walk through the door to the 
gym[,] [there] are some steps." Although both sexeB omit 
necessary parts in one clause of a compound or complex 
sentence, the omission of an expletive seems to be female. 
Theme 49 (female) has another error with sentence construc
tion, "Because of it's [sic] secluded identity, it's [sic] 
rare beauty and serene existence [sic] attribute to this 
special area's uniqueness." Changing the verb would help 
this sentence, but even with another verb ("contribute") 
the causal relationship is so unclear that it appears that 
the sentence's first clause must continue to dangle.

There are twelve run-on errors in the themes. Eight 
are in seven male themes and four are in three female themes. 
Most of these are comma splices like this one from Theme 20 
(male), "The pool was narrow and short, [and] nothing could 
make it look bigger." However, the same error appears without 
a comma in Theme 18 (male), "After getting out of the car[,]
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I realize[d] how hot it realy [sic] was [new sentence] it 
must have been in the nineties." Two other sentences (one 
male and one female) clearly deal with two ideas, but the 
confident correction of these sentences involves more than 
punctuation or the addition of a coordinating conjunction.
One is from Theme 23 (male), "You are completely surrounded 
by high steep walls that have moss and all sorts of vegeta
tion growing from, and hanging over the edge you see trees 
that seem to be peering at you from the world above." The 
other is from Theme 53 (female), "These steps are often 
blocked off unless they have a big game, then these steps 
are used to reach the balcony." While sentence structure 
errors are not exclusively male, they do appear almost twice 
as often in male themes.

Errors in the Use of Verbs
Omission of verbs has already been discussed under 

"Errors of Sentence Structure" above. There are sixty-nine 
other verb errors (thirty-eight male and thirty-one female). 
Most of these errors are of the following types: (1) misused
principal parts, (2) needless shifts in tense or mood, (3) 
failure to use the subjunctive mood, and (*♦) failure of verbs 
to agree with subjects.

Misused principal parts. There are twenty-six instances 
of misused principal parts. (This is interestingly few, in
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sixty themes.) There are thirteen errors by each sex; how
ever, two errors appear sex-linked. Over one-third (five of 
thirteen) of the female errors were "use to." No male made 
this error but few attempt to use the expression. (See 
Chapter IX, for discussion of perspective and tone.) More 
males leave -ed off other regular verbs used to make the 
second and third principal parts, but one female also has 
this error. (Irregular verbs are misused equally by both 
sexes.)

Needless shifts in tense or mood. There are needless 
shifts in tense or mood in eight themes. In each instance 
the tense or mood is shifted repeatedly in the theme. Since 
four of the themes with this error are male and four female, 
this error does not appear sex-linked.

Failure to use the subjunctive mood. There are four 
cases in which the subjunctive mood could have been used in 
female papers and only one in a male paper. This is now an 
uncommon mood, and these are the only cases in which a 
conditional clause might have required the use of the sub
junctive mood.

Failure of verbs to agree with subjects. There are 
twenty-eight instances of failure of verb to agree with sub
ject. (Each quotation in this section will be limited to 
the portion of the sentence involved.) Seventeen are males 
and eleven female. Five of the errors occur where the
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subject follows the verb. Two are male, Theme 5, "There is 
not as many people," and Theme 9, "Next to the inner wall is 
a loading range and a cut gate"; and three are female,
Theme 38, "stacked in the corner is the dirty dishes,"
Theme 57, "Since there was only five more trailers," and 
Theme 16, "There is a flowered print couch, two solid colored 
chairs and a desk." In two cases the subject and verb are 
divided by a prepositional phrase. One is female, Theme 5*+» 
"The smell of the flowers['] fresh blooms make," and one is 
male, Theme 27, "These feet on a busy morning reminds me."
Two have compound subjects, Theme 3 (female), "The town and 
all it offers is," and Theme U5 (male), "Its picturesque 
scenery and peaceful surrounding[s] makes." In five 
instances (three male and two female) the verb follows which 
or that and the antecedent determines the number of the 
verb (e.g., Theme 30, female, "doors whis [sic] is 
ajar," and Theme 27, male, "books that surrounds me"). The 
verb directly follows the subject in only five cases. Three 
of these are male, Theme 18, "These aircraft is park[ed]," 
Theme 27, "The campus's gossips enters," and Theme 52,
"Then my eyes is." This occurs in two female papers, Theme 
11, "Our parents wasn't," and Theme 5*t, "the outdoors 
paints." DeStefano suggests that women are "less likely" 
to make errors in "subject-verb agreements like 'I done it.'"1*

** DeStefano, p. 9. See also Views on Language, p. 70.
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However, errors when the subject and verb are together occur 
only slightly more often in male papers, and when the subject 
and verb are separated agreement errors occur in male and 
female papers with the same frequency.

Conclusions. On the whole males make more verb errors 
than females. When females make errors, they more often are 
using unusual forms in writing such as used to or the 
omission of the subjunctive mood, and their errors are more 
frequent when there is a separation of subject and verb or 
when the normal order is reversed.

Pronoun Errors
Pronoun errors are of two types: (1) failure of agree

ment with antecedent, and (2) no or ambiguous antecedent.
Five females make agreement errors, but only one male makes 
the same error. He, however, makes it twice. Five females 
have pronouns with no or ambiguous antecedents, and seven 
males have the same error. More females have pronoun errors, 
but enough males also make these errors that the pronoun 
error doeB not appear to be a good criterion for the identi
fication of sex. There are no cases of hypercorrection.
This type of error, given as female by Lakoff,® is less 
likely to appear in descriptive themes than in narrations or 
analyses.

5 Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman *s Place (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1975), p7 65.
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Comma Errors
Comma errors are the second most common of the minor 

errors. There are over eighty comma errors. Over half the 
themes (thirty-seven) contain comma errors. Most of these 
contain several comma errors. (The highest number in one 
theme is eight.) Eight females and five males use 
unnecessary commas. Seventeen females and thirteen males 
omit necessary commas. More females have comma errors* but 
they often attempt to use more involved sentences than the 
males.

Spelling and Apostrophe Errors
The most common errors are spelling errors. One 

hundred and ten words are misspelled. The highest number of 
misspelled words in one theme is eight (Theme 18, male).
Two males and one female misspell seven different words.
Seven females and eleven males have three or more misspelled 
words (the equivalent of a serious error). More males mis
spell words; the highest number of words misspelled in one 
theme is male, and almost two-thirds of all the misspelled 
words are male errors. Enough females misspelled words, 
however, that misspelling is not a reliable criterion for 
the identification of sex.

No theme has enough errors of the apostrophe to equal 
a serious error. Five males and five females make apostrophe
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errors. Two of the males, however, each make two apostrophe 
errors. All five female errors involve possessive nouns.
Six of the male errors involve possessive pronouns and one 
is a contraction. It1s for its was considered a spelling 
error. This error appeared in three themes, two female and 
one male. Errors of the apostrophe do not appear sex-linked.

Other Errors
There seems to be no pattern to needless repetition, 

omission of articles, misplaced modifiers, capitalization 
errors, and other errors which appear infrequently.

CONCLUSION

The average male and the average female grades are both 
below the established average requirement. No error is made 
exclusively by males or by females. Certain trends in errors 
are apparent, however. Sentence fragments are more often 
written by males. Females use used to incorrectly, while 
males did not usually use the expression. More females have 
comma errors. Two-thirds of the spelling errors are made by 
males. It would appear that the most basic errors, the frag
ment, misspelling, and subject-verb agreement when subject 
and verb stand together, are made more often by males, while 
females tend to err when trying less common or more involved 
forms.



Chapter IX

CRITERION EIGHT: PERSPECTIVE AND TONE

INTRODUCTION

In the past three chapters, themes are analyzed by 
seven criteria. Each criterion accounts for specific 
elements of the themes. Particular elements of themes are 
compared. Portions of themes are used to demonstrate how 
each criterion is applied to or derived from male and female 
writing. The details of each case are quantified as much as 
possible, using accepted norms of language, and the interpre 
tations and conclusions are based on observable phenomena of 
language. Panel responses and comments are used to support 
the discussion. Up to this point, every attempt has been 
made to be objective.

Criterion eight, perspective and tone, cannot be dealt 
with objectively— or even quantitatively. Perspective and 
tone are very much conditions of a theme as a whole. Per
spective and tone cannot be defined in standard terms, as 
can the other criteria (e.g., "Word Choice"). Perspective 
and tone cannot be divided into neat categories (as were 
"Organizational Principles"). This criterion cannot be 
applied according to known standards (as in the discussion

171
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of the "Nature of Errors"). This discussion of perspective 
and tone must be less an objective analysis than a subjective 
synthesis; but, while many of the values here must be estab
lished by assertion, they will be logical outgrowths from 
analysis of the materials at hand.

The function of the panel's responses and comments, as 
well as those of other respondents, will also be different in 
this chapter. The panel's comments were largely explanations 
of conscious choices based on specific observations, and 
these are reflected in the discussions of criteria one 
through seven. Perspective and tone are too general for the 
panel to have commented upon adequately in the instrument it 
was using. "Point of view" was mentioned a few times, but in 
general, perspective and tone were not. However, it is likely 
that reactions to perspective and tone supported conscious 
choices made on other bases— and even more likely that they 
were a very important reason for "intuitive" choices.

It has been shown earlier that the panel could identify 
the sex of writers in statistically significant numbers of 
cases. The statistics of the case is such that it is clear 
that for one reason or another the sex of the writers of most 
of the themes is recognizable. Moreover, while correct 
identification was most frequent among conscious choices, the 
intuitive choices of the panel were correct in a statistically 
significant number of cases. The figures also show that
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intuitions based on what we shall here call perspective and 
tone were extremely reliable.

The panel was unanimously correct about thirteen themes 
and 90 percent correct on nine others. On that basis, this 
discussion assumes that these twenty-two themes (nine females 
and thirteen males) are recognizable examples of male and 
female writing and that their perspectives and tones are 
those of female and male writers.

CORRECT IDENTIFICATIONS

Themes 1 and 17
We shall begin with an examination of two themes, one 

male and one female. Theme 17 (female) was identified 
correctly by 100 percent of the panel, 100 percent of the 
History 477 students, and by 94 percent of the SAMLA/SECOL 
respondents. Theme 1 (male) was identified correctly by 90 
percent of the panel, 85.7 percent of the members of History 
477, and by 82 percent of the SAMLA/SECOL respondents.

One hundred and twenty-five people recognized Theme 17 
as female. It appears below exactly as it was given to the 
panel and to the other respondents. While sic will still be 
used in short quotations, it will not be used in the presenta
tion of entire themes.
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My Bedroom Means alot to Me
My bedroom is the most treasured room in my 

house. In my room I can entertain my friends. I 
can solve some of problems when I am alone in my 
room. The two-tone colors on the walls make me 
feel happy.

I enjoy bringing over my friends into my bed
room. There is plenty of space to dance when I 
turn my record player on. When I have a slumber 
party I never have to worry about the noise that 
we make because my bedroom is located at the end 
of the hall in the house.

When I am unhappy and I have problems at school 
or at home I can always go to my bedroom. I think 
clearly and not rational when I am alone in my 
room. Just being in my room eases some of the 
problems away.

The walls in my room are colored two tone. It 
makes me feel happy because the colors remine me 
of a breezy summer day.
This theme has been cited before. Under "Sex Based 

Interests," the slumber party and dancing in the bedroom are 
cited as female activities. Under "Word Choice," the expres
sions "slumber party," "two toned," and "treasured" as an 
adjective are recognized as female. Under "Stereotyped 
Attitudes," Theme 17 is cited as displaying emotions males 
seldom admit to having. Under "Types of Comparisons," the 
final comparison, "It makes me feel happy because the colors 
remine [sic] me of a breezy summer day," is cited as a 
female, impressionistic comparison. Although Theme 17 is 
not cited specifically under the discussion of "Syntax," the 
information presented in Appendix F shows that it exemplifies 
female syntax. It has no fragments. Complex sentences com
prise 50 percent of the theme and 8.3 percent of the sentences
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are compound-complex. These facts show that Theme 17 uses 
more syntactically involved sentences than those of most 
males.

Theme 17 is not cited under "Nature of Errors," but 
there are few major errors. There are no sentence structure 
problems, and the only questionable verb is "remine." This 
might just be a spelling error as "an" for am was considered 
as such. There are two missing commas, both after introduc
tory clauses, examples of errors arising from attempts at 
complex structure more often made by females. There is one 
problem in logic, "I think clearly and not rational." This 
theme has been used to demonstrate almost every indication 
of female themes.

The perspective and tone of Theme 17 offer more evidence 
of the writer's sex. The writer has a clear conception of 
herself as speaker. She does not try to account for all her 
personality but has chosen a voice with which she speaks for 
the purposes of her paper. Having established a speaker, the 
writer chooses a perspective from which she will view the 
room. The author of this theme looks at her room and judges 
its value from a social and personal perspective. Her room 
is a social place, a place to dance and have parties. She 
is considerate of her friends (concerned that they have 
enough space to dance) and of the rest of the family (not 
wanting to disturb them with too much noise). These social
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concerns can be identified as typically female in most of the 
sixty themes.

Her room is a personal place, a place to be happy and 
unhappy, a place to think out her problems. The description 
of the room is impressionistic rather than realistic. The 
only indication she gives of its size is that it has "plenty 
of space to dance." The colors which seem so important to 
her are never even named. They are described only in the 
impressionistic comparison, "The colors remine [sic] me of 
a breezy summer day." The perspective is consistent from 
the title to the last line. There is every evidence that 
this female writer had a clear conception of her thematic 
purposes when she began the theme and that she neither lost 
nor changed them as she proceeded. This consistency is 
observed as characteristically female.

The tone is also consistent; it is personal. The theme 
is written in the first person and displays an openness which 
allows the writer to admit to having emotions and problems. 
However, this openness is pleasantly confidential without 
being offensively confessional. As well as a clear sense of 
the speaker, this writer displays a sense of the reader. 
Without mention of the reader (without reference to you?, the 
conversational tone involves the reader. The impressionistic 
details force the reader to interpret the description for 
himself. The reader must picture the colors which make one
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feel happy and the colors which remind one of "a breezy 
summer day." The reader must picture the kind of room which 
"eases some of the problems away." To appreciate the theme 
and to react in the way the writer has planned, the reader 
must become involved in the descriptive process. Through the 
tone, the writer describes herself even more than she 
describes her bedroom. Actually, the reader gets very little 
information about the room. It is large enough for dancing 
and is located at the end of the hall. Her descriptions of 
the colors are connotative, and she never even provides 
denotative names for them. The naming of the colors, be they 
yellow and green or pink and orange, would not invoke the 
impression she wishes to impart to the reader in the same way 
as does "a breezy summer day." Realistic details such as 
twelve by fourteen foot would tell the reader more about the 
room from a realistic point of view; but that is not her 
perspective, and realistic details would interfere with the 
tone of the theme as a whole. To the writer, what the room 
looks like is not as important as the impression she takes 
from it and wishes to create in the reader. The writer of 
Theme 17 has a conception of the purpose of her theme which, 
while it fulfills the assignment, is much more specific than 
the assignment. Besides describing a place, the writer tries 
to describe why and how it means a lot to her. This is her 
thematic purpose. The reader knows how the writer sees the
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room and infers that this is supposed to be more important 
than how the room looks. To convey these feelings requires 
the admission that the speaker has such feelings.

Theme 1 (male) was correctly identified by seventy-two 
of the eighty-five respondents who read it.

Nashville
Nashville is a very beautiful place at night.

I was eating dinner one night on the top floor of 
the Third National Bank. I went over to the window, 
and I couldn't believe what I saw. It looked as if 
we were being invaded by a mob of lightning bugs.
It was just beautiful up there. I felt like I was 
in New York City looking out of the Empire State 
Building. Although I was just in Nashville looking 
out of a twenty-five story bank building. To me it 
felt like the biggest building in the world. I felt 
very important looking out over Nashville. I felt 
I was the ruler of the city and I could do what I 
wanted to with it.

This theme has been cited a number of times in reference to 
other criteria. Under "Sex Based Interests," mention is made 
that males are more likely to describe the big city environ
ment. Although Theme 1 has not been mentioned specifically 
under "Word Choice," the words mob, invaded, and ruler were 
mentioned by respondents as male choices. Under "Types of 
Comparison," Theme 1 has been cited twice. The "power 
fantasy," where the writer becomes the ruler of the city, is 
cited as male by the panel; and the very term ruler is con
sidered male. The comparison of the city's lights to a "mob 
of lightning bugs" is cited as a male comparison extrapolated 
from observable details. The evidence given under "Syntax”
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indicates that the use of sentence fragments is usually male; 
"Although I was just in Nashville looking out of a twenty-five 
story bank building" is such a structure. Sentence fragments 
are also cited as male under "Nature of Errors."

However, there is more to the maleness of this theme 
than those factors discussed in previous chapters. The per
spective of Theme 1 is male; the writer is as aloof as his 
position on top of the building suggests. He is in a social 
situation; he says, "I was eating dinner one night on the top 
floor of the Third National Bank." A restaurant is a social 
place to which people seldom go alone, and yet this male 
writer mentions no other person. This writer is unconcerned 
with the social situation, but a typical female writer would 
at least suggest the social nature of the situation. He does 
not because he does not have a social perspective, shown by 
the fact that the presence of a dinner companion is not even 
hinted at. He does not imagine himself the ruler of people 
but as the ruler of an impersonal city. He is 
non-impressionistic; for example, "It looked as if we were 
being invaded by a mob of lightning bugs." From his perspec
tive, there is a certain common-sense in the relations of the 
sight of a mob of lightning bugs and the lightb of a city as 
seen from a tall building. Although he tells the reader he 
"felt" certain ways, there is nothing privately emotional 
about what he feels. There iB no private emotion in "I felt
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I was the ruler of the city[,j and I could do what I wanted 
with it." He iB not happy or excited; he is abstract.

The concluding sentence (just quoted) tags on to the 
end. It is as though the writer were trying to add signifi
cance to a theme which otherwise has nothing to do with 
values or impressions. This male writer does not have an 
overall purpose for his paper when he begins, and he does not 
go beyond the general suggestion of the assignment. He does 
not invent a speaker with a clear perspective which controls 
everything he thinks about. The major element of the per
spective which is clearly male is an egotism which keeps the 
reader at a distance; this perspective is strengthened by 
the failure to mention a dinner companion and the imperson
ality of the domain which he envisions ruling.

The tone of Theme 1 is very direct; it is an immediate 
description of what the place looked like. Nothing inter
feres with the view of the city; even the window which frames 
his view is not described. No one and nothing in the 
restaurant is described.

His narrow perspective is confined by a literal inter
pretation of the assignment since apparently to this writer 
describe means tell what it looks like. The idea that the 
view might have some effect on him is almost an afterthought. 
The title "Nashville" shows that the writer has identified 
his subject, but he seems to have no purpose for his theme as
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opposed to the purpose for the assignment. From the title 
on, the sentences present successive thoughts which tumble 
downstream rather than sentences which organize details 
around thematic concerns. The writer of Theme 1 does not 
involve the reader. While he says twice that the view is 
"beautiful,” he is not concerned with aesthetics. He asserts 
the beauty without trying to involve the reader in coming to 
the same judgment. There is in this theme a typically male 
reluctance to open up socially and emotionally, even to the 
point of ignoring the reader.

These two themes show how male and female themes differ 
in perspective and tone. The female views her subject and 
reader from a social and personal perspective, while the male 
views his from a more cautiously detached, impersonal, and 
literalistic perspective. The male's perspective is not con
sistent, as is evident from his attempt to tag on significance 
at the end, but the female seems aware of her purpose from 
the beginning. Unlike the male, the female has a clear con
ception of the reader, and her clarity and consistency of 
perspective and tone allow an active role for the reader.
She has decided which of her many roles she will assume in 
this writing and treats her speaker as a workable part of 
herself. Having done so, she can then envision a reader who 
will assume the role she has assigned him.
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The male, on the other hand, does not have a clear idea 
of the speaker. He presents himself in a social situation 
but does not speak of social concerns. He uses aesthetic 
terms, but he does not treat beauty with specific details 
or comparisons. He presents a "power fantasy" but is not 
consistently concerned with power, force, or even vastness. 
While he has a clear perspective, as far as the place from 
which he views the city is concerned, he does not have a 
consistent thematic purpose. Since he does not have a clear 
idea of the speaker, he cannot have a clear view of the 
reader, except perhaps as an instructor who will read and 
grade the theme and therefore, he does not involve the reader 
and does not attempt to influence him or her.

Affecting the reader is a function of purpose. The 
purpose of the assignment was to describe a place. The male 
took the purpose of the assignment and attepted to use it as 
the purpose of the theme. The female recognized, however 
unconsciously, that the purpose of the assignment was quite 
general, so she invented a specific purpose of her own for 
her theme. In the title, "My Bedroom Means alot [sic] to 
Me," she presents her own purpose, to convince the reader 
that her bedroom has certain values she appreciates; and she 
then proceeds to fulfill her own purpose. Both the male and 
female writers have clear conceptions of their assigned sub
ject, but the female defines and works with a specific 
speaker, reader, and purpose.
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Themes 54 and 29
Theme 54 (female) and Theme 29 (male) are longer 

themes that demonstrate the workings of perspective and tone 
when they need to be more sustained. The female theme was 
correctly identified by 100 percent of the panel and 100 per
cent of the freshman respondents.

My Room
Having a place to go to be alone is important.

When I want a place to think, dream, or just be by 
myself, I have my bedroom.

Anytime I am feeling down about something, being 
in my room makes me feel secure. My big, cozy bed 
comforts me in my sorrows. The yellows, oranges and 
greens which dominate my room always seem to cheer 
me up.

When I am in a lazy mood I enjoy daydreaming.
When I look out my window, the outdoors paints a pic
ture for me. During the day the sun rays filter 
through the trees and beam into my room creating 
designs on the walls. At night the starlight flickers 
through the curtains. Everynight the pattern of the 
stars is different, enabling me to create a new pic
ture each night.

There are also the times I just like to be alone 
for no particular reason. During these times I do a 
lot of reminiscing. On the wall behind my bed is my 
bulletin board. It measures about two feet by four 
feet. This holds many of my most cherished things.
The streamers from birthday parties long ago, paper 
cups, notes from friends now yellowing with age, and 
corsages of flowers now brown and wrinkled, all bring 
back the happy memories from the past.

Like my bulletin board linking me with the past, 
my window is my passport to another world. In the 
spring I can open my window and look out, all of a 
sudden I am in a totally different world. The smell 
of the flowers fresh blooms make me feel light-headed.
It seems as if I am so much a part of the world of 
nature. My room also experiences a type of rebirth.
The walls seem to be breathing the fresh air and 
singing along with the birds.
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Each time I return home my room seems to awake 
from a deep sleep. It once again is alive with 
the sights, sounds, and smells that make it so 
unique.
Theme 54 is cited many times in the preceding chapters. 

Under "Sex-Based Interests," dreaming is mentioned. While 
the mention of dreaming, even daydreaming, is not exclusively 
female, the idea of sitting in one's room and daydreaming 
seems more female--or at least the panel thought so. When 
daydreaming is described as in "the outdoors paints [sic] a 
picture" and in the sun's rays "creating designs," the day
dreaming becomes clearly female. Under "Word Choice,"
Theme 54 is cited for the mention of saved corsages and other 
memorabilia, shades of color, and the use of secure and cozy, 
all of which are considered female. Under "Stereotyped Atti
tudes," the meorabilia and dreaming are again mentioned. 
Discussion of "Types of Comparison" cites the end of Theme 54 
as a sample of impressionistic comparisons unlinked to 
observable details which is almost exclusively used by 
females. Few themes are cited under "Syntax," but Theme 54 
can be used to demonstrate its primary conclusions. There 
are no fragments (male markers) in Theme 54, and over 
one-third of the sentences are complex (a female marker).
The discussion of the "Nature of Errors" includes verb 
problems; and Theme 54 has two subject-verb agreement errors. 
One of these, "The smell of the floweret*] fresh blooms make
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[sic] me feel lightheaded," is of a usually female type, 
while the other "The outdoors paints [sic]" is not sex-linked. 
Theme 54 also has a run-on. The comma splice in Theme 54,
"In the spring I can open my window and look out, [sic] all 
of a sudden I am in a totally different world," is not cited. 
While this error appeared in four female themes, it appears 
twice as often in male themes. This list shows a number of 
items indicating female; and they contribute to the female 
tone of the paper but do not account for it entirely.

However, the perspective of Theme 54 is clear. It is 
written in the first person by a speaker who appreciates 
solitude. Although the writer no doubt has many other sides 
to her personality, she does not allow the speaker to move 
away from the perspective she sets up. That she is a person 
not limited to solitude Is implied in the mention of parties 
and friends. In reminiscing, the values mentioned are social 
rather than egotistical or pragmatic. The speaker has a 
clear conception of herself and has set up a specific purpose 
for the theme. The title, "My room," reflects the assignment, 
which was (like the others) to describe a place. The first 
line, "Having a place to go to be alone is important," 
reflects the purpose of her theme which is to show how her 
room functions as a place to demonstrate the importance of 
solitude. The writer has set aside three functions of her 
room, "a place to think, dream, or just be by myself"; and
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thus she limits her purpose to the discussion of these three 
things. Having a clear conception of her subject, her 
speaker, and her purpose, she can concentrate on affecting 
the reader. The reader must take an active role in the 
description, interpreting the details. It is not obvious 
how a room makes one "feel secure." This theme will not 
characterize the room in the same way for each reader.
In other words, the description is not denotative but con- 
notative. Another such description is "my big, cozy bed 
comforts me in my sorrows." Cozy is obviously connotative, 

comforts can be denotative when discussiong a comfortable 
bed from a physical standpoint. The addition of "in my 
sorrows" adds to comfort's physical, denotative meaning an 
emotional, connotative one. Since the writer chooses to 
present details which function to create emotional responses 
in the speaker, the reader must interpret them in the way 
the writer has presented them. The writer tries to affect 
the reader. She does not limit herself to convincing the 
reader that the room has value, but she also tries to make 
the reader understand her calm, contented oneness with her 
room with connotative words and impressionistic details.

Having a clear view of her subject, purpose, reader, 
and perspective, the writer of Theme 5U chooses the tone most 
appropriate to them. The tone is personal, confidential 
without being confessional. Although several different
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matters are discussed* the tone is consistent and uninter
rupted. The fourth and fifth paragraphs discuss how the room 
functions to satisfy the writer1s need for solitude when that 
need is not prompted by anything in particular. Paragraph 
four discusses reminiscing, and paragraph five begins "Like 
my bulletin board linking me with the past, my window is my 
passport into another world." Throughout the theme, the 
room, its contents, and nature as it is seen through the 
window affect her; and she describes these effects in action 
verbs that tell what these inanimate objects do to her. It 
is only logical that in the end she says that her room wakes 
up and comes alive, since it has been functioning from the 
beginning as though it were alive. The personal tone has 
consistently linked inanimate objects with action verbs, 
calling for an impressionistic interpretion of her descrip
tion rather than a realistic one. There is only one break 
in the impressionistic tone, "It [the bulletin board] 
measures about two feet by four feet." Possibly the writer 
felt that realistic detail would do the best job to describe 
the abnormally large bulletin board, since the size obviously 
impresses her. However, the size of anything is not the type 
of impression she is dealing with in the rest of the theme, 
and she drops the issue after this one small comment.
Overall, however, the tone is remarkably consistent.
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Theme 29 was written by a male and was so identified by
100 percent of the panel. However, this theme gave the
freshman respondents considerable trouble and was correctly 
identified by only twenty-seven out of fifty-two.

Four Walls
When I first came into my dormitory room, all 

that I could see were four, discolored, blank walls.
I have always heard that dormitory rooms are very 
drab and dull. I now know that they are. I would 
now like to share some of my hardships with you.

The bed which I sleep on has the upmost com
fortableness as a sheet of stone might have. There 
are no springs, and the mattress is very hard. If 
the bed was longer, I might be able to sleep with 
my feet on it. There is a headboard on my bed, but
it is not large enough for anything.

If there was anything that just occupyed space, 
my heater would be classified in this category.
The unit is very large, but it does nothing in the 
way of heating. If I ever want to stay awake, I can 
always listen to the piercing sounds of the green 
machine.

The desk serves its purpose well. It is of ade
quate size and ability. There are four drawers in 
my desk. I have plenty of room for all of my books, 
because there is a large bookcase on the top of the 
desk.

The dresser in my room is in good condition.
It has a very large mirror and several drawers.
I have enough room on its surface for all of my 
toiletries.

The closet is one of the better things in my 
room. There is a large bar to hang my clothes on, 
and I have enough shelf space for my shoes. I have 
no difficulty in getting all of my clothes into the 
closet.

This room reminds me of my life. It begins as 
nothing, and I will have to make it into what I 
want it to be.
Theme 29 does not reflect male sex-based interests.

The expectation of these is apparently what most often con
fused the freshman respondents. The writer's concern with
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toiletries, a mirror, and shoeB misled many freshmen, as did 
the concern with improving the room. One male freshman 
respondent reacted strongly to what he considered female 
concerns: "worried about where the hell she lives." Female
respondents who were incorrect in identifying the theme 
reacted to what they considered "sensitive" description.
One wrote, "I loved the ending sentence, Csic] it's so 
true." What these freshman respondents failed to recognize 
is that the bedroom is not a sex-linked environment and 
they did not consider that both males and females wear 
clothes and shoes and use toiletries, mirrors and closets. 
Toiletries as a subject was considered female by the fresh
men, but several panel members recognized that as a word 
(as opposed to makeup or cosmetics) it is male. This fact 
is cited under "Word Choice." Category is also cited, but 
it should be remembered that it is the use of this word in 
this type of theme which is considered male. Category in an 
expository theme is probably not sex-linked. Under "Stereo
typed Attitudes," clothes are mentioned from Theme 29 to 
demonstrate that concern with personal appearance is not 
necessarily female. Under "Organizational Principles," the 
title of Theme 29 is cited as a thematic title. While males 
did use thematic titles, over twice as many females used 
them. The comparison which ends Theme 29 is cited in the 
discussion of "Types of Comparisons" as being impressionistic,
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typically female. However, this impressionistic comparison 
is presented with such precision that it becomes a male 
marker. Theme 29 is not cited specifically under "Syntax," 
but it should be noted that this theme has less than the 
mean percent of complex and compound sentences. (A high 
percentage of these is usually a female marker.) The nature 
of errors in Theme 29 is not particularly male. The applica
tion of the six criteria presented in the last three chapters 
does not demonstrate the reasons of the panel's unanimous 
identification of the theme as male. The application of such 
criteria apparently confused the freshman respondents. The 
panel was not confused, probably because they recognized a 
male perspective and tone in the paper as a whole.

The author of Theme 2 9 recognizes his purpose as some
thing more than the purpose of the assignment. He says, "I 
would now like to share some of my hardships with you." He 
has a clear conception of his speaker and has chosen his 
perspective. He recognizes a thematic concern. Lest these 
things persuade one that the theme was well thought out in 
advance, one must consider the tag. This metaphorical value 
placed on the room at the end of the theme shows that the 
writer is not altogether satisfied with his purpose or that 
he has fulfilled it. This last paragraph is an attempt to 
attach significance to his theme. The positive values of 
his room have not been his main concern. The perspective
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has been strictly utilitarian. His objections, and his few 
earlier value judgments, are based on how the room functions 
in a practical sense, not in a personal or social sense. The 
writer has no social concerns and, in fact, mentions no one 
but himself and the reader. The writer is aware that someone 
(seen in his use of you) is reading the theme, but he does 
not try to affect him or her by experimenting with the 
language or with ideas. The closest this writer gets to 
figurative language (before the last paragraph) is when he 
says that the desk has "ability." This, however, given the 
perspective and tone of the rest of the paper, sounds like 
an error, a mistake in word choice.

The tone of the paper is direct, what one panel member 
called "Blunt, matter of fact." The sentence structure is 
subject-verb-object. The modifiers are denotative: "There
are no springs, and the mattress is very hard." Generally, 
the precision of the language indicates that the writer is 
taking care to present a clear, objective description. This 
precision results in an analytical tone which is typically 
male in a description. (Again, in an analytical theme thiB 
tone would be appropriate and used by both males and females.) 
The heater "occupyed Csic] space" instead of just sat. This 
fact becomes a "category" in which the heater is "classified." 
The desk is of "adequate size" not big enough, and the "top" 
of the dresser is its surface.
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Theme 29 presents a clearer, more objective picture of 
a bedroom than does Theme 54. Like most males, this writer 
uses a direct, impersonal tone to describe the place in 
strictly utilitarian terms. The female writer of Theme 54 
uses a personal tone to present impressionistic details 
through which she tries to affect the reader. One panel 
member accused the writer of Theme 29 of being "unaware of 
esthetic 'niceties.'" The author of Theme 54, however, 
speaks from a female perspective which involves aesthetics. 
Both writers have a clear conception of speaker and subject. 
While both seem to know their purpose from the beginning, 
the tag in Theme 29 shows that the writer decided to add 
significance at the end. Both seem to have a clear idea of 
the reader, but only the female attempts to affect the reader.

Themes 4 and 8
Theme 4 (female) and Theme 8 (male) were both commented 

on for "point of view." Theme 4 was identified correctly 
by the entire panel and by all but one of the freshman 
respondents.

Place Description
Have you ever heard the saying, "Don't blink or 

you'll miss it," when referring to a very small 
town? In Arkansas many of the towns are small and 
they would indeed be missed if not for the signs 
you see upon entering.

Gurdon has had the same sign up for over twenty 
years boasting the fact that they have fifteen 
hundred people as its population. More than likely
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it has lessened a bit in these last few years, but 
the people are still the same.

Gurdon may be small but it has two suburbs ; on 
the left, Gum Springs, population--thirty-five, on 
the right, Curtis, population— between fifteen and 
twenty.

Driving into Gurdon is an experience you never 
forget because you have to ride over nine railroad 
tracks and look eighteen ways at one time. These 
tracks look as though they were built along with the 
earth; each of them about a foot deep.

Gurdon is an old town that has been remodeled 
in most areas to resemble a doll house painted in 
bright springy colors, with the exception of the 
train station. Its bigness and blackness looms 
out of the town like a thundercloud on a stormy 
day. The same little man sits there day after day 
waiting for each and every train, only looking up 
from his newspaper to speek to every passer-by.
The only other people you would run into would be 
the retired railroad men sitting on the high back 
benches chewing tobacco and spinning yarns as long 
as the track itself.

Across from the station is an old black building 
which use to be called the Hoohoo Theater. Now the 
towns people have closed its doors and condemned 
the building only to be overrun by the rats that 
live there.

About the only other outstanding feature in 
Gurdon is Main Street. It is still made of the 
original cobblestone and is somewhat impossible to 
drive on.

Always remember to behave in a small town. If 
not you will have to stand up for yourself at 
Tuesdays bridge club.
Theme U has been cited as an example of female writing 

under several criteria. Under "Sex-Based Interests," 
"Tue8day[']s bridge club" is cited as a female activity. 
Theme is also cited for describing a small town, which is 
suggested as a female interest. Perhaps, as one respondent 
suggests, it is the positive view of the small town which is 
a female marker rather than the subject itself. While Theme
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4 is not mentioned under the discussion of ’’Word Choice," the 
expression "bright springy colors" is an example of the female 
attraction to distinctions of color. "Stereotype Attitudes" 
does not include a discussion of gossiping, but the female 
gossip (mentioned in the final statement of this theme) is 
a stereotype which needs attention. "Types of Comparison" 
includes the comparison of sex-linked items, of which "Gurdon 
is an old town that has been remodeled in most areas to 
resemble a doll house" is an example. This section also 
includes a discussion of impressionistic comparisons, cited 
as female. Theme 4 has two such comparisons. The writer 
says that the train station "looms out of the town like a 
thundercloud on a stormy day" and describes railroad men as 
"spinning yarns as long as the track itself." Two female 
"Syntax" markers apply to Theme 4; there are no sentence 
fragments (usually male markers); and only 41.2 percent of 
the sentences are simple (leaving over half the sentences in 
the more complex forms, as is typical of female papers). 
"Nature of Errors" presents "use to" as female. This error 
can be found in Theme 4.

The author of Theme 4 looks at a small town from a posi
tive perspective. She is concerned with people. One panel 
member mentioned her reference to the "same little man" who 
speaks to "every passer-by." The author of Theme 4 also 
mentions "retired railroad men" and the "towns people."
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Although the social life of a small town is no doubt limited, 
this writer mentions "TuesdayC']s bridge club." This female 
interest in people is opposed to the egoism seen in the male 
themes. This author has chosen a speaker and she envisions 
a reader she tries to affect. While the purpose of the 
paper is not stated, it seems purposeful and does not ramble 
thoughtlessly without a controlling idea.

The tone of Theme U is very personal. The writer sets 
up an interaction between speaker and reader which displays 
a female intimacy. The sustained use of a conversational 
tone which betrays informality rather than carelessness is 
a female marker. Although consistent tone, as in Theme H, 
is more often seen in female papers, it should be noted that 
consistency of tone is a function of all good papers.

Theme 8 (male) was correctly identified by 100 percent 
of the panel and by about 90 percent of the freshman 
respondents.

Murphy Center
Murphy Center has some of the best recreational 

equipment I have ever seen. I enjoy going to Murphy 
Center and taking advantage of this equipment.

Murphy Center has one of the most beautiful 
basketball stadiums I have ever seen. X like nothing 
better than to see the blue and white fill the 
stadium on the night of a ballgame. I like to hear 
the fans yell and scream as the Blue Raiders play 
ball.

Even the floor on which the game is being played 
is something special. Murphy Center has a rubberized 
floor. This is somethig which is pretty rare. This
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floor, being rubber, is supposed to give with the 
players feet. This helps cut down on the number 
of leg and ankle injuries.

There are auxiliary gyms in the lower level 
of Murphy Center. This is where some of the 
physical education classes are taught. When 
classes are not meeting in these gyms, they are 
filled with students playing volleyball or basket
ball.

In Murphy Center a person can find the best 
weight-lifting devices known to man. There is one 
whole room that is filled with nothing but weights.
Many people can work out with weights at the same 
time.

There is a room where students can go and check 
out equipment. Things such as basketballs, foot
balls, volleyballs, and softballs may be checked 
out. Camping equipment and projectors may be 
checked out also. All a person has to do to check 
something out is leave his I.D. there until he 
brings the object back.

Murphy Center is not all fun. There are class
rooms and offices on the upper level. Many of the 
physical education classrooms are in Murphy Center.
The offices of Jimmy Earle and Ben Hurt are also 
found here..

Murphy Center is a place where many big con
ventions and concerts are held. There have been 
conventions of religous and politics held inside 
Murphy Center. The reason for this is because of 
the vast seating area. Around fourteen thousand 
people can be seated in Murphy Center. People such 
as John Denver and Mountain have packed the seats 
with their concerts.

Murphy Center is a very big and beautiful place.
I am proud to say that I can use its devices as I 
please.
This theme is used several times in the discussion of 

criteria. The marker most often cited by the respondents is 
"weight-lifting devices." This and a general interest in 
athletics are discussed under "Sex-Based Interests." Under 
"Word Choice,” the word devices itself is cited as male. The 
male preoccupation with numbers shown in "Around fourteen
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thousand people" is also cited. "Organizational Principles" 
demonstrates that topic sentences are more often used by 
males in longer papers. The first sentence of each paragraph 
of this longer theme is a topic sentence. Although there is 
no sentence fragment in Theme 8 (cited under "Syntax" as 
male), there is an above average number of simple sentences 
(male markers). There are few mechanical errors in Theme 8, 
but there are two spelling errors which coincide with the 
suggestion under "Nature of Errors" that males misspell more 
words.

The author of Theme 8 clearly establishes his speaker, 
whom a panel member calls "obviously a male ath-a-lete [sic]." 
His point of view involves viewing the athletic center in a 
very positive and interested way. His precise language 
reflects his technical interests. This writer has a clear 
idea of his speaker and his subject, but he is not as clear 
concerning his purpose. His opening paragraph suggests that 
his purpose is to tell how or why the center's recreational 
equipment is the best. Three-quarters of the theme fulfills 
that purpose. The seventh paragraph is not about the 
recreational equipment but about the physical education 
program. The eighth paragraph concerns other uses of the 
center, and the final paragraph asserts a concern which has 
not previously been stressed, "Murphy Center is a very big 

beautiful place [emphasis added]." The concluding
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paragraph (and especially the sentence just quoted) indicates 
that this writer has not completely thought out his purpose 
or thematic concerns. If the writer of the theme has a 
reader in mind, he must be a "jock" with the same male con
cerns, since no attempt is made to orient the uninitiated.
His attempt to influence the reader is merely to convince him 
that certain objective facts make Murphy Center valuable. He 
does not try to affect the reader— to cause an emotional 
reaction— but is strictly logical.

The tone of Theme 8 is inconsistent. It is impersonal 
even though the first, second, and last paragraphs contain 
first person pronouns. The tone is analytical, logical and 
technical. Other people are mentioned, but are grouped 
impersonally as "fans," "students" and "people." Four people 
are mentioned by name, two as having offices in the center, 
and two as performing in it. Rather than personal references, 
however, these names are impersonal, "household-word" 
references. The social aspects of ballgames, conventions, 
and concerts are not even considered. While the author 
recognizes social situations, he displays male egoism in his 
implication that he uses the facilities alone.

The tone is aloof and impersonal. Most of the theme 
comprises short, direct sentences. There is an economy of 
language which conveys technical knowledge in simple, 
denotative terms.
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Although subject matter seems to be the main difference 
between Themes 4 and 8, the perspectives and tones are also 
different. Both writers see their subject from a positive 
viewpoint, but they are not otherwise similar. The female 
author of Theme 4 has a close personal view of her subject, 
while the male author of Theme 8 has a distant, impersonal 
view of his (despite the egocentricity). Both writers are 
precise in word choice, but the female's choices are 
connotative (e.g., looms) while the male's are denotative 
(e.g., rubberized). The female uses a sustained familiar 
tone and the male's tone keeps the reader at a distance.

The six themes just discussed exemplify male and female 
perspectives and tones recognized by an extremely high per
centage of the respondents.

INCORRECT IDENTIFICATIONS

The following four themes were not recognized by a high 
percentage of the panel. Theme 53 (female) was identified 
correctly by only one panel member.

Themes 53 and 6
Riverside High 

This was a beautiful school. The school was 
old, with hedges and trees surrounding it. In the 
front of the high school is a large yard where a 
plate has been placed with the name Riverside High 
School on it. Also in the front are two flights of 
stairs leading up to the front door.
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On the side of the school is a street leading 
around to the stadium and the gym. The stadium is 
quite large and a beautiful place in the summer.
During the summer the grass is green and very tall.
The football field is never dirty, but always clean.

Going on around the campus we find the gym, 
where the basketball games are often held. Inside 
the gym we find two offices and bathroom. As you 
walk through the door to the gym are some steps.
These steps are often blocked off unless they have 
a big game, then these steps are used to reach the 
balcony. The gym is old and look as though it is 
about to fall.

On the other side of the campus is the janitor 
home where there is a large gate surrounding the 
house with two large dogs. The dogs are there to 
keep everyone from the grounds when the school 
isn't open.

Yes, the school is old but also beautiful to
me.
Theme 53 was mentioned under "Sex-Based Interests," 

since its concern with athletics misled most readers. It 
was not cited often because there were no obvious female 
markers. Unlike other female themes, Theme 53 is not per
sonal or conversational in tone. This theme does not display 
the clear conception of purpose that typifies female themes. 
It rambles around the campus, following a spatial organiza
tion which is typically male. The writer is not concerned 
with aesthetics although she, like many males, asserts that 
the campus is "beautiful." Her perspective is neither 
personal nor social, but impersonal and practical. The only 
comparison (cited under "Types of Comparison") is "The gym 
is old and look[s] as though it is about to fall"; and that 
might be called a realistic speculation rather than compari
son.
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The tone is as direct as that of any male theme. Sen
tence structure is usually subject-verb-object. Over half 
the sentences (62.5 percent) are simple. Another simple 
sentence is spliced to a complex sentence with a comma. The 
modifiers are denotative (e.g., green, two). There are no 
connotative adjectives (except beautiful; and the value is 
simply asserted). There are no impressionistic details.
There is no attempt to affect the reader. The writer does 
not display clear conceptions of her speaker, reader, or 
purpose. The male markers cited above are present in this 
female theme and the female markers are not.

The perspective and tone, as well as the other criteria, 
indicate that the theme was written by a male, although it 
was not. While this writer might be confused about her sex 
role, it is more likely that she has not learned to use the 
language effectively. She is a poor student, as indicated by 
the numerous mechanical errors. The theme indicates a lack 
of preparation. It also rambles purposelessly, and her lack 
of concern for the reader might be a result of not caring 
(and, after all, females are supposed to care).

Theme 6 was written by a male but was not correctly 
identified by any member of the panel.
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The Small House 
The small house across the road from my childhood 
home has long been my dream house. The small house 
of stained wood and diamond shaped window panes.
The gentle sloping roaj reach out toward the trees 
was a playground for the buds. The walk winding 
snake like to the front door of the house, was lined 
in spring and summer with bright cheerful flowers 
in the back yard was also cluttered with flowers 
arranged in an old fashion style, through the years,
I have grown to love that house even more than when 
I was a child.
This male theme is cited in the discussion of "Sex-Based 

Interests" for its female subject. Dream houses are con
sidered female. The concern with "flowers arranged in an old 
fashion style" is also cited as female, as is the mention of 
love. Although not cited earlier, the comparison of a road 
to a "playground for the buds" is impressionistic and sounds 
female. The details, "stained wood and diamond shaped window 
panes," reflect aesthetic values typically found in female 
themes. All the details are presented to impress the reader 
with the beauty and value of his dream house, a kind of pur
pose which has been seen as clearly female. Also, unlike most 
themes, this theme is not impersonal and practical.

The tone of Theme 6 is not direct and blunt, relying on 
subject-verb-object constructions; and it depends on modifiers. 
"Sloping," "clutter," "cheerful" and other such words con
tribute impressionistic detail, not the typical male 
precision and technical concerns. While the author of Theme 
6 has not mastered the mechanics of composition, he tries to
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use the language to affect others. This is one characteris
tic of good writing that is not usually under the control of 
amateur male writers.

Themes 35 and 20
Since judgment of perspective and tone are largely 

holistic and intuitive, the panel occasionally had a low 
score when careful or more analytical attention to perspec
tive and tone would have provided a correct response. This 
is especially true where other, conscious decisions led the 
panel astray. Theme 35, female, is a good example of thiB. 
It was correctly identified by only two panel members.

Place Description: My Place
The hot, melted-butter colored sunlight poured 

through the cracks in the treetops as I glanced 
upward to the sky. It was the most beautiful place 
in the whole wide world. Fresh streams ran 
crookedly throughout the thickly forest liked woods. 
Strange, odd little creatures of all shapes, sizes 
and color would fumble in the shag carpet form of 
grass and brush. It was so hard to distinguish the 
tops of the old oak trees, which had been weather 
beaten many centuries ago, from the shaggy ground.
A box with four sideB, a top and bottom could best 
describe these woods. The heart of the woods lied 
hidden among the swollen pathways leading back 
toward black-topped pavement.

The log that seemed to be as big as all outdoors, 
stretched out across the rippling creek below to 
serve as a bridge, and a place to sit your tired 
frame after climbing the sloping hillsides.
Lightning must have taken the old girl by surprise 
one stormy afternoon and lay her here to rest.

Going back to the wooded area on our seventy 
acre tract I still remember the cracks in the 
treetops.
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The comment "A box with four sides, a top and a bottom 
could best describe these woods” led several panel members 
to conclude that the theme had been written by a male.
Several panel members mentioned word choice, one citing "old 
girl." This, if it is a male marker, might have been offset 
by the typically female "hot, melted-butter colored sunlight." 
The perspective is female. This writer has a clear concep
tion of her speaker and uses impressionistic details to 
affect the reader. The description is not realistic. The 
reader does not have a clear view of what the place looks 
like, but the reader is asked to share a personal aesthetic 
perspective.

The tone is consistent, informal, and emotionally warm. 
There are no practical concerns, no technical details. Words 
like crookedly, fumble, and shag carpet form demonstrate a 
precision designed to impress the reader with imputed values, 
as opposed to a male use of precise denotative words to 
present facts. Although 70 percent of the sentences are 
simple (usually a male marker), these simple sentences do 
not have relatively uninterrupted subject-verb-object pattern 
of male syntax. Almost every sentence could be used to 
demonstrate this difference. One is "Strange, odd little 
creatures of all shapes, sizes and color would fumble in the 
shag carpet form of grass and brush." There are twenty-one 
words in this sentence. One is the simple subject, two form
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the verb and there is no object. The rest of the sentence is 
a typically female elaboration of impressionistic details. 
Examining this theme after discussing the criteria that indi
cate female themes, the reader might wonder why the majority 
of the panel was incorrect.

Theme 20 (male) was recognized by only 30 percent of the 
panel.

The Swimming Pool
The white concrete around the sky-blue water 

becomes more crowed with people at the pool. The 
pale end-of-winter sunlight heated the cool water.
The pool was narrow and short, nothing could make 
it look bigger. The people around it were all 
different in size and shap. At high-noon there was 
a different color towel in every corner, angle, 
and crevice of the concrete. Children played and 
screamed, and a loud radio blasted on the side of 
each towel. Most of the people had a cold mixed 
drink beside them. There were black-metal beams 
on each side of the concrete. Under the beams was 
a pile of seaweed. There was a blue diving board 
hanging over the deep end of the pool, and at the 
other end was a silver ladder half way under water.
Some panel members were misled by the reference to color,

but none of the color references reflects a female concern
with precise distinctions of color. The perspective is not
clear. The reader does not know how the speaker views his
subject and has no indication of his attitude toward it.
This lack of purpose and clear perspective is typically male.
The adjectives are denotative and do not function to create
an impression on the reader. The writer knows the purpose
of the assignment but has not chosen his own purpose for his
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theme. He wanders from detail to detail, giving a literal 
description which provides the reader with a clear picture 
of what the pool looks like, but with no indication of a 
personal interest or value. While people are mentioned, the 
emphasis is practical— how well the pool serves the purposes 
for which it was designed.

The tone of Theme 20 is direct and impersonal. Simple 
sentences comprise 70 percent of the theme. The other 30 
percent of the sentences are compound. There are no complex 
or involved forms used. These items show that the perspec
tive and tone of Theme 20 are clearly male.

Criterion Eight: Perspective and Tone is the most
reliable criterion. While it accounts for themes as whole 
entities and encompasses the first seven criteria, it is yet 
much more. At this level of writing, certain perspectives 
or viewpoints are clearly male, others clearly female. On 
the whole, females have clearer perspectives because they 
have carefully chosen a speaker and do not try to account for 
their entire personality in such short themes. Females 
usually conceive more clearly their own specific purposes 
in their themes, as opposed to the purpose of the assignment. 
Females not only recognize that there is a reader, but con
stantly try to affect the reader. Females use impression
istic details and connotative words to create certain 
impressions for the reader, while males use precise technical
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language and present realistic details with denotative words. 
Females more often use a sustained conversational tone to 
keep their themes informal and personal. Males more often 
use an aloof and even perfunctory tone to keep their subjects 
and readers at a distance. Females are concerned with human 
uses (social, personal) while males are concerned with human 
uses (practical). Male descriptive themes describe what 
places look like, while female descriptive themes are not 
as clear about realistic details; but the latter are clearer 
in presenting how the speakers see the places. While no 
criterion can be 100 percent reliable, Criterion Eight: 
Perspective and Tone seems to identify correctly more themes 
than any other criterion.



Chapter X

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

SUMMARY

It has been the purpose of this research to show that 
there are differences between the writings of males and 
females and to show what some of these differences are.
The summary conclusions are, roughly, responses to the nine 
hypotheses presented in Chapter I.

1. A panel of ten English instructors was able to 
identify in a significant number of cases the sex of the 
writers of sixty descriptive themes written by college-age 
native speakers of English.

2. The number of themes written by males correctly 
identified by the panel is slightly larger than the number 
of themes written by females; but the difference is not 
significant.

3. The results of an ANOVA (analysis of variants) 
indicate that neither female nor male panel members were 
better able to identify the writers of either sex.

4. There are more conscious choices (over one-third of 
all responses) than any other kind. The degree of correctness 
in conscious choices is significant. Over one-fourth of the

208
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responses were intuitive. The degree of correctness in these 
choices is also significant. About one-sixth of the responses 
were guesses, and although there were more right guesses than 
wrong, the degree of correctness is not significantly more 
than chance.

5. Only the panel was asked to identify the sex of the 
writers of all sixty themes. However, fifty-two freshmen 
were asked to identify the sex of the writers of ten themes 
about which the panel was unanimously correct. While the 
CIS for several of the themes is very high, none reached
100 percent. This piece of mini-research indicates, however, 
that even freshmen can identify the sex of the writers of 
some theme8. The results of the other mini-research projects 
show that the students in History **77, "The American Woman," 
had higher CIS's for their responses on their two themes than 
did the SAMLA/SECOL respondents for the same two themes.

6 . Subject matter differences were the differences most 
often referred to by the panel and by other respondents.
These are, of course, the most obvious differences and are 
available through common-sense observations. Beyond the 
identification of specific items, however, there is a recog
nition that the contexts in which these items appear are, in 
fact, more important than the items themselves.

7. Certain methods of description are sex-linked.
While specific organizational principles did not indicate
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male or female, it is apparent that most females began their 
papers with a clearer idea of what they were going to include 
and were less apt to attempt to "tag on" significance at the 
end. Comparisons of items which are considered male or 
female were, of course, identified as such. In addition to 
this, the presentation of impressionistic and personalized 
comparisons which involved emotional reactions to the things 
described were all female. Comparisons which represented 
the observable relationships of things were more often male. 
Simple word counts and quantitative evaluations of syntax 
were not at all important. The importance of modifiers, for 
instance, was in the emphasis they took from context rather 
than in their mere presence.

8. No type of error appeared only in male or only in 
female papers. The number of errors in the two groups was 
approximately equal. Males had more fragments than females. 
Females had more difficulty with less commonly written verb 
forms like used to. Again the errors were more revealing in 
context.

9. The perspective and tone of the themes was most 
revealing because it took into account each theme as a whole. 
The method was synthetic rather than analytic. The sex of 
the writer was most often revealed in the way he or she saw 
the assignment as a whole and in the way he or she presented 
his or her point of view.
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RELATION OF THIS RESEARCH TO 
THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The area of sex-based language differences in general, 
and woman's language in particular, is a relatively new 
field. There is no seminal literature in the field. The 
materials which are available approach the subject from a 
variety of perspectives, analyzing very specific areas or 
dealing in grossly generalized opinions. Most of the litera
ture is quantitative and analytical. Much of the literature 
is concerned with how the language influences us and how it 
is unfair to women. Less has been done on how women in fact 
use the language. Most of the work has been done on conversa 
tions. While the vocabulary and forms of language used in 
assigned written compositions are more limited, the speakers 
of written work are in complete control of what they say and 
are not influenced by interruptions or immediate reactions 
to what they are writing. Some work has been done on written 
language, but it is almost all analytical. The writings used 
in at least one case were so limited in topic and scope that 
the personalization which so often identifies language as 
male or female was not present. Most subjects of investiga
tion have been commonsensical or stereotypical. The original 
contribution of this work to the literature might be that it 
is not only analytic but synthetic and deals with areas of 
inquiry other than those that can be treated only quantita
tively.
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INFLUENCE OF THE SAMPLE

While the sample is a written one and bears the limita
tions of the written language, it has the advantage of being 
a group of complete utterances, relatively uninfluenced by 
contexts outside the writing itself. While there is the dis
advantage in the sample of no uniformity of length, most of 
the themes are of sufficient length that the writer is able 
to present a speaker, establish a perspective, and develop a 
rapport with the reader (or at least take an attitude toward 
the reader).

The sample is limited in that it included only descrip
tions of place. Descriptions of persons might reveal other
subject matter items as well as an indication of some other 
values held by the students. Assignments which necessitate 
more formal style, such as analytical themes, might show less 
differences in the sex of the writers as they might show 
differences which are less obvious involving the perspective 
and tone of the writing.

The sample is further limited by the ages of the writers.
The results can be applied only to the college-age, amateur
writer who is still developing his or her methods of writing. 
The education of the writers is also a factor. All are high 
school graduates who have begun college. The results would 
no doubt differ if the writers had other educational back
grounds .
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Although the circumstances under which the themes were 
written were not entirely uniform, they were all classroom 
situations and the writing was done as part of the regular 
course work. Writing not designed to meet a classroom 
assignment might yield some different results.

CONCLUSIONS

At the beginning of this study, the researcher proposed 
that many writers, especially many female writers, would be 
interested in what "She writes like a woman" means. Chapter 
VI lists many specific subject matter items which mark the 
sex of the writer; Chapter VII gives some methods of 
description which serve to identify the sex of the writer; 
Chapter VIII shows the errors which are sex-linked; and 
Chapter IX presents the ways in which perspective and tone 
identify the sex of the writer. These chapters and the 
dissertation as a whole address themselves to defining "She 
writes like a woman" and also how many women actually write.

While there are obvious differences in the writing of 
males and females which can be analyzed in the light of 
common-sense observations and sex stereotypes, more work 
needs to be done to synthesize the more general differences, 
especially those which are functions of perspective and tone 
in longer pieces of writing. Additional studies might show
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that there are even more differences in the writing of males 
and females which show differences in the way they perceive 
the world and themselves in it.
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APPENDIX A

STUDENT AUTHORS AND THEIR THEMES

INFORMATION ON STUDENT AUTHORS

Name Sex Course Section
1. Gary Benz M 102 1552
2. Susan Blansett F 101 1524
3. Brenda Yvonne Bonner F 101 1525
4. Patty Bratton F 101 1522
5. Michael Roy Claiborne M 102 1552
6. Ricky R. Collins M 101 1527
7. Jonie Cowley F 10 2 1552
8. John S. Curtis M 102 1558
9. Bruce Daniel M 101 1524

10. Joel Daniel M 102 1558
11. Ronica N. Dodds F 101 1525
12. Dennis Eakins M 101 1524
13. Sandra Ellison F 102 1553
14. Roger D. Everson M 102 1558
15. Mark Farmer M 101 1524
16. Robin Field F 101 1529
17. Linda Yvette Gilham F 101 1526
18. Jeff Gray M 101 1522
19. Ben Hearn M 101 1525
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APPENDIX A (Cont.)

20. A. 0. HLbler M 101 1528
21. Sandra Hobbs F 101 1524

»CMCM Bob Holder M 101 1527
23. Danny Holder M 101 1528
24. Joseph Wayne Hugh M 101 1526
25. Billy R. Jones M 102 1558
26. Pamela A. Justice F 101 1522
27. Neal W. King M 101 1528
28. Vicki King F 101 1524
29. Paul Steven Kyle M 102 1553
30. Wyvetta Darlena Lee F 101 1525
31. Darlene Little F 101 1525
32. Deborah Marable F 101 1522
33. Carol Lynn Mathis F 101 1526
34. Jewell McKnight F 101 1525
35. Sherry Amru Miller F 101 1524
36. Freddy Milligan M 102 1552
37. Joseph Bradley Morris M 101 1527
38. Alice Norman F 101 1525
39. Terri Lynn Payne F 102 1552
40. Jerrold Don Pedigo M 102 1558
41. David Pennington M 102 1558
42. Wayne Phillips M 102 1552
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43. Wendell Porter M 102 1553
44. Donna Regina Posey F 101 1529
45 . Kelvin Russell M 101 1525
46. Betty S . Sanders F 101 1522
47. Debbie Sue Sanders F 102 1553

& 00 • Cheryl Seals F 101 1527

-p (0 • Melinda Spears F 102 1553
50. Cathy A. Springs F 101 1522
51. Carl M. Summar M 101 1527
52. Claude Douglas Taylor M 101 1527
53. Lavem Tellis F 101 1522
54. Margo Denise Tesch F 102 1558
55. Susan L. Tomlinson F 101 1529
56. Gordon Tuggle M 102 1553
57. Sharon Tyner F 101 1524
58. Gentry Underhill M 102 1553
59. Byron K. Yokley M 101 1522
60. Mary Elyn Zerwer F 101 1526
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Naakvllla
Niihvilli it a vary baautlful plaea at algkt* X m i  •atlag flaaar ana light m  tka tag flaar af tka Tkird Nat&aaal Bank. X waat avar ta tka wla4uw, and X aaulfa't baliava akat X taw. Xt laakaB aa If aa aura balag lavafal 

by a aah af ll^taiig buga* Xt m i  j u t  baaatlftil op tkara. X fait Ilka X aaa la NawYark City laaklag aat af tka Baplxa Btata Building. Altkaugk i aaa j u t  la Naakvllla 
laaklag aut af a taaaty-flva ataxy kaak kullHag. Ta m  It fait Ilka tka blggaat bulldlag la tka m i U .  X fait vary lapartaat laaklag aut avar Naakvllla* X fait X aaa tka rular af tka city aad X caald da akat X aaatad ta a&tk It.
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Pltci Deacriptien It was an antlclng cauntry scene. Tha first thing yau aaa while turning in tha drive is a ta waring white hausa with a flicks ring tin reef. Whan yau gat aut af tha car tha dags and cats ara running arsund undar yaur fast Ilka artlass craaturas. Tha frssh swall af tha cauntry air givas yau a sansa af excitement. Leaking aut tha windaw af tha hausa yau aaa blissful sights. Yau saa paapla deing things that make thaw happy. Farmers ara aut in tha hat sun plawing tha garden anile their children ara running threugh tha fields trying ta catch the pigs and caws. Yau saa tha farmers wife running alang a dirt path ta the bam te nilk the caws. Tha path runs beside tha hausa, and gaas dawn a little gully that leads yau ta tha snake hausa and the tabacca barae. Behind tha Sams are twa catfish pends with trees and flawars budding areund than. Tha tall yallaw cattails creep up abeve the rippled 
surface af tha water while yau ranble peacefully alang yaur cauntry path.
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Cawan
My he—  town it i vary warn, rural ca— unity. Thia aaall toon haa qualltlaa af bath atrangeneaa and inter- aedlate ralatiana a— ng neighbera. In nany caaea, tha caanunity affara vary littla eppertunity ar enceurageaant far davalapiag apacial intereat ar akill. Parka, play- greunda, awlaaing peela, and ahepping eantara da nat axiat becauae af financial llaitatlea and a canaarvativa caaaunity apinian. Althaugh an naad a haalthy acanaaicSataa with aidar eppertunltiea far aducatian and racraatian, a pragraaaiva develepaent af ay caaaunity ia a tribute ta tha aanaa af valuat hald by aur aaall pepulatien.Qanarally apaaking the pepulatien la caapaaad af an abnexaally high percentage ex children and yeung paapla under twenty yaara af age. The aaall prepertien af paapla af tha aara active agaa haa bean raapanaibla far tha canaan aayiag, *there'a nathing ta da hare.*Since the iapreveaent af tranapartatlan aetheda,Cawan haa laat graund in rallread caapatltian with larger citlea. Lika aa aaay athar aaall caaiamitiaa, wa have aur aixturee af tha advantagaa and diaadvantagaa af bath rural and city living. Tha teen and all It affara ia aaall and lang aince faailiar. Thera'a nathing new ta leak at ar inquire abeut. nar ia there any aaa knew ta talk ta. There la uaually anly ana aavia ta attend and enly a dance anca a nenth.In cancluding. I think Cawan ia a vary aaall, but 

nice ci— unity ta live in. Althaugh aaay paapla leave Cawan they alwaya find a raaaan ta ceae hack and vieit frianda and ralativaa. Many paapla think af Cawan aa bean a place ta retire and ferget abeut yaur hardahipa, but I think af Cawan aa ana af the neat lavaly place ta live.
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Place Deecriptien
Have yau avar heard tha aaylng, "Den't blink ar yau9ll■lea it,* when referring ta a vary email tewn? In Arkaneaemany af tha tewne ara email and they weuld Indeed be misted if net far tha eigne yau aaa upen entering.(harden haa had the seme sign up far avar twenty years beaetlng tha fact that they have fifteen hundred paapla aa Ita pepulatien. Mara than likely It haa lessened a bit In these last few years, but tha paapla ara still tha same.(harden may be small but It has twa suburbs) an thaleft. Gun Springe, pepulatien— thirty-five, an tha right, Curtis, pepulatien— between fifteen and twenty.Driving lnte (harden ia an experience yau never ferget because yau have ta ride ever nine rallread tracks and leek eighteen ways at ana time. These tracks leek as theugh they were built alang with the earth) each af them abeut a feet deep.Gurden la an eld tewn that has been rsmsdeled In mast areas te resemble a dell heuse painted In bright springy eelers, with the exceptlen ef the train etatlen.Its bigness and blackness leans aut ef the tewn like a thundercleud an a stermy day. The same little man alts there day after day waiting far each and every train, enly leaking up fren his newspaper te speak te every passer-by. The enly ether peeple yau weuld run lnte weuld be the retired rallread men sitting an the high back benches chewing tebacce and spinning yarns as leng as the track Itself•Acress fren the etatlen la an eld black building which use te be called the Hashes Theater. New the tewns peeple have eleeed Its deers and cendsmned the building enly te be everrun by the rats that live there.Abeut the enly ether eutstandlng feature In Gurden la Main Street. It la still made ef the eriginal cebble- stene and la ssmswhat Impassible te drive an.Always remember te behave In a small tewn. If net yeu will have te stand up far yeurself at Tuesdays bridge dub.
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The G&ty at Night
The big city has spread eut ia all directiens knesn* Everyone gees sheping in the big mall that is elese to their house instead ef going in te the city shore there are big stores that used te get all the business* There is net as aany people living in the city as there used te be* They all neve outside ef tesn, shore they try te buy a house sith a big yard* Peeple don't gather at a Corner ef the street waiting te cress when the light changes*The city at night aeons te be snpty*The lights in the city have been put eut and makes the city leek terrible* Inflation has turned all the lights eut that used to shine at night* They were so pretty liditiM up all the reads and nakeing the city leek so big* Sveryene turns thaw off te save electricity new and wakes the city dull looking*The interstate is impossible te drive on at night* Heading for the city there is ever a thousand exits and all leading shore you don't want te go* The roads fork at many places almost making everyone wreck trying te figure eut shich way te go* Bach ene ef these interstates have a name* read number, and a place te go* Peeple have te knew at leaat two ef these te stay on the right one* Night joints seam te be the enly place te go in the city* They are the enly thing that Is sill bring peeple in te the city* They supply intertslnmsnt, beverages, and a nice place te dance* They seem the enly business that is gretdng in the big city today*
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Tha (nil Hn n  Tha m i l  1m m  aeraaa tka raad fraa ay childkaad haaa baa laag baaa ay drain hauaa. Tka mall havaa af ataiaad aaad aaa dimand ahapad wjadaw paaaa. Tha gcatla alapiag zaaj raach aat tanard tha traaa waa a playgravad far tka M i .  Tka walk niadiag taaka Ilka ta tka m a t  daar af tka kaaaat ana liaad ia apriag aaa auanar with krî it ekaaxfal flawara ia tka hack yard! aaa alaa cluttarad adth flaaara arraagad ia aa aid faahiaa atyla. thraugh tka yaara. Z have gram ta lava that haaaa avaa aara thaa ahaa I aaa a child.
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A City at Night
Huntsville, Alabama ia a baaatiful city, but la axcaptianally baautiful uhen vlstiad fraa Menesana Mauntain 

at night.Fraa tha muntain, ana can aaa tha tun aa it aata and tha darkness that begins ta fald avar tha city.8traat light a eaaa an, snapping cantara with thair flashy signs autsida lita up. and vehicles sdth thair haadlights an rail narrily dawn tha raad. It la lika saalng a big Christms traa sdth all its lights an, ar a huga flashlight shining bright.fhlla tha night la still yeung, paapla ara saan rushing in and aut af thair cars ta restaurants, ahapping cantara. theaters, and athar araas af racraatian. Tha nalaa as tha city la slallar ta a mass af baaa hunnlng tagathar*When tha night gram aldar, tha nany placaa af activity bagan ta claaa far tha night. Paapla junp in thair cars and traval ta thair hams. Tha lights Tran tha ahapping cantar ara tumad aff sdth tha exceptlen af a fasr. Rastaurants lack thair daars and turn thair lights aff tas. Tha araas af racraatian becem dasalata and dark.Tha cltlas snly light cams frasi tha straat lights and a fasr lights frsn tha buildings. A hush has cam avar tha huga, and sncs snsrgatlc city.
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Murphy Cmtir
Murphy Center hut m m  tf the butt rtertttltntX equipnent I htvt tvtr teen. X tfdty gting tt Murphy Ctnttr and taking advantagt tf this aquipnant.Murphy Cenier htt tnt tf tht M i t  btautiful baakatball atadiuaa X htvt tvtr tttn. X ilka nathlng bttttr than tt ttt tht blue and thlta fill tht etadlun on tht night tf a ballgane. X likt t t  htar tht fant ytll and sera an at tha Blut Raidtrt play ball*Bvan tht flttr an which tht gant it bting played it tanathlng apodal* Murphy Ctnttr hat a rubbtrlstd flttr* Thit it tanathlng nhloh it pratty rart* Thlt flttr, bting rubber, it tupptttd tt givt with tht playtrt foot* Thlt htlpt out down an tha nunbtr tf lag and anklt lnJuriea*Thtrt art auxiliary gynt in tha ltwtr laval tf Murphy Ctnttr. Thit it thtrt tana tf tht phytical aduoatian clatttt art taudt* Whan clatttt art nat tatting in thata 

Sa^kttbaS ar# vdth atudanta playing valltyball tr
Xn Murphy Ctnttr a ptrttn can find tht boat weight-lifting dtviett knttn tt nan* Thtrt it tnt nhala raan that it filled with nothing but walghta* Many paapla can work tut with walghta at tha tana tint*Thtrt it a raan whtrt atudanta can ga and chock tut aquipnant. Thingt tuch at baakatballa* feetballa, velley- balla, and taftballt nay bt chtcktd tut* Capping equlpntnt and prajactara nay bt entcktd tut altt. All a ptrttn hat to do ta check tanathlng tut It ltavt hit X*D* thtrt until ht brlnga tha abject back*Murphy Ctnttr it not all fun* Thtrt art clattrttnt and tfflctt ta tht upptr level* Many tf tha phytical education clattrttnt ara ia Murphy Cantor* Tht tfflctt tf Jinny Barit and Ban Hurt art altt found hart*Murphy Ctnttr it apiece whtrt nany big eanvantlana and caaearta ara hold* Thtrt hava boon eanvantlana tf rtligtut and paUtict hold inaidt Murphy Cantor* Tht rattan far thlt it bteautt tf the vaet tatting arta*Around fourteen thautand paapla eaa bt aaa tad in Murphy 

Cantor* Paapla tuck at John Denver and Mountain have packed the teat a with thair caaearta.Murphy Ctnttr la a vary big and btautiful place* X an proud to tty that X can utt lit dtviett at X pltatt*
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Our Bam
This building la tha vary haart af a fam* On tha autalda yau aaa a elnple laaklag building, but an tha laalda yau weuld find a vary Incarnating ayetcn af aparatlana.On tha autalda yau aaa a huga rad franed building. With aaay daara aarvlng aaay dlffaraat puzpaaaa. On the narth and yau aauld find huga daara apanlng ta a ah ad.In tha aiddla af tha bam there ara daara paaalng thraugh tha vary haart af tha bam* On tha uppar fleer laval yau weuld find tna daar at tha flaar laval and a big apanlng naar tha raaf af tha building* Tha daara an thla laval aarva aa dueta ta paaa hay famga three gh*On tha Inalda af thla building yau weuld aaa It la dlvlda Inta dlffarant aaetlana* On tna aauthalda yau uauld find thraa atablaa far balding Uvaataek* Bach atablaa eantaln hay treu^, faad treugh* and a autcnatlc uataring traugh* In tha hallway yau wauld find a watarlng treugh, watar eutlet, and a rafrlgaratar far kaaplng nadlolna eald* Tha naxt aactlan eantalna twa atablaa and a erlb far balding earn and athar faada* Tha narth alda eantalna hay treughe ta faad aa may aa twenty-five head at ana tine* Next ta Inner wall la a leading range and a eut gate*Tha uppar laval af thla building la uaad ta etere hay* Thair ara epanlnga In tha flaar ta faad tha hay 

thraugh ta each etable*In athar werde a bam la really a natal and reetraunt far aninala*
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High Scheel
I weuld like te describe te yeti the high seheel that 1 attended in ny eephewere* junier end senier year. The structure! shape weuld be alwest ianpessible te describe. The echeel beard decides te add en sewething new everyXear. Se new the seheel extends eut in seven different irectiens. It la beginning te leek like a wase. The lneewlng sepheweres are never able te find their way areuad.My ferwer high seheel better kneun aa Tullahewa Klpi Seheel ia lecated in Tullahewa* Tenneaaee. Zf yau have never heard ef Tullahewa it la abeut seventy wiles seuth- eaat ef Nashville. Tullahewa Hidi Seheel er THS la the enly hi# seheel ia Tullifcewa. IMS eeneiata ef abeut 1*000 atudanta. THS la a three year hi# seheel eenprised ef the tenth* eleventh* and twelfth grades. The students ara frew many different plaeaa. Many ef the students that ga te THS are sens er dau#tere af wtlitarv persaaael uhleh are atatiened at Asweld Inglneering Develeawent Canter.THS has a very large faeulty. Neat ef these teachers er eeaehea are very need. And wany ef thcw*are very yeung. But like all hi# scheels there are a few ef the teaeaere that eeuld use sews help. Because ef the large faculty the classes are snail and there ara wany different eeurces a student can cheese frew.THS has an eutatandlng atheistic pregraw. The seheel has sens ef the beet facilities in the state fer baseball and feetball en the hi# seheel level. Abeut ene-elxty ef the THS faculty are eeaehea.In ay saphena re year at THS there was a let te leam in a very ahert tine. At first evety hall sesws the sane.Z usually ended up being late fer a few ef ay classes fer the first few days. A sephsawre will learn the first few days what te de and what net te de. One ef the things net te de ia te ask a senier where a class is. Nest likely he will send yeu in the eppesite dlrectiea frew yaur class.
THS was a very friendly and warn seheel with a let ef nice peeple.
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Hi m
Right new, at thla Marat, I weuld like ta ba at haaa. I knew a lat af paapla weuld Ilka ta ba aaaa wherealsa, but I uauld lika ta ga hara. Whan 1 was at haM, Iaald anca I laava hara ta ga ta achaal that I waan't easing back aa aaan. 1 really theugjht I wasn’t galng ta miss haM, but I da.I ceaa frra a vary large frally. I have twe aiatara rad three brethere, and we had plenty ta da. Our hauaa waa filled with aa wuch laughter and gay. Our parenta waan*t tha type wha bugged ua all tha tine, becauae they have learned te underatand aur ganaratlan. Tha olrla In ■y family ara aider than tha baya. aa Z nlaa tailing than wnat ta de. Wa uaa ta argue a let, but wa never Mantwhat wa had aald ta each athar. My parenta have alwayatald ua that there la knaw place Ilka haM, and new I beleive than.
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Deecriptlve Beeay (Place)
Z a m d  eut «f the front deer ef the farm ktuii,aad Z MtlcMl tha thick green grata ia tha yard.Scattered all areund tha yard vara different typaa af flewera with a variety af calara and ahapaa. trace were alaa vary dominant ia tha yard. Thara vara aaay ahapaa aad aiaaa with a varying dagraa af falliaga aa avaxy traa. Aa Z aavad dawn iata tha yard# Z laakad hack ta tha laft aa taaard tha aarth aad Z aaa aur dairy barn. Zt aaa white with a ailvar tin raaf • Baaida tha hara thara aaa a alia* which aaa whita with a rad aad whita ahaekarbaardtap. Aftar laaklag at tha dairy bamf Z tuxaad araaad aadfaead taaard tha eeuth# aad thara Z aaa tha baaf cattla hara. Tha baaf oattla bara aaa a vary larga bam aith aaay aaall at all a aa tha grauad laval aad a laaft avarhaad. Tha aidaa were oavarad with thick baarda that wara paint ad rad. Tha tap waa oavarad with ailvar tin that reflected light that aauld ba aaan far aavaral wilaa.Many aera af land aurrawndad tha hauaa. Tha flalda ta tha aawthaaat ran up ta tha harisaa. In thaaa larga flalda wa had planted all aur grain crape uaad far cattle faad. Tha flalda that lay in all af tha athar diractiana fren tha hauaa wara aawn in grace, that eewld ba uaad far 

paeture and hay far tha oawe.Tha fata waa a beautiful place with all tha traaa ecattered axaund in tha flalda# tha flcwera in tha yard, and all the aniaalc aut gracing in tha field.
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Tht Gtntrtl Stort At Opryland
Antlquss. gifts* ttuvtnlrt, western attire, and a nostalgic carefree atuasphara it tha General Stort at Opryland. Tht building rtttablta a typical aid faahitntd Gtntrtl Start fron wtsttm days. It nas a larga front parch* a shingltd roof* two larga windows* and two largo 

daara.Tt Opryland visitors tha Gtntrtl Start is quite inprtstivt. Xt brings to wind things frtn tha past* usually thair past. Vary faw Opryland quasts can pats tha Ganaral Start without entering. Thara is always a ctenant ar two wads abaut tha various signs* especially tha ana aut front that raads* "Vs Sail Ivarythlng." "Others ara tha Minaral Oil far sala* Warner's Corsets* and King Bdward Cigars* which ara also aya-catchers."As yau antar tha Ganaral Stars it daasn*t hava tha sans offset as ntst gift shops. It givas tha Iwrsttien af bting back bans again. Hanging around tha walls ara ■any antiques whioh includa laca up shaas* a harnass far a barso* an aid eaffsa pat* and savaral pats and pans.Thass faaturas art raally what naka tha Ganaral Stars uniqsa.Tha nara up ta data aids af tha Ganaral Stars would ba it dots not sail flour* sugar* and bacon* but augs* T-shirts, platas* and glasaas bsaring Opryland*s nans.Tha stars is run by callage ago girls waaring brawn shorts and jackets and wastam shirts. Outsida tha Ganaral Start yau will find a staap nachina aad a cigaratta nachina which ara also now far a Ganaral Stars. They wara placad outsida tha Ganaral Stars far tha canvianca af tha quasts svsn though thsy wara not usually found at aa aid Ganaral Stars.Tha Ganaral Stars at Opryland is truly unlgus. It is senathing frtn tha past aspacially tha past af tha United Statas. This stars is a goad axaupla af haw prsgrsss pravalls* but history navar dias.
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Tha Todd Ruagron Caneart
Todd RaagziM la a vary unusual musician, Miai ana llatana ta acne af hla music It la obvious that It la tilta diffract. Ha plays synthesised "rack and rail".TaM alaa puts an a vary unusual concert* I hava aaan hin play an ataga several times, aad I*n going ta tall about ana af thaaa cancarta.My friends and I Ilka ta gat ta oanearta early far a eeupla af raaaans. Flrat aad aaet abvlaus la ta gat a gaad east, hat alaa bacanaa waiting aat slda can ba alaest aa naeh fun aa tha concert itself* Oat slda bafere tha daara span, everyone gata together and drinks beer and 

talks and eats «p» Usaally the conversation tends ta ba about Tadd Ruagron.Finally the daara span and everyone ia allowed Inside* Thla nay seond single hot by thla time eavaral thousand paapla nave already gathered outside, and aaeh 
ana wants ta gat In first. This la a preblew far thaaa la front af the nab. Z hava bean plekod op by tha erewd and deposited inside tha dear a nunber af tinea. If aaa desires a gaad seat, tha key ward la ran. That la what ovary ana alaa wants tea.Me finally gat a seat aa tha next thing ta da la aaa who alaa la there that wa knew. Zt la always alee far a let af friends ta neat after a eaneart. Alaa while waiting far everything ta begin# its alee ta swap trivia with aawa ana sitting near by. Zn this way Z can plek op sane new plaea af trivia with which ta stuwp ny friends.The ceneert begins and ae dees the applause. This used ta ba aneving bat nowadays people have learned whan ta applaud. Tha music la alway gaad live because the atmosphere helps hide mistakes and te tha excitement. All tha mils tha music la going an paapla ara enjoying each in their own way. Same ara singing along, same ara snapping photos, acme just rack in thair aaata in time with the music.k Afterwards friends neat ta drink mere bear (ar what avar), talk about the concert, have trivia wises, and listen te records ef Tedd. All ef Wish adds te the completeness ef the evening, but alee, all gaad things must eventually came ta aa and. So it goes. He wait inpatiently far the next ceneert.
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A Dsscrlptlan if a Place
Fit m m  tight yuri new Z htvt llvaf 1a Hindtigi Hills, Immiim ii i fairly uv twa stsrsy brickaf hausa. Tht haute itstlf it vtry pretty with autstanfing iesignt ani ctltrs. In sift tht hewae tht rtewe range in tistt ani lttkt with t living tttt» fining m s ,  thrtt befraews, t kitchen, twt halla, t fen ant a tnt ear garagt. Tht 

fnzniturt in tht haute it ntttly tarly Awtriean that was recently breught.Tnt hewae it lecatef tn a ltvtl pitct tf greuaf with a csweat driveway eutliaaf with a brier wall, fa tht aaighbarhaai tht htasta art clttt tegethtr sdth ftnttt eurreuafiaa watt tf tha pxeparty. Thtrt art wany ewteifa faatwraa tf tht yard in that it hat ttvtral tak aad cherry trtta which art vtry prttty in tht spring cat tht tight tf tht lakt which gltwt at night in tht prasanta tf tht naan.
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216 Wert Chestnut Street When ene first sees this red end white weed framed heuee frew the street ene ianediately wents te ge in.The first deer ene epene gees lnte the screened in perch. In there ere weeded chairs with cushiens and sens •Mil reund tables. If it is winter tine it is prebably alittle chilly. Then ene walks thxeugh anether deer which leads inte the living rem. In this xeea the first thing that weuld catch ene's eye is the leek ef hemellness. There is a flewered print ceucn, twe selid celered chairs, and a desk with a rell dewn tap. Sitting in a chair ia this resn is an eld nan reading a newspaper and f aking a cigar. If me watches hla fer awhile me aiflht catch win af seeing with leva in his eyes inte the dining rem. Sitting in a chair in the dining rem is his wife with a dainty flewered handkerchief clasped in her hands. She is either leaking eut the big picture windew which has artifical vielets in the wlndewsill, er watching en tele- visien "As The Werld Turns" if it is a reund neen.There is a swell abeut the heuse that ene weuld diseribe as a Mixture ef "Te a Wild Rase" celenge, cigar eaeke, aad ceeking feed.When me leaves this heuse, ene realises it ms "a hens full ef leva."
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My Bedroom Means alot to Me
My bedroom Is the most treasured room in my house. In

my room I can entertain my friends. I can solve some of my
problems when I am alone in my room. The two-tone colors on 
the walls make me feel happy.

I enjoy bringing over my friends into my bedroom. There 
is plenty of space to dance when I turn my record player on. 
When I have a slumber party I never have to worry about the 
noise that we make because my bedroom is located at the end 
of the hall in the house.

When I am unhappy and I have problems at school or at
home I can always go to my bedroom. I think dearly and not
rational when I an alone in my room. Just being in my room 
eases some of the problems away.

The walls in my room are colored two tone. It makes me 
feel happy because the colors remine me of a breezy summer 
day.
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Air FieldI turned eff the neln highway eate e narrew dirt reed that stretch fer nilee* But I finely reaeh the eirpert after a leag drive. After getting eut ef the ear Z realise hew het it realy wee it met have been in the ainetiee. Z leek areund fer a shade te get la but there wasn't any at the tine* Te the right ef the perking let there were a eeuple ef aircraft park. These aircraft la park in the rear ef the hangar. This hangar is the enly ene at the eirpert. It was eld and rusty with the paint had crackad and leaned eutward ef the aide ef the hangar where the nan was painted at ene tine. One ef the big deera ef the hangar has been pushed span and left there because ene ef the twe hinges la breken se the deer la te heavy te be push cleeed. lacking inside ef the hangar Z eeuld see sene nan narking an a aircraft that nuet have have engain tuble. There were ether parts ef planes in the hangar like parte ef planes and teals3 read all ever the place. Te the left ef the frent ef e hangar was the central tewer. This tewer is a twenty feet high weeden structure with a central reen at the tap. This reen had uindcw all areund It. Te the left ef the tewer la the wind dlreetlea tabe. The runway la asphalt and it le sheet five hundgrt feet leag with yellew nunber and shite stripe an it.
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Roadside Bar and Grill
I hap# X never have to oat In that croopy joint again. The place mat located between two email, practically deserted, towns on a winding read that had just as many tamps as it did curves. The cut-side appearance ef the joint made it leek mere like a junk yard than a place to buy something to eat. The white paint on the block building was stained te a dingy, almost yellow, color. The front deer looked as though it hadn't been cleaned in two or three weeks.Entering the joint X could see smoke coming from 

the kitchen deer. Xn a nsrnont, the owner, cook, and waiter— all the same person— came from the kitchen coughing as if he had the flu or something. His clothes were dirty just like the walls and the fleer. There wereSider wees hanging from the lights above me. Looking te e comer, X saw an eld juke ben covered with dust. The few tables in the jelnt were scratched & unlevel. The pictures on the well in frent ef me were hanging creaked.Xt was a meat uncommon place te eat, and X hope X never see er hear ef the place aghin.
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Tha Swdnaiag Paal
Tha whlta cancrata araund tha aky-blua water bacenee were o rawed with paapla at the peal. The pala end-af- 

wintar sunlight heated tha oaal water. Tha paal naa narraw and anart, nathing ceuld make It laak bigger. Tha paapla areund It were all diffarant in size and ahap. At MLga-aaaa thara m  a diffarant calar tewel in every earner, angle, and cravlca af tha cancrata. Childxan playad and acreamed. and a laud radla blaatad an tha alda af aach tawal. Meet af tha paapla had a eald nftxad drink baaida than* Thara ward black-metal baana an aach aida af tha eencrete. Under tha baana naa a plla af eeaweed. Thara naa a blua diving baard hanging avar tha daap and af tha paal. and at tha athar and naa a ailvar laddar half way under watar.
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Pile* Description Z can still r m i Mb sr cowing down ths stsircsss for ths lsst tine and entering ths living reM* It s s m  twicess larg# new that all ef ths furniture had bssn nsvsd out.Ths hars spsts sn ths caxpst shew nsw that ths furniture,uss snes ts csvsx thM up, uas gene. Ths walls s s m  ssbars and ths bsskcasss ss SMpty. Although everything sacs in ths reen was gsns I Just had ts clsss ny syss ts put it all back in place.Ths rss« was vary long and ths walls wars bsigs, and had bsM as long as 1 can rswsnbsr. Sewetinee ths shads of 
bsigs would change but ths color was asvar hsavily altsrsd. Ths largs windows wsrs always a chars ts cI s m ,  but they brought ss inch sunlight into ths rssn that I nsvsr winded. Ths frMt deer was thick Md heavy. The brass deer knob was eld and slightly bent. Everything in the reen gave away the eld age ef the heuse. The fireplace was white with eupids ingraved in it. This fireplace was never used by ny fanily. There was ene in the dsn ts build fires in.The baseheard still shined, but had dents and scratches init. Always the age ef the x s m  was given away,I have never levsd a house or sns reen in a hsusa asauch as X loved that heuse and that living reM, I steedall alsns in ths rsoa. Thors was nothing also in it and svsry sns also had already loft. Z glanced in ths corner where ths piano had ones bssn, Z felt sure Z had seen it,I leaked again and it was gone. Z heard ay father call ay nsas and tell ae It was tlas te ge, Z turned eff the overhead light. The reM was dark and Z knew I would never stand at that spot again, Z have often wanted ts gs back ts that house, but the people living there now have changs things and Z knew I wouldn't like the changes at all.
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Junat'a Haan
X walkad lata Juaat9a man ta ih if ik« mi raady ta 9* ta the irivt-la. Nkan X «ttn< kar m m  X lnkii ta ay laft and naticad tkat liar elaaat daar via m m . in frant af kar elaaat wara a pila af dirty elatkaa tkat aka vara tka nigkt bafara. Aa X laakad an axtuai tka raaa X a aw Junat aittiag an tka ilia af kar M «  laaking in tka nirrar trying ta put kar naka-up an. On kar draatar balaw kar nirrar an aaaartaaat af parfanaa tkat aarratiadad kar xacard playar. Vkan X tnmad ta laavn kar raaa. X natiead a tall aat af drawtra and an tap wara an aaaartaaat af driad flawara in a raaa. a larga noakar af kaar and oald drink eana and a larga Saak. X laft kar raan tkinking it laakad a lat lika ny raan axeapt far baing a littla naatar.
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Fall Graak Falla
Fall Gxaak la leoatef apprejdaataly fifty allaa Narth af Chattanaega9 la tha aaat aeaale laeallty yau have ever aaaa. Tha fall ltaalf, la la tha center af a fin kunfref aera atata park. Tha eraak la very beautiful la all af Ita talatlag uni turning, bafara gelng avar a taa hundred faat fall, ta aa Ivy blue paal belew. Tha paal la aeeaaalbla fay > eabla running f ran tha tap ta tha battaa alaag tha grauad, uhlch la aaar etraltfit dea*.Oaca at tha battaa af eabla It la Ilka stepping aut af aaa arm lata aaathar. Yau ara ceapletaly eurreunded by hi0i ataap ualle that hava aeee and! all eerte af vagatat&aa graving frea, uni hanglag avar tha edge yau aaa traaa that aaaa ta be paarlag at yau fraa tha werld abava. Tha claanlaaaa af air, uni tha elarity af fallaga9 ara aaat attainting an a uindy fall fay. Thara, Z think la la ana af tha aaat beautiful lecatiene In Taanaaeaa.
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Our Den
The den in our house is used for studing, enter

tainment of friends, and for personal entertainment.
I use the den for studing because it can be 

isolated from the rest of the house. The den has a desk 
situated in one corner. It is well lighted. When the 
door is shut, the den is practically soundproof. All of 
these things make the den an excellent place to study.

We also use the den for entertaining our friends. 
The den is a very spacious room. It has four comfortable 
chairs and a couch in it. People generally feel 
comfortable when visiting with us.in the den. The chairs 
and couch are situated in a wide circle around the den. 
This makes it nice for entertainment of guests.

Our den is also used for personal entertainment. 
There is a television in the den. This can serve for 
many hours of entertainment. We also have a component 
stereo in our den. If you don't feel like watching 
television, just put a tape or record on. If a person 
perfers playing cards, the den is spacious enough to set 
up to set up a card table. The list is endedless of the 
joys that a good den can bring a person
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The Old Hene Place Or# »f tht nit placet Z9va avar i m r
It ay fathere aid heR» place. Tala It tha aaat beautiful placet in tha at rid* Ta begin with the haute itaelf it an early 1300 eriglnal, and tha Janet ftally hat lived in it avar tinea* One bath eldee af tha haute thara an large hill a, tha haute elte at tha batten In-between than* Tha haute it a celenlal ttyla haute with tlx big celuane an tha parch. Tha parch gaat acxatt tha frent and dawn tha tide af tha haute. At wa walk in tha frent dear wa enter tha living reen9 which leeke like a gyn, in thara tha ceiling it thaped like a dene. At tha te af tha dene thara it a huge oxyetal chandelier. It it in tha living raan where a leag table that aete eighteen paapla it lecated, alang with a huge fireplace an tha left hand wall. Directly thrcugh tha living raan it a huge kitchen whereGu find na electric applianeee. Tha eteve la a weed raing ateve. In tha earner af tha living raan theree a winding ttalr cate ta aavan bedxeene abava.Whan traveling ta thle It ragoiara a little walking. Tha read travel a at tha tap ef hillthat aita baaida tha hauaa. I like ta atap thara and leak dam abaut a wile and a half at tha beautiful white hauaa. Tha read elrclea areund tha hill a little tha tuma and gaat the ether dlreetlen. Fran thla paint wa have ta walk abaut a half nila. They never had a car aa they needed na read. Thle place la like being in anether war Id. Na ana llvea there enynere becauee ny grandnathar died tlx yeaga age. But the heuee atill etande juat like alweya.
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Pot of Gold
As I gazed around me, I beheld many of God's wonders.

By listening I could hear the "Bob White" of the quail, the 
twitter of the teensy-tiny field mice as they scurry to their 
burrows and the thumping of the wild geese's wings as they 
land on the pond. A deer came into the clearing and grace
fully, almost gingerly, placed each foot, looking around 
timidly and with great caution before bending her lovely, 
slender neck to drink. Huge elm and cedar trees made it a 
haven for all sorts of tree birds and for the lovely gray 
squirrels.

The pond in the middle is rather small, but had fresh 
water flowing from an underground stream. The pond itself 
had an abundance of life that burst with every bubble. There 
were turtles, fish, with silvery bellies, polly-woggs that 
danced in the cool water and even an occasional snake or two 
slithered in or out.

Somehow the sun always seemed to shine brighter there, 
and the stars shone-out so much clearer at night than they do 
anywhere else. After a rainfall, there can always be a rain
bow found arching over the trees and ending in the pond. I 
guess one might say that this small paradise with all of its 
seemingly perfect attributes is the pot of gold at the end of 
a rainbow.
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Tedd Library
Bviry Meaday Mrniag I fiai iifHlf In thi cudvi library at eî kt e’eleck. Tha first thing I xecegaixes tha change af ateuesphere. Fraai tha brisk biasing wind ta tha iaartia saell af tha beeks9 thia unique ailaaoa takaa a half ta aaa aaaaaa.Walking up tha ataira a aaaa aa thaugh 1 aa cliablag teuard tha greatest knowledge af werld9 because af tha aaav beaks that aurreunds aa* X find ayself always aittiag at tha aaaa chair. Ta tha left af aa ia a earning aachiae that aeuads lika a 1930 Jaha Daa traetar mum turned an. Oiractly ia fraat af wm ceaes tha seuad af chaff la f aat an tha stairway. Thaaa faat aa a bacy aazaiag rewinds aa af aaaaaaa sandpapering weed.Xt always takaa aa a few aiantat ta oat ia tha need af studying aainly bacanaa af tha fra at bit tea faal af tha table and chair. After a geed aifit sleep aa ay aaft cattea net tress it ia certainly aat easy te relax ia a vary hard "bettea-plaehing* hickary chair. Tha aeaaat X faal ready ta *hxt tha baaka* tha canpus's geseipe eaters the upstairs flaar talkiag abaut everyoedy, aa and thsasalves.
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Place Description My Dream Houao
It wee the most beautiful house I've over soon. It sat an a large hill overlooking a clear, blue lake. As I dreve areund tha winding driveway, tha overall view was beautiful. The yard was green and filled with trees and flowers. It was a white, two-story, wooden heuse with black shutters. On the perch, black wicker furniture wasElaced carefully. As I entered, I was astonished te see ew it was decorated. It was fully furnished with antiques. All the dewnstalre reons had beautifully flowered wallpaper. Passing through the living room, the old rod-brick fireplace caupit ay attention. Wandering up the winding etaire, I eaw a large family portrait. There were five bedreons, eaoh decorated uniriiely. In the waster bedreew, there was a picture window with the view ef the clear, blue lake in front.As I left, I took a last leek at the beautiful mansion, hoping it would someday be mine.
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Four Walls
When I first cawe into ay derwltery reew, sll that I could sss wars four, discolored, blank walls. I have always haard that deridtery resaw ara vary drab and dull.I nsw knaw that thsy ara. Z wsuld naw lira ta shara sswe 

af wy hardships with yau.Tha bad which I slaap sw has tha upaast cewfertableness as a shaat af stana wight have. Thara ara na springs* and tha wattrass Is wary hard. Zf tha bad was longer. I wight ba abla ta slaap with ny fast an it. Thara is a headboard an wy bad. bat it is net larga sneugh far anything.Zf thara was anything that Just seeopysd space. ny haatar wawld ba classified in this eatagaxy. Tha unit is vary large, bat it dans nathlng in tha way af heating. Zf Z avar want ta stay awake, Z can always listen ta tha piercing eeunds af tha green machine.The desk serves its parpens wall. It is af adagsata else and ability. Thara era four drawers in ny desk. Z have planty af xaaw far all af ny beaks, becawse thara la a large beak case an the tap af tha desk.Tha dresser in wy reow is in gaad eeodltlen. Zt has a vary larga nirrar and several drawers. Z have snaogh reew an its surface far all af wy toiletries.Tha elasat is ana af the batter things in wy reew.Thara is a larga bar ta hang wy clathan an, and Z have eneagh shelf space far wy sheas. X have na difficulty in getting all af ny clethea into tha closet.This reew rewinds wa af wy life. Xt begins as nothing, and Z will have ta wake it into what Z want Itte ba.
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Tha Vacant Hauaa
Aa Z walkad thraugh tha daara whia ia ajar ta thaaa that wara pitting fraa ana raan ta anathar, waa a aid fraila wall hald tagathar by plaeaa af thin and ragady tin that had baan raplccad aavaral tinaa ta kaap aut tha windy air. Thara waa anathar daar that appaarad ta ba taa dacayad ta tauch and thara waa anathar raan flllad with an anaranua aaaunt af duaty, aid furaituxa that aaaaana had anea uaad yaara aga.Bntaring ta tha lawar part af tha anall hauaa waa a rathar dainty littla raaa flllad with all aarta af gay calara that raaindad yau af a rainbaw af baautifttl calara. Tha raaai oauld aat hald na warn than faur paapla, ddoh waa baliawad ta hava baan a play raan. All kindt af orasy and gaafy aaunda waa craaping tnraugh tha tiny halaa in tha Cam want. Brakan wdLndawa naw laid in tha niddla af tha flaar whara tha glaaa had aplattarad fran ana camar ta anathar.Nhan exiting thraugh tha creaked daar waa a aignad that raad "Benebedy OneadLlvad Here."
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Ole Title}
It it i beautiful campus. As X walk aleng the winding reads te ay destlnatlen each warning. I see birds fluttering their tails and singing, dega waving abeut as if they tee have a destinatlen. The grass is spring time green, and the air ia filled with heavy feg. It seewa aa theugn that I have entered sewe eert ef race and the peeple I pats are wy eppenents. Bveryene ia waving se quickly and abruptly that eften I mistake eeweene far aewaene else.Often 1 step and talk with the flewera, which silently talks back te wa. X alt an the grass leaning against a tree, and visualise this campus aa wy ewn pereenal paradise. I eften find myself walking tsward 

the adwinistretiea building and ia the directien ef the freshmen derma, with deep theu0rta en my wind. Wile walking X try te find seme peace ef wind and the atwesphere ef the campus centributea a great deal. Of all the campuses Pve visited, which are few, X find H.T.8.U. the west attractive ene.
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A Place Description
I live on Camer Avenue and right in tha back af aur hauaa thara la a little ferast. Aa yau walk through tha forest, thara ia a small pathway. It ia ahapad like an lea era aw cana. On tha aide of tha path thara la a craak. It la vary narrow and aa la tha path. Walking along tha path waxes yau faal aa though yau wara going to fall Into tha craak.Tha dirt along tha path la always suddy and ataapad an as though seme kids had wada It thalr hiding placa.At tha and af tha path thara ara two larga racks, these racks ara vary aid and ulgyi this ia where aaat af tha •Mil animals make thalr name a.In tha w&ntar tha path bacomes covered with anew and tha watar In tha craak fraaxas. Tha sight la baautlful.larly In tha naming wa weuld ga eut a placa small places af bread and small pan af watar all around far tha email animals. It waa really funny ta aaa them running out from thalr hiding places} however, after everything waa gene, they would return back ta thalr places far the rest af the day.In tha suwmsr, all tha email animals would came out and play all avar aur back yard, many times they would net return ta thalr homes) ;mest af them would stay around tha hauaa under tha hedges all night.
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My Dorn Room
My favorite room ia my dorm room. I guess the reason 

I like it so much is because I spend most of my time there.
It serves as a kitchen, a living room, and a bedroom.

I eat most of my meals in my room, so that's why I 
consider it a kitchen. I have a refrigerator, an oven, and 
a hot plate, so it is almost like any ordinary kitchen.

It serves as a living room, because I entertain my 
friends there. We watch television, talk, play cards, or 
sometimes just listen to music. My roommate and I have the 
furniture arranged, so we will have plenty of places for our 
guests to sit comfortably.

It is quite obvious why I consider it a bedroom. I 
spend alot of my time sleeping there. I also dress and study 
in my room. I guess I like it best as a bedroom, beoause my 
favorite passtime is sleeping. And when I have to study, 
this seems to be the best place. Sometime I like to just sit 
in my room and be by myself and think.
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My Ream
When Z walk up the steps, turn the earner, end cene te the lest white deer en the left, I feel et ease. Fer Z knew that this balance te me. Z can ge Inte the ream and ait, cry, study laugh, think er Just listen te seme seunds.
Aa Z walk inte the ream, Z aea my refleetien in tha nirrar— en the deer ef the cleset. With this ene leek Z see everything Z have dame in that day* Then Z leak abaut the ream and aee many things Z have dene*With nellew music gelng, Z alt en the bed* Next ta the bed la a night stand where Z put ny glasses, beeke and ene very special picture* Z leek at this picture with reminisce, but ny ream aa a Whale la a place where Z ge te think.When Z feel lew, Z can ge te ny reen and aee the 

things Z have dene right *r peeple wne have been gaed ta ne by way af pictures* Z can leek en ny wall and aee trephlee cr synbels ef care which were given te ne by peeple whe care* Because of this 1 leva te stay in ny reen, where everything In the ream la na and Z an the ream*
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Place Descriptions My Place
Tha hot, melted-butter eolorod sunlight pourod 

through tho crocks In ths trootops os I gloncod upward to tho sky. It was tho most boautlful ploeo in tho whole wide world. Frosh strooms ran crookedly throughout tho thickly forost llkod woods. Strongs, odd llttlo crooturos of oil shapes. slzos and color would fumblo in tho shag carpet form of gross and brush. It was so hard to distinguish tho tops of tho old oak trees, which hod boon wsathor boaton many conturlos ago, from tho shaggy ground. A box with four sides, a top ana bottom could host describe thoso woods. Tho hoart of tho woods Hod hidden among tho swollen pathways loading back toward blaek-tepped pavement.Tho log that seemed to bo as big as all outdoors, stretched out across tho rippling crook bolow to serve as a bridge, and a place to sit your tired frame after climb* lag tho sloping hillsides. Lightning must have taken tho old girl by surprise one stormy afternoon and lay her hero to root.Going back to tho wooded area on our seventy aero tract I still remember tho cracks In tho trootops.
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A City at Night Frew an Airplana
On# af ay favarita tlnas ta fly ia at night. 1 Ilka It, baeauaa whan yau ara flying avar a city, all tha lights and cars naka a baautlful sight* At night, it ia vary intarasting flying avar ftkirfraasbara. 1 always laak far ana big clustar af lights naar tha Bastam partian af tewn. Thaaa lights ara tha li.T.S.U. caapus.Anathar raally intarasting thing ia tha fact that an a daar night, yau can aaa a city abaut ana hundrad alias away. Tha city starts aff in tha dlstanca aa ana aaall lignt, and aa yau cans claaar, and claaar, tha city begins ta spread aut in all diractiens. Whan yau ara abaut tan ■lies aut. yau than ara able ta tall tha diffarant lights, and buildings apart.I theught seeing ana city fraw tha air at night waa beautiful, but if yau can aaa twa eitias, It la raally great. If yau cliwb ta an altitude af tan theusand feat and fly Nerthwast far tan ar fifteen wiles, yau than can wake a turn af 90 degrees and aaa bath Murxreeabere and Nashvlllell! It la vary hard ta distinguish buildings, and reads, but yau can planely see tha twa cities. Tewns and cities ara raally baautlful fraw the air at night and I aw glad I have baan able ta aaa thaw.
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Hi m  A m y  Frm Hm m
It ia hard ta baliava a placa lika thia ia aaaaeiatad with aehaal lift, Ihia yau walk ia yau faal an air af frlaadahip baeauaa tka tablaa ara arrangad in tka apaa aa aa aaa ia hidden ar laft aut* 8aaa paapla rafar thia placa ta tkair aid hang aut baeauaa af tha atmsphere and tka auaie played aa tha Juke bax. Tka baat thing abaut thia placa ia that yau can cam ia viait uitk yaur friaada aitkaut arderlag anything ta aat*
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My Room
The place where 1 live Is the most uncordlnated place 

on campus.
When you walk inside the room it remids you of the city 

dump. In the floor are all kinds of things. Shoes scattered 
here and there, the sleeping clothes that were left there from 
the mornings rush, and the bed spread from the bed that never 
got made up. On the study table in the corner books and 
papers are scattered all over the place. Pens and pencils 
also cover the table. The once beautiful hand made lamp that 
was given to me is now broken under the study table. On top 
of the bed all the clothes I own lay in a dirty pile. Finally 
stacked in the corner is the dirty dishes from the whole 
semester. Although this room is the most uncordlnated plaoe 
on campus I wouldn't live any other place.
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A City At Night
New Yerk It wy city at night. It1* fast waving, exciting and exhausting all In ana. Thara*a a eeatlaueus rearing all axaiand tha city that talla yau itva big and It naans business.Tha city la denlnated, at night, by tha Enplra Stata Building and tha Tuln Tewers. They ara tha eyas watching avar New Yexk City and It*a Inhabitants. They scan tha streets. watching tha hundreds af paapla rushing abaut, trying ta gat ta nauhara fast.Tinas Square la next. At nlcjht, tha lldhta flash abaut tailing paapla ta step at this we via ani cewe aaa this play. Tha limits and thalr signs say aat pissa here ar, this la tha bar where yau can enjey yaurself.
NawYarfc, at nlflM, Mings aut it's theusands af diffarant kinds af paapla. Tha freaks, slfhtsears, shewfears and. af cetsrse, drunks all raan the city at night, ar lt*s the place ta ba.Tha Reckerfeller Center la next In line. Tha faun tains and paals flash thalr beauty and wake thalr nark la tha nl0rt.Tha fast cars and hanking herns all whls threugh tha night and create the excltaneat that aakes New Yexk City what It la.New Yexk City, at night, is aewsthing a vary ana sheuld sea. at least ease. It*e an experience and that's exactly what It's naant ta ba.
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A DtieriptiM if My Badrasn
My badrasn is decorated in three Min colors. The e i l i n  i n  blue, f m « .  ini Al t * .  The feur walls e f this reen ar# bias. Ths flssr is carpeted in dark grssn shag carpet. Ths sailing is painted whits. This bedreen has tws win daws. Thsss wdniews ars an adjacent wallsi ana is facing ta tha wast and tha athar ta tha sauth.Tha curtains which hang soar thsss windows ara grasn and bias with a sfcite backgraond.Thara ara five najer pieces af furnitura in this bedreen. A bias and grasn chair which rast basida my olasat is tha first. Tha saeand is tha bad which is naxt ta tha narth wall facing sauth. Tha third piaca af fumiturs is tha n!0rt stand which alsa is placed naxt ta 

tha narth wall facing tha saath. Tha faarth piaca is a drassar. This drasssr is naxt ta tha saath wall facing wy bad. Tha drassar alsa has a nirrar which hangs an tha wall directly bahind it. Tha fifth piaca af fwmitura is a dask and chair which is ridit basida tha drassar naxt ta tha saath wall facing Mzxh. Tha last faor wantlsnad ara stylad in larly Ansricsn and wara beucht as a grsup.
Anathar najar part ta this badrasn is tha slasat.Tha clasat has daobla swinging daars and is a walk in clasat. Tha clsthss ara hanging across frsn ana anathar an tws bars instead #f just ana directly in front af you.The clasat floor is alsa carpeted with grasn shag carpet and tha walls and calling ara painted white.Tws athar Mjer itans in by badrasn ara a television and an eight track tape player with AM and tt radio. Tha television is a portable which sits an ny drassar and tha taps player centrals sit an ny night stand with tha speakers above ny bad hanging an tha wall.
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Falls Craak Falls
Z want ta dassrlbs why I Ilka Falls Craak Falla Stata Park. It provides aa opportunity ta visit vdth natura and ta faal ita baauty and grsataasa*Tka park kas thousands af aeras af tlabar la stay varieties. aa wall as May stkar features. A parsaa can stxall platly data any af tka trails and saa plants and aalaala la tka fraadaai af natura* Many af tka trass ara nark ad tailing tka navlca akat kind they, sa ka can aaslly 

pass klaisalf aff as aa expert*X faal tkat the prettiest ilAt la tka park kaa ta ba tka fall Itsalf • Tka feawy* white watar falls kuadrads af faat lata a swell paad at Its bast* Qna aaa walk arauad tka tap af tka fall ta tka atkar tldt. Onca arriving at this aids, aaa can walk daws a trail ddch passas avar racky and xaufi tarrala* This rough autdaar faaling anhsncas aaa9a advaatura.At tha bettea, as Z9va said, is tha paad* It Isn’t raally a paad, Z suppose, but tka falling watar kas warn away a halt, aat tag It laak as If it cauld ba aaa* All 
arauad tka adga af this watar ara huga bauldars* They kava baan partially warn tksswalvas avar tha yaars and add ta tha baauty af this seaaa*Zf yau ekaasa a diffarant rsuts far ysur journey back* yau can pass avar tha rapids an a swinging brldga.Tha brldga Is hald up by cables, and this causas tha swinging aetlsa* However. tka rapids9 baauty can eala a aarvaua stawaok and kalp tka faara pass* Tka rapids start absvs tha fall and Its railing watars waka tka cllaactie journey taward tha paad at tha fall9s bass*Z said sarly that tka park kas atkar Intarasting faaturas* daws af thsss faaturas ara bika riding, karsad back riding* fishing, esaplng, and galf• Tka bika and bar sabs ok riding aat aaly glva ana axardaa9 but exercise tkat oan ba anjaysd ahlla saalag tka graataass af tha park* As far flaking and 0saalag, tkasa aaa ba sajtysd by tka laalar parsaa, and still prsvlda kla with healthful aspact af tka autdaara* Qalf lsa9t wy thing, aa X oaa9t raally discuss It, except ta say tkat Z9va heard It la a graat eaursa*Tkasa things aqplala why Z Ilka Falls Craak Falls, but tha wain rsassa ia tkat It la laoatad kara la Tsaaaa- saa* Zt la within a day9 a driva, and a plaaaaat spy ta spaad sna9s lsisurs tlae*
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A City at Night
A beautiful aita it viewing a eity at night in an airplane. Tha lights thaw a definite pattern ef the cities' shape and size. Seen it is passible ta tall hew large each eity is after catering several. Cenpazing each cities' size becenee a geed my ta pass tha tins in 

an airplane.The traffic in a tarn is a beautiful site ta sea.A large and papular city will have plenty af traffic, hast af the traffic will usually aeoomlate areaad a navis er bar. A wrack Is easily nstleed fren a plana. Twe cars will be class tegether with txeffic backed up an bath sides. Dam tha read a piece tha pa lice and mbulance will cans with their sad flashing liflhts.Tha advertitenant ef different eeqpaaiee is anether beautiful site. Signs and blllbeards are scattered threuflheut a large city. Flashing lights are an all tha sigis catching paapla's attentlen. A large eity will have hundreds af si pie advertising different cenpanias' praducts.Viewing a city at night fren a plana is a beautiful experience. Beautiful views eceur everytlna X travel by an airplane. Iveryene shauld view a city at niprt fren a plana baeausa it is a beautiful and mrtnivile experience.
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My Darn R*oa
X w  galng ta diicrlbi ay dan rtia. X w  galng ta tall abaut tha calar, alsa and tha ardar af tha raw.Tha calar. tha valla art all blua and tha aaallng and flaar ara white. Tha furniture In tha raw la all brawn. Tha daar la blua an tha aut aida and brawn in aida.Tha alsa af tha raaai la alxtean faat Iwg, 12 faat 

wide and tha hl{Md la tan faat high.Tha erder, an tha left aida af tha raw. ta* bada and divided up uith a cheat-af-drawn In tha aiddle. On tha rljht la a ta* atudy dlak and a chair at aach dlak.A lang haadbaazd ever tha dlak.My darn raan la all neat Ilka ny raw at hwa, but thara la na place Ilka heae.
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Childheed Hiding
Behind the heuse where X live there it • hill unteuched by huntn hands er machines. When X was little X use te hide there, taking its beauty far granted. Since X have green elder and mere nature ny eyes are epened te its unteuched beauty.This hill is a place uhere mull aninals can still run free, and trees are tall and green in spring and tuaner. Yet there is ne foreseen beauty like that in nia-fall, ehsn the trees are dressed in their mixture ef reddish organs, yellow and bten leaves. There are small under greund springs making beautiful little clear celd streams in which X use te walk barefeet in.X feel in ny heart the Indians that cnee lived thereweuld be preund te see their land is still as beautifuland unteuched Just as they lefted it. X am half Indian.X feel this has greatly influenced my leve fer nature.The Indians had a great leve fer their land and died trying te keep it fren being destroyed by the white man.X still return te this hill. Xt revives my aeul with it's unteuched beauty yesteryear. X knew seamday this place ef childheed hiding will be taken fren me, but in ny heart, in my dreams, and in ny mans rise X will keepreturning. Fer as leng as X live X will have a specialplace te ge te.
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A Place: Lookout Mountain Tennessee
There Is a famous mountain In Chattanooga, which I have 

visited several times, that amazes my eyes every time 1 go.
It Is located at a deserted spot, near Alabama and Georgia.
Its picturesque scenery and peaceful surrounding makes it the 
most beautiful place In the world. Before a person can get to 
the top of the mountain, he must ride the incline which reminds 
one of a train because it switches tracks as it slowly ascends 
to the top of the mountain. The amazing thing about this sort 
of transporation is that the bus which takes one up to the 
mountain never reaches the top. It goes half way and not only 
does it switches track but the drivers switch up also. One 
bus never goes completely up and the other bus never comes 
completely down. After one gets to the top, he can see seven 
states through a telescope, which reminds me of being in an 
airplane looking down at all the people, who look like tiny 
ants and the beautiful rich farm land and the cows, which look 
like small pupies roaming around. I am sure that there are a 
million people observing this beautiful site because it is so 
famous. When the tour starts, one goes through a cave of 
wonders that looks as if he were in a real mine somewhere out 
of this country. The caves have beautiful natural made silver 
coverings on the walls, which makes me want to just stay 
awhile and take many pictures of it. All of a sudden my 
imagination begins to wonder and start thinking that I'm a 
huge miner, trying to dig up all this silver and make me some 
good money. Quickly I snap out of it and finish the tour. If 
I didn't go on the tour, I would be very much satisfied Just 
sitting back on the ledge, and look at the beautiful glow like 
sun shine down on all the land. This place will always remain 
a magnificent site, mainly because it is known as the seventh 
wonder of the world.
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Place Description
I went back to that place today. Its rich, green grass 

was browned with winter. The black, pug-faced cows were still 
roaming the fields with a calmness only animals can share.
That horse was still following cars like a puppy. As I drove 
up the snake-winding driveway I stopped for a short moment and 
gazed behind me, down the hill, southward to the river. Human 
words could scarcely describe the beauty and simplicity of 
that moment. It had rained and the river was up to road level.

Driving onward I passed the winter forgotten swimming 
pool now brown with leaves left behind by Fall. Looking ahead 
I saw it--my picturesque house white against an orange, yellow, 
and violet sunsetting sky. I was seeing it at its best and 
it was more than superfine. It was only a small two car 
garage apartment with one bedroom and oonneoting bathroom; a 
kitchen and living space combined; and a small eating area; 
but it was ours.

West of the house there was a small turnip patch where 
my dog spent many enjoyable hours chasing mischievous rabbits. 
There were other houses on the farm; some might even call 
one a mansion; however, ours was atop the hill and in my 
eyes there was no other. It was our first home together.
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Wintar Rainbows
Bahlnd a ralnbaw la a pat af paid that na ana avar saas, but navarthalaaa it la atlll atrangly baliavad In.A rain that laata far days aaan baeawas vary daprasaing and unwantad. In tha awnaar aftar a lang, hat, dry spall a gaad rain la naadad ta eaal things aff and aattla tha duat. But In tha cald daya af wintar rain la nathing wars than danp faat and frasan taaa «&th a tinging drapa af watar hitting avaryana In tha faea aa tha cald wat air blaws thraupi any typa af rain apparal thay night ba wearing.It la tlaaa Ilka thaaa whan a claar blua sky la a waleawad factar and tha praaanca af a ralnbaw brlnga an axtra aatlafactlan and dalight.Aa paapla wars running In and aut af tha rain galng ta claaaaa. a vail af paacafulnaaa aaanad ta aattla tha atrang guata af idnda and aaftan tha hard drapa af rain.In tha aky a ralnbaw anhancad tha qulat atnaaphara that pravallad anang tha naad af allanca.Tha ralnbaw cantalnad nany aaft. paatal calara that wara anaathly blaadad In with aach atnar. Tha array af calara famad an archway that cavarad a larga partlan af tha pala blua aky. Fluffy plllawa af clauda wara acattarad anang tha ralnbaw and aky ta glva It an addad tauch af dacaratlan. In tha backgraund bahlnd tha ralnbaw a whlta niat af anaka anvalapad tha din autllna af tha distant ■auntalna that wara pushing thalr way ta tha aurfaca af tha aky.Bahlnd tha ralnbaw la a pat af gald. Bhathar anyana 

ballavas it ar natf tha walcaaa sign af a paaeaful aky la warth nuch nara than anything that cauld ba baught with gald.
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Belnent Height« Baptist Church
Tha intariar af Belnent Haights Baptist Church was far wara alabarata in design and emanentation than any church I had avar worshiped in. Aa Z walkad in tha frant daar af tha sanctuary, ay syas wara facusad straight ahaad af Mi and tha first things that cane inta view wara a doned baptiataxy with crimson curtains pullad back and ianerse organ pipes situatad an bath sidas of tha baptistery. A snow-white dava was suspended in a sky-blue background avar tha baptistery. Tha argan pipes varied in sixa and content; saws wara made of weed and the Tonalnlng pipes wara wade of natal. Directly below tha baptistery was a chair left.There wara several tiara af cushioned chairs lined up one after tha ether. Tha paster's white-weeded pulpit was cantered upon an elevated platforw, upon which four hand- eonely-angraved chairs alsa had their places. A floral arrangement af rad and white chrysanthanuns beautified thaSlpit. As ny ayes swept fren the left af tha sanctuary to a right, I caught a gliapse af a powder-blue balcony, faming a seni circle cava ring three walla. On tha lower level three sections af hard, wooded pews filled tha sanctuary. Sana of the pews appeared lonely; ethers wara cram art full. Tha entire sanctuary was designed with crinsen carpet and ruga, and pewder-blue woodwork. These alabarata features of the church famed tha basis far ny conclusion that Belnent Heights Baptist Church was ana af the neat elaborate and emanantal churches X had ever worshiped in.
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Our Pawley1• Island "Paradise”
Hidden secretly en the beautiful Atlantic Ocean is an unknewn paradise te nany. It is alnest a ascend hea» with eur faadly. Because ef it's secluded identity* it's rare beauty and serene existence attribute te this special area's uniqueness.Apprexlnately thirty niles seuth ef Myrtle Beach.Seuth Carolina* rests a private* white sanded beach with extended six-feet* greenish-blue waves that rapidly rail in sequences along the share. Strewn at various intervals are wem-dewn cottages ef all sixes and shapes. The eutstretched cottages are scraped and worn with the passing wind and blown send. Philo hundreds ef square shutters* ef blue and yellew* flap centlneusly* the nunber ef these leesely hanging te their windows is rather greet. At night, snail rays of golden light glean.fren the cettagee nysticslly across the beach, while the glowing* silvery neon creates silhouettes on the noving water. Barely a sound is heard* as the hewl ef the wind slowly echoes across the land* and being completely serene and relaxed* we selennly sleep in eur eceanfrent coachhouse. Our beachheuse is of unusual content. It's a two part, split level house with baby blue shingles and shutters, and barbed-wire screens that stretch fren the roof te the bettcn fleer. Open stairs stretch in a circular nanner fren the rocking-chair perch te the upstairs living re on. Bight golden and green bedreone extend continuously through the house* each occupying a nsnber of eur fanily. As the br&dit. hot sun arises* we awaken ready te soak up tha waxnth of the sun and float en eur rubber rafts in the ceel* blue see. An airs of eentcntednees is present and shared extensively with the various olive-skinned* sun-burned tourists as they roan excitedly along this simple but secure Chore. This shore is net 0sawsrcrallied* but instead a private blue ocean with a resourceful* peaceful shore* containing all ef nature's nest interesting and unusual shells that trail along the sand in the aftexnath ef the rolling water.This beautiful* unique beach ie a perfect "Paradise11 te those who wish te get away fren the neiey. naddanlng crowds. It is truly a resort area ef relaxation and recreation distributing its natural beauty in the warn hearts ef the loving tourists. This wonderful beach is Pawley's Island* and we consider it eur "Paradise."
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"Tht Caurt-Hauat"Tha caurt-hauaa it lacatad In tht nidat tf tht aanawhat rtthtr amall tawn. It it • vary tld building, but tttndt firmly #n itt foundation*. Tna courtyard 
itaalf, it ana at itt naat attraetiva faaturaa. Tha graan grata taana ta ran tin graan all tha yaar round, and it kapt naatly cut. Large, aak traaa turraunding tha court-yard, ara aldar than tha caurt-hauaa ittalf.Squirrala, all brawn and furry, aftan acurry from traa ta traa peeking tladdly at tha pattar-byart' with thair large, dark, eytt. Ivary tingle day, aid nan drattad 
in warn, blua avarallt, come tagathar and ait an tha white* waahad nan chat naar tha caurt-hauaa. Sana ait quietly and liatan ta ana af than tall atariaa abaut hit aarly chlld- haad daya. Othara, chaw cantantadly an hit awn piaca af brawn, atrang, chawing tabacca and at tha tana tine. whittla at apiece af waad with thair paekat-knivaa. On aaturdaya, tha faxaera came ta tha caurt-hauaa ta tall thair fra ah vagatablaa auch aa, big, rad juicy applaa and yallaw, awaat, 
earn, atill an tha kernel.
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My Getaway Place
Aa I turned iff tha paved read, Z hit tha flrat ef nany pathalaa an this aid dusty gravel read. Ta ay left was a eattan felld etracthiag far aa far aa tha eya 

ceuld aaa with tha eattan bawls bursting with eattan*Aa X centlnue dawn tha read I run upen a sharp turn ta tha left and a whispering ereek eenfrants na* I aasa acress tha eraak an a slippery slab bridge* I turn a sharp curve ta tha right dedglag tha pathalaa and ellnb a staap grade* I pull avar at the tap af tha grade under a billewing eak beside an aid weeden gate and push nyeelf back in ny seat and just dreau*
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Dera Reea
When X Mtir ay roM the first thing X i h  is snsthsr dssr thst Issds ts ths restreesu As ny eyes rstats ts ths Xsft sf ths reea X sss ths weall olssstswith sliding dssrs. Than thsrs is s bullsntin bsszd with all kind sf pictures. Ths winds* is right bssids ths dssr with light bins curtains up ts it an ths hsating is right undsr ths winds*. Xf ysur syss rstats ts ths right ysu will sss ny bad with a 110it bins blanket an it and a light evar it. Than ay stares an ths dresser with a stacked sf recerds. Than ny syss 

is right back at ths dssr where X began fresu
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Rivereide HighThla m i  a beautiful acheel. Tha schaal Mat aid, with hadgat and traaa turraundlng it. In tha frant af tha high tchaal it a larga yaxd where a plata hat baan placad vdth tha none Rivereide Hldi Schaal an it. Alta in tha frant are two flighta af ataira leading up ta tha frant 
daar. On tha aida af tha achaal ia a atraat laading araund ta tha atadiun and tha gym. Tha atadium ia quite large and a beautiful place in tha aunaer. During tha aunaer theSaaa ia graan and vary tall. Tha football field la never 
rty, but alwtya dean.Gaing an araund tha eanpua we find tha gym, where tha baakatball gaaea are often held. Inaida tha gym we find two afficaa and bathreaa. Aa yeu walk through tha daar ta tha gym are eeme atapa. Theae atapa are aftan blacked off unlaaa they have a big gane, than thaaa atapa are uaad to roach tha balcony. The gym ia old and look aa though it la about to fall.On tha other aide af tha eanpua la tha Janitor hone ahere there la a larga gate aurroundlng tha houaa with two larga daga. Tha doga ara there to keep everyone from tha grounda whan tha echeol ian't open.Yea, tha achool la old but alaa beautiful to no.
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My Ro o m
Having a place to go ta ba alana la inpartant. Whan I want a placa to think, drain, or Just ba by ayself, I have ny bedreon.Anytine I an feeling dawn about tana thing, being in 

ny reen wake a ne faal secure. My big, easy bad conferta na in ay earraws. Tha yellowa, arangaa ana greena which daninata ny raan alwaya aaan ta chaar on up.Whan I an in a laxy need X anjay daydr sewing. Whan X leak out ny w&ndew, tha autdaara painta a picture far na. During tha day tha aun rtya filter through the traea and bean into ny reen creating deelgne an tha walla. At night tha starlight flickers threugh the curtaina. Everynight tha pattern ef tha atara la different, enabling na ta create a new picture each night.Thera arc alee tha tinea X Just like to ba alana far na particular raaaan. During theee tinea X da a let af reninieclng. On tha wall behind ny bad ia ny bulletin beard. Xt neasuree abeut two faat by feur feet. Thla holda nany af ny neat charishad thlnga. The etreanere fren birthday partiaa lang age, paper cups, netee fren friends new yellowing with age, and corsages af flewere now brawn and wrinkled, all bring back tha nappy nonerlee fren tha past. Lika ny bulletin beard linking na with tha past, ny window la ny paaapart ta another world. In tha spring X can span ny window and leek out, all ef a sudden X an in a totally different world. The snail af the flowers fresh bleons nake na feel light-headed, xt aeons aa if X an so 
nuch a part af the world af nature. My raan alee ejqperloncee a type ef rebirth. The walla seen te be breathing the fresh air and singing along with the birds.Bach tine X return hens ny raan soens ta awake fren a deep sleep. Xt once again ia alive with tha sights, sounds, and snails that nake it so unigae.
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A Trip to Heather Meed - edventureue
In May ef 1974, I left Nashville end was en ay way te Puerto Rice* Ve arrived en this beautiful Island about twelve hours after take off from Nashville.The wind was blowing slightly, but enough that it felt seething instead ef having a strong bite. We get te the hotel and after changing eur clothes and eating dinner, we went directly te the swimming peel. The sandy beaches and unusual looking pahs trees gave you a feeling ef being free and full ef leva. The sun made the sand extremely het, se hot that you couldn't bare te walk en it without sens kind ef protection.All ef the Natives were very dark and myself ef course was as pale as a (host. In the one week spend that I was there I accomplished a nice even tan, but the first day, I get burned pretty bad because I stayed outside all day and the sun is te hot fer that.The next day we went en a tour te the war stakes where the Americans wen the Puerto Rican Citixenship. It ever leaked the ocean and diageaaly below it the water sprayed against the recks. We alee went te Old San Jaun were an unusual Catholic Church was. It had alot ef brass pipes in it and stained glass. The streets ef Old San Jaun were made ef bricks and were very narrow. Ve took a tour ef the San Jaun University which was very eld and dirty| one I wouldn't prefer te attend.All in all, San Jaun Puerto Rice is an Island ef beauty and full ef excitmsnt.
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Tht Bxptritnct Of A Rock And Roll Concort
A rock ond roll concort provides a totally uni quo oxporionco for tho audionco. It onconpaoooa many factor a • including tho mi ole and lto popularity* but tho hunan elenent of a concort ia by far tho aoat significant.Pooplo definitely nake a concert. An oboorvor takes intoroat in noticing what kind of pooplo attend a rock concert. Tho stereotyped laage of a cencert-geer la a young hippie* aged fifteen to twenty-five. Ho supposedly does not nave a care in tho world and only uses tho concort 

as a refuge to got high* This la tho way it was* not the way It la now. Today* a auoh broader range of pooplo are found at concerts. Young pooplo are still tho prevalent aajerity of tho attendance at a concort* although Increasing ambers of niddlo-agod adults* thirty to forty* are beginning to attend. Intellectual collage students* recentSaduatoa* and nature high school students are replacing a young hippie freaks of tho late sixties. Maybe this will help spur a different attitude toward rook concerto.Tho popularity of tho an sic detexnines tho also and typo of audionco which attend. For instance* a nildor fern of rock such aa that played by 0The Carpenters*0 would find an older* nere nature audionco in attendance. On tho contrary* a hard rock group ouch aa 0Led Zeppelin0 would play to a younger, nere carefree audience.Crowd behavior la aloe an inport ant elenont of a concert. An appreciative* wall behaved crowd enhances tho atneephere of a concert* whereas rewdlness only dlnlnlahee 
tho exdteneat.In suanary* concerts are a fun thing* intended fer tho onjeynont of all. The people and tho nude are the outstanding features* and detemine an individual's reaction to a concert.
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Place Description
We had finally o m n te a step after driving fer abeut tan nilee. When the duet settled dam areund the car, I caught ay glance at a real deeart. The trailer I wee staying in wee the third dam fren the read*Since there wee enly five nere trailers besides aura, aa Z walked inside 1 ceuld see several curtains waving 

te see whe the intruders use*Whan X leaked te the Seuth ef na the enly thing in eight wee a mall grocery eterei which if you weren't leaking oeuld very easily pass* All the rest ef the land wee flat and silent. Bvery new and then a gust ef wind would cone along and you ceuld watch the tunbleweeda crawl aerees the neverendlng desert* Zt was lonely* The wind creed and the enly answer was its awn ache* The dust ef the ground would run to got away, but never get 
very far*By then Z know Z would stay*
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Tha First Snow af 1975
Tha first snew af 1975 cans aa a surprise ta nearly a vary ana. Whan I wake up tha naming of tha anew, I ceuld hardly believe that there was anew. The greund was covered 

with a beautiful, white caat af snow. Aa tha light af daySlewed dawn ta the ground, tha anew glistened with a gay* ellghtful glInner. X believe that this anew was ana or the prettiest aaewa X had ever experienced. When X leoked out ef ny bedreen window. X felt a delightful* warn feeling 
Inside no. Aa the soft flakes ef anew fell gently te the earth9a surface, they earned te get bigger and bigger with each passing ninute. The anew seened te delight in sticking te every single llnb ef the trees. The trees were weighted dawn by the anew en the upper side ef their llnbs. The anew seened te bring a quietness upen the earth.Whan X arrived at seheel. X noticed that the snew seened te be prettier as the ni0rt limits refleeted en It. The glistening ef the anew was even greater at night than In the day. The anew seened te bring eut the dheerfulnees In everyone that touched It. Yeung nan and wenen Mined te enjoy getting eut In the snew tegether. As the lighteared through the trees* the snew seened te bring eut the fe In the trees. The anew sasnsd te bring a ray ef hepe te everyone that witnessed It.At the end ef the day* X leaked eut ef the window at the flickering light en the anew. When X leaked at the beautiful snew* X ejqperienced the wonderful feeling ef life.
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Place Descrlptlen
Zt ms t herrible leaking place. Ths building ms sld and cevared vdth vinss. In ths frent yard, thsra 

mzs abeut five sr six sld trass* Whenever ths *dnd blew strengly, branehss Muld fall frsa ths trass* On sns asaeriable eecasien, ths wind blew vary hard causing 
sns sf ths trass ts brsak at ths bass* Ths tras fall tsMrd ths hsuss, landsd an ths parch reef, and tars it 
dSM. Thsrs m s  a se-called sink hsla an ths aids sf ths hsuss. Zt m s  said that an HallSMsn ni£it psspls Muld riss frsa ths hsls and up ints ths aky.Ths bask yard ms vary larga and it ms fillsd with larga, aid trass* Zf ysu lssksd an ths branehss sf seas sf ths trass ysu esuld sss chains hanging frsa than* Many psspls sftsn Mndsrsd why they M r s  thsrs* Whan thsra ms a full asen, ysu ceuld sss bsdiss hanging frsa ths chains*Ths hsuss itsslf hasn't baan painted far ever thirty-five years* Ths celer is a dirty gray* All ths alndsM have been breken eut. Tsasrrsw the pausing can- structisn tsaa is galng ts tsar ths hsuss dean and rsasvs all ths trass*
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The Attic
The worst room I can think of has to be our attic. It 

Is big, dark and scary. It has a very bad ordor.
The entrance of the attic Is located in the guest room.

It has a long winding stair case, fou have to go to the top 
of the stairs before you can turn on a light. The attic is 
very large. There are two levels in the attic. The first 
level is very large. It contains old furniture. The second 
level is a crawl space. It contains old pictures and lamps.

Going in tha attic petrifies me. It always feels aa 
though there are other people in it. Since there is only one 
light, many shadows are formed. Some of these shadows look 
very strange.

There is a distinct odor in the attic. It's an old, 
musty smell. It smells like a very old house. It seems like 
you can smell the dust. The moisture in the air causes mold. 
This gives the room a very muggy odor.

All in all, I spend as little time as I can in the attic.
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May 2, 1975

Dear Pinal Manban
May 1 thank yau far yaur partielpatlan in this research. X an sanding yau tha anclesad descriptive thaaaii written by students thia sswester in tha regular eauraa nark af Ingllsh 101 and 102. Thay wara written at diffarant tlnaa in tha canaster in raapanaa ta variaua asdgnnants, and thia accauuta far tha variety in langtha and purpeses* Thay wara writtan by callage aga nativa 

apaakara af Inglisn*
X an asking yau ta indicata an tha farna pravidad what yau think ta na tha sex af tha nritar af aaoh thane. Plaaaa cirda yaur ehaiea indicating M ar £ in a vary ease* Yau will natiea that thara ia na pravTaian far "den’t knew.”
■C* indicataa that yau hava nada a canaclaua daciaian baaad an scnethlag apaciflc yau naticad in tha thane* *1* indicataa that yau hava nada an intuitiva daciaian* "WO* indicataa that althaugh yau "dan*t knew* yau ara willing ta naka a wild guaaa*
Thara la alia apaca far yaur caananta. Plaaaa naka any ranarka ar explanatlens apapaciflc ar ganaral aa apprapriata. Shauld yau daaira ta naka nara extensive caananta abaut a apaciflc thane, abaut part ar all af tha thanes, ar abaut tha prejeet in ganaral, plaaaa faal fraa ta uaa addltianal ahaata. Yau ara aspcdally requested ta aecaunt far yaur dad alana (ar guesses) by identifying than aa raactiana ta a thane's (1) ward ehaiea* (2) syntax (including sentence type ar structural. (3) uaa af idian and natapher, (4) nature af errave, (51 canbinatian af any af thaaa, ar (6) any ether paints yau believe applicable*
X will ba galng ta Maw Jersey far tha eunner beginning tha weak ef May 26* Xf it la ceavenleat far yau ta rasp and prler ta that tine, plaaaa leave thia packet in ny bex in Or* Beasleyfs affica ar call na at 890-6B63 and we will naka ether arrangaannta* Xf yau ara unable ta re spend by May 26* plaaaa turn the packet in ta Dr* Ordeubadlan wne will farward it te we*
Thank yau again far yaur tine and efferts in ny behalf*

Respectfully,
AA&RsO

Batty-Lau Waters 
D.A* Candidate
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Name _________________________

Comments
1. M F C WG
2 . M F C WG
3. M F C WG
4. M F c WG
5. M F c WG
6 . M F c WG
7. M F c WG
8 . M F c WG
9. M F c WG

1 0. M F c WG
1 1. M F c WG
1 2. M F c WG
13. M F c WG
14. M F c WG
15. M F c WG
16. M F c WG
17. M F c WG
18. M F c WG

*-* CO • M F c WG
2 0. M F c WG
2 1. M F c WG
2 2. M F c WG
23. M F c WG
24. M F c WG
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Name _________________________

Comments
25. M F C WG
26. M F C WG
27. M F C WG
28. M F C WG
29. M F C WG
30. M F C WG
31. M F C WG
32. M F C WG
33. M F C WG
34. M F C WG
35. M F c WG
36. M F c WG
37. M F c WG
38. M F c WG
39. M F c WG
40. M F c WG
41. M F c WG
42. M F c WG
43. M F c WG
44. M F c WG
45. M F c WG
46. M F c WG
47. M F c WG

•
00 M F c WG
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Name

49. M F C WG
50. M F C WG
51. M F c WG
52. M F c WG
53. M F c WG
54. M F c WG
55. M F c WG
56. M F c WG
57. H F c WG
58. M F c WG
59. M F c WG
60. M F c WG

Comments



90
70
60
100
800
60
100
100
90
90
30
60
90
40
90
100
100
80
30
90
30
70
90
90
100
80
90
100
50
60
60
70
60
20

APPENDIX C 
PANEL RESPONSES

Panel Member Number and Type of Response 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F 2 M 3 M 1 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2
F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 2 F 3 M 3 F 2
M 3 F 1 F 1 F 3 F 2 M 1 M 2 M 2 F 3
F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3
M 2 M 3 M 1 M 2 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 2 M 3
F 3 F 1 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 3
F 3 F 2 F 1 M 1 F 1 M 3 F 1 M 3 M 2
M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3
M 2 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 1 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 3
M 3 M 2 M 3 F 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2
F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 3
F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 M 1 M 3 F 2 F 2 F 3
M 1 F 3 F 2 M 1 M 2 F 1 F 3 F 3 M 3
M 2 M 3 F 1 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 2 M 2 M 3
F 2 M 2 M 1 M 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 3
F 1 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 2
F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2
M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 3
F 2 M 2 F 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 2 M 3
F 1 F 3 F 3 M 1 M 3 F 1 M 1 F 1 F 3
F 3 F 1 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 2
F 3 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3
F 1 F 3 F 3 M 1 M 1 M 2 M 1 M 2 M 3
M 1 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 2 M 1 F 1 M 3
M 1 M 3 M 1 M 3 M 2 M 3 F 2 M 3 M 3
F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 1 F 3
M 2 M 3 M 1 F 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 3
F 3 F 3 F 1 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 M 3 F 3
M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 3
M 3 M 1 M 1 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 3
M 1 F 1 F 3 M 2 M 1 M 3 F 3 F 2 F 3
F 1 F 1 M 2 F 1 F 2 F 3 M 1 M 3 F 1
F 2 M 2 F 2 F 2 F 1 M 1 F 3 M 2 F 3
F 2 F 3 F 3 M 1 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 1 M 3
M 2 M 3 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 1 M 2 M 3 M 3
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APPENDIX C (Cont.)
PANEL RESPONSES

No. of 
Theme; 
Sex of 
Vkdter

Panel Member Number and Type of Response Percei
CIS1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

36 M M 1 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 2 M 3 M 2 100
37 M M 1 M 2 M 2 M 1 M 2 M 1 M 1 M 2 M 3 M 1 100
38 F F 2 M 2 M 2 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 2 F 2 M 3 M 1 20
39 F M 1 M 2 M 2 M 1 M 3 M 3 F 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 10
40 M F 1 F 3 M 2 M 1 M 1 F 3 F 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 60
41 M F 1 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 2 F 1 M 3 M 2 60
42 M F 1 F 1 M 1 M 1 M 2 F 3 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 1 60
43 M M 3 M 3 M 3 M 3 F 1 M 3 F 1 M 1 M 3 M 2 80
44 F M 2 M 3 F 2 F 1 F 1 F 3 F 2 F 2 M 3 F 2 70
45 M M 3 M 3 F 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 2 M 3 M 3 F 2 80
46 F F 3 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 40
47 F F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 2 100
48 F F 3 F 3 M 3 F 3 F 3 M 3 F 2 M 2 F 2 F 2 70
49 F F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 1 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 2 F 2 80
50 F F 3 F 2 M 2 M 1 M 2 M 2 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 2 60
51 M M 3 M 1 M 2 M 2 M 2 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 100
52 M M 3 M 1 M 2 M 3 M 1 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 3 M 2 100
53 F M 3 M 2 F 1 M 1 M 3 M 3 M 3 M 2 M 3 M 3 10
54 F F 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 100
55 F M 2 F 3 M 2 M 1 M 2 M 3 F 2 F 2 F 3 F 3 50
56 M M 1 F 2 F 3 M 1 F 3 M 3 M 2 M 1 M 3 M 1 70
57 F F 1 F 3 M 2 M 1 M 1 M 1 M 2 M 2 M 3 F 1 30
58 M F 2 F 2 F 2 F 3 F 2 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 1 F 2 0
59 M F 1 M 2 M 1 M 1 M 2 M 3 M 1 F 1 M 3 F 1 70
60 F F 2 M 2 F 2 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 2 70

M = Male writer 
F = Female writer 
3 - Conscious decision 
2 - Intuitive decision 
1 = Wild guess 

CIS = Correct Identification of Sex
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Instrument for: 
SAMLA/SECOL and

Theme #1 
Theme #17

APPENDIX D 
MINI-RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

History 477, The American Woman

Betty-Lou Waters
SHE WRITES LIKE A WOMAN

SHORT ANSWER SHEET

M F C I WG
M F C I WG

Key: C - Conscious
I - Intuitive 

WG - Wild Guess
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APPENDIX D (Cont.)

Instrument for:
Freshman Respondents

Name_______________________________  Section______

Answer Sheet
COMMENTS

4. M F C I WG
8 . M F C I WG
9. M F C I WG

17. M F C I WG
18. M F C I WG
26. M F C I WG
29. M F C I WG
47. M F C I WG
52. M F C I WG
54. M F C I WG

KEY: M Male
F • Female
C - Conscious
I - Intuitive

WG - Wild Guess

Sex
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APPENDIX E 
MINI-RESEARCH RESPONSES

SAMLA/SECOL Responses:
Percent

_________________ #F #M Total________  CIS
Theme 1 10 45 55 81.8
Theme 17 52 3 55 94.5

History 477, The American Woman 
#F CF.F

, Responses: 
#M CF.M Total

Percent
CIS

Theme 1 3 5 18 46 21 85.7
Theme 17 21 59 0 0 21 100.0

#F = Number of responses of F
CF.F = Total confidence factor points for F
#M = Number of responses of M
CF.M = Total confidence factor points for M
Percent CIS = Percent of Correct Identification of Sex
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APPENDIX E (Cont.)
Freshmen Responses:

Freshman Responses to Themes
Respondent 4 8 9 17 18 26 29 4*7 52 54

F M M F M F M F M F
1 F 3 F 2 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 2 F 3 F 3 F 3
2 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 2 M 1 F 3 F 3
3 F 3 M 3 M 1 F 3 M 1 F 2 M 3 M 2 F 3 F 3
4 F 2 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 1 M 3 M 1 F 3 F 3
5 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 2 M 3 M 2 M 3 F 1 M 3 F 3
6 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 2 M 3 F 3
7 F 2 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 2 M 2 F 2 F 3 F 3
8 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 2 F 1 M 2 F 3
9 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 2 M 2 M 3 F 2

10 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 3 M 1 F 2 M 2 M 2 M 2 F 2
11 M 1 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 3
12 F 2 M 2 M 1 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 1 F 1 M 2 F 2
13 F 3 M 2 M 3 F 3 M 1 F 1 M 2 F 2 F 2 F 2
14 F 3 M 3 F 1 F 3 M 2 F 2 H 2 F 1 M 3 F 3
15 F 3 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 2 M 2 F 2 M 2 F 3
16 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 2 F 1 M 2 M 3 F 3
17 F 2 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 3 F 3 F 2 M 1 F 2 F 3
18 F 3 M 1 F 2 F 3 M 3 M 2 M 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
19 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 2 M 1 M 2 F 3
20 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
21 F 1 M 3 F 1 F 3 F 1 F 1 F 2 M 2 M 2 F 3
22 F 2 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 3
23 F 2 M 2 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 2 F 2 M 2 F 3
24 F 2 M 3 M 1 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 1 M 2 F 3
25 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 1 M 2 F 1 M 2 F 3
26 F 2 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 3
27 F 3 M 2 M 1 F 3 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 2 F 3
28 F 2 M 2 M 3 F 2 N 2 F 2 M 2 M 1 M 1 F 2
29 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 1 F 1 F 3 F 3
30 F 3 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 1 F 3 M 1 F 1 F 3
31 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
32 F 2 M 3 M 1 F 3 M 1 F 2 F 3 F 1 M 3 F 3
33 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 3 F 3 F 3 M 2 F 3
34 F 3 N 3 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 2 M 2 F 1 M 3 F 3
35 F 3 F 2 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 3 M 1 M 1 F 3
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APPENDIX E (Cont.) 
Freshmen Responses (Cont.):

Freshman
Respondent

Responses to Themes
4
F

8
M

9
M

17
F

18
M

26
F

29
M

47
F

52
M

54
F

36 F 3 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 1 F 2 F 3 F 2 F 3
37 F 3 F 2 M 3 F 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2
38 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 F 3
39 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 2 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
40 F 3 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
i+l F 2 M 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 M 1 F 2 F 2 M 1 F 3
42 F 3 M 1 M 2 F 3 M 1 F 1 M 1 F 2 M 3 F 3
43 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 2 F 2 M 3 M 1 M 2 F 2
44 F 1 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 1 F 3 F 3 F 1 M 2 F 3
45 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 3 M 3 F 2 M 3 F 3
46 F 3 M 3 F 1 F 3 M 3 F 3 F 3 F 2 M 2 F 3
47 F 2 F 2 M 1 F 3 M 3 F 2 F 3 M 2 M 1 F 3
48 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 3 M 2 M 2 M 1 F 1 F 2 F 3
49 F 3 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 2 F 2 F 3 F 2 F 2 F 3
50 F 3 M 3 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 1 M 3 F 1 F 3 F 3
51 F 3 M 3 M 1 F 3 M 1 F 1 F 3 F 1 F 1 F 3
52 F 2 M 3 M 3 F 3 M 3 F 2 M 2 F 3 M 2 F 3

CIS 98.1 90.4 78.8 100.0 96.2 90.4 51.9 73.1 71.2 100.0

M = Male writer 
F = Female writer 
3 = Conscious decision 
2 * Intuitive decision 
1 = Wild guess 

CIS = Correct Identification of Sex
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APPENDIX F 
SYNTAX DATA ON THEMES
TYPES OF SENTENCES

No. of 
Theme; 
Sex of 
Writer

SPT Percentage
WPS

A B C D E

1 M 10 10.0 50.0 „ 20.0 20.0 12.5
2 F 11 — 54.5 — 45.5 — 16.3
3 F 15 — 66.7 13.3 20.0 — 18.7
4 F 17 — 41.2 11.8 41.2 5.9 20.3
5 M 19 — 68.4 5.3 26.3 — 15.0
6 M 5 20.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 — 19.4
7 F 13 — 69.2 15.4 15.4 — 15.9
8 M 31 — 58.1 — 41.9 — 12.1
9 M 18 5.5 83.3 5.5 5.5 — 14.0
10 M 28 10.7 71.4 — 14.3 3.6 12.7
11 F 11 — 27.3 18.2 27.3 27.3 15.3
12 M 16 — 56.2 6.2 25.0 12.5 16.8
13 F 18 — 66.7 — 27.8 5.5 15.7
14 M 29 3.4 51.7 20.7 20.7 3.4 13.7
15 M 7 — 71.4 — 28.6 — 21.0
16 F 13 — 30.8 — 69.2 — 17.3
17 F 12 — 41.7 — 50.0 8.3 13.7
18 M 16 6.2 43.8 12.5 31.2 6.2 16.4
19 M 13 — 53.8 — 38.5 7.7 15.5
20 M 10 — 70.0 30.0 — — 13.3
21 F 26 — 46.2 11.5 30.8 11.5 13.3
22 M 7 28.6 — 14.3 42.8 14.3 20.8
23 M 8 — 50.0 — 37.5 12.5 20.5
24 M 19 — 73.7 — 26.3 — 9.9
26 F 10 — 40.0 — 40.0 20.0 22.1
27 M 11 — 72.7 — 27.3 — 17.5
28 F 14 — 71.4 — 28.6 — 11.1
29 M 23 — 52.2 17.4 26.1 4.3 12.7
30 F 7 — 14.3 14.3 71.4 — 25.6
31 F 10 — 30.0 20.0 40.0 10.0 17.1
32 F 13 — 30.8 30.8 23.1 15.3 18.3
33 F 14 7.1 42.8 - - 50.0 — 13.3
34 F 12 8.3 16.7 — 58.3 16.7 18.1
35 F 10 — 70.0 — 30.0 — 18.9
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APPENDIX F (Cont.)
TYPES OF SENTENCES

No.' of 
Theme; 
Sex of 
Writer

SPT
Percentage

WPS
A B C D E

36 M 12 33.3 8.3 33.3 25.0 17.8
37 M 4 — — — 100.0 20.5
38 F 10 10.0 40.0 — 50.0 — 14.7
39 F 16 — 62.5 — 25.0 12.5 14.2
40 M 23 — 60.9 8.7 26.1 9.3 13.6
41 M 25 - - 52.0 12.0 28.0 8.0 16.5
42 M 17 — 82.4 — 17.6 — 11.9
43 M 10 20.0 50.0 30. G — — 13.1
44 F 14 — 35.7 — 50.0 14.3 16.8
45 M 15 — 20.0 13.3 66.7 — 23.3
46 F 14 — 50.0 21.4 21.4 7.1 15.6
47 F 13 — 30.8 — 46.2 23.1 21.9
48 F 13 — 46.2 15.4 30.8 7.7 19.2
49 F 19 — 42.1 5.3 42.1 10.5 20.0
50 F 10 — 90.0 10.0 — — 16.5
51 M 6 — 50.0 — 33.3 16.6 18.2
52 M 7 14.3 14.3 28.6 42.8 — 16.7
53 F 16 — 62.5 — 31.2 6.2 13.9
54 F 24 — 58.3 4.2 37.5 — 13.9
55 F 15 — 40.0 20.0 26.7 13.3 18.2
56 M 18 — 66.7 11.1 22.2 _ 15.7
57 F 11 — 27.3 27.3 45.4 — 14.9
58 M 18 — 44.4 — 55.6 — 15.3
59 M 16 — 62.5 6.2 31.2 — 12.2
60 F 23 — 73.9 — 26.1 - - 7.6

Male 0.8 47.3 8.0 36.7 7.2 16.6
Female 4.1 51.8 8.6 30.6 4.8 15.8

Legend
SPT s Sentences per theme 
A * Sentence fragments 
B = Simple sentences
C = Compound sentences and run-on of simple clauses 
D s Complex sentences
E * Compound-complex and run-on sentences with at least one 

dependent clause 
WPS = Word8 per sentence
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APPENDIX F (Cont.)
PARTS OF SPEECH

No. of 
Theme; 
Sex of 
Writer

Percentage
A B C D E F 6 H I J

1 M 21.6 7.2 30.4 17.6 2.4 0.8 12.8 5.6 1.6
2 F 31.3 2.8 30.2 12.3 3.3 1.1 12.8 3.3 2.8
3 F 27.1 7.1 27.1 14.3 1.1 2.8 10.7 1.4 1.4 6.8
4 F 26.9 9.6 24.6 17.7 2.6 2.3 10.4 — 2.6 3.2
5 M 22.4 8.4 23.4 21.7 3.1 6.0 8.4 1.4 3.5 1.7
6 M 37.1 4.1 25.8 12.4 2.1 1.0 13.4 — 2.1 2.1
7 F 29.0 7.2 26.6 14.0 1.4 1.0 13.0 — 2.4 5.3
8 M 22.7 5.6 29.7 22.2 1.1 1.6 9.1 1.3 3.0 3.7
9 M 31.7 3.6 30.9 13.1 1.6 1.2 13.9 0.8 — 3.2
10 M 30.1 5.9 26.5 16.9 — 2.8 11.3 0.8 2.8 2.8
11 F 13.1 8.9 30.4 25.6 0.6 5.3 6.5 0.6 4.8 4.2
12 M 31.0 4.8 26.9 13.8 1.5 — 14.9 0.7 2.6 3.7
13 F 33.2 6.0 30.0 13.1 2.5 — 8.1 0.4 3.2 3.5
14 M 20.6 9.3 26.4 21.8 1.0 2.8 10.1 0.3 2.5 5.3
15 M 33.3 5.4 28.6 9.5 1.4 — 15.0 0.7 2.7 3.4
16 F 29.3 4.9 29.3 14.2 2.7 0.4 11.1 0.8 4.4 2.7
17 F 24.4 5.5 30.5 18.9 0.6 1.2 11.6 0.6 4.9 1.8
18 M 29.0 4.6 26.3 17.2 1.1 0.8 14.9 1.1 1.9 3.0
19 M 28.4 7.0 27.4 16.4 2.5 2.0 10.4 0.5 2.0 3.5
20 M 35.3 1.5 28.6 12.0 0.7 — 15.0 2.3 ~ 4.5
21 F 21.7 12.5 26.4 22.0 1.4 1.7 6.9 0.6 1.4 5.2
22 M 26.7 2.1 30.8 13.7 2.7 2.7 13.7 — 4.8 2.7
23 M 27.4 9.1 25.0 11.6 4.9 0.6 17.7 — 1.2 2.4
24 M 25.5 7.4 29.2 16.5 3.7 1.6 10.6 0.5 3.2 1.6
25 M 33.8 5.7 25.4 14.4 1.0 1.0 12.7 1.0 3.0 2.0
26 F 27.1 7.7 25.8 13.1 3.2 0.9 13.6 0.9 2.7 5.0
27 M 31.6 5.7 29.0 10.4 2.6 1.5 14.5 — 3.6 1.0
28 F 34.6 5.1 25.6 18.6 2.6 0.6 8.3 1.3 1.9 1.3
29 M 22.9 6.8 29.0 18.8 0.7 2.0 11.3 2.0 3.8 2.7
30 F 28.5 5.6 20.7 19.6 1.7 2.2 12.8 1.1 6.1 1.7
31 F 25.1 5.8 30.4 16.4 4.7 0.6 7.6 — 5.3 4.1
32 F 27.3 7.6 26.1 17.2 0.8 0.8 12.6 1.7 2.9 2.9
33 F 19.9 7.0 32.8 19.9 1.6 2.7 7.0 — 4.8 4.3
34 F 17.5 2.3 30.9 22.6 0.5 0.9 14.3 — 6.0 5.1
35 F 34.4 6.9 25.4 13.2 1.1 2.1 12.7 — 1.6 2.6
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PARTS OF SPEECH

No. of 
Theme; 
Sex of 
Writer

Percentage
A B C D E F G H I J

36 M 2H.8 7.5 28.5 16. H 0.9 2.3 10.7 2.8 6.1
37 M 23.2 3.6 26.8 20.7 2.H 2 .H 13.H — - 6.1 1.2
38 F 28.6 8.8 27.2 15.6 0.7 — 12.2 — — 3.H 3.H
39 F 15.8 H.8 37.H 17.6 H.H 1.8 9.2 0.H 2.2 6.2
HO M 3H.0 H.2 27.5 1H.H 1.9 — 11.5 0.3 2.2 3.8
HI M 23.5 5.3 30.0 18.H 2.9 l.H 10.2 — H.l H.l
H2 M 30.7 H.O 30.2 15.3 3.5 1.5 11. H — 0.5 3.0
H3 M 37.H 1.5 29.8 12.2 — 1.5 11.H 0.8 — 5.3
HH F 23. H 6.8 2H.7 20.0 3.0 2.1 11.5 1.3 3.H H.2
H5 M 2H.3 10.8 25.1 17.H 2.3 0.6 9.1 0.6 6.3 3.H
H6 F 30.3 8.2 28.0 15.1 1.8 — 9.2 l.H l.H H.6
H7 F 28. H H.9 28.1 1H.7 0.7 1.0 1H.0 — H.2 3.8
H8 F 30.9 H.H 30.1 1H.0 1.6 — 12.H 0.H 2.H 3.6
H9 F 35.0 6.0 26.8 10.0 1.6 0.5 13.2 — 2.H H.5
50 F 3H.5 9.1 2H.2 12.1 1.8 1.2 12.7 — — H.2
51 M 30.3 5.5 28. H 12.8 2.7 — 1H.7 — 1.8 3.7
52 M 28.2 7.7 29.1 12.8 0.8 — 15. H 0.8 5.1 —
53 F 29.1 7.6 27.H 1H.8 2.7 1.3 9.H 0.H 3.1 H.O
5H F 2H.6 8.H 29.5 15.6 2.H 2.H 12.3 0.3 2.1 2.H
55 F 22.0 8.H 32.6 13.2 2.6 0.7 12.8 — 2.6 5.1
56 M 32.5 7.H 29.3 13. H l.H 0.7 10.6 — 1.8 2.8
57 F 2H.H 11.0 23.8 21.3 1.2 0.6 9.8 0.6 H.3 3.0
58 M 26. H 5.H 28.3 15.9 1.1 2.5 1H.5 0.H H.7 0.7
59 M 26.7 7.2 26.2 20.0 1.5 1.0 10.2 1.5 2.6 3.1
60 F 28.7 5.7 31.0 19.5 0.6 1.1 6.9 1.7 3.H 1.0

Male 28.H 5.8 27.9 15.6 1.8 l.H 12.H 0.6 2.9 2.9
Female 26.9 6.9 28.1 16.5 1.9 1.3 10.8 0.5 3.2 3.8
Total 27.6 6.3 28.0 16.0 1.9 1.36 11.6 0.6 3.0 3.3

A = Adjectives, including possessive nouns and pronouns
B * Adverbs, particles, and prepositions without preposi

tional phrases
C = Nouns and pronouns as subjects, objects, and predicate 

nominatives, except when introducing dependent 
clauses

D = Verbs
E = Gerunds, and participles which are parts of participial 

phrases
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PARTS OF SPEECH

F = To as an infinitive
G = Prepositions as part of prepositional phrases 
H = piere as an expletive
I = Subordinate conjunctions and other introducers of 

dependent clauses 
J = Coordinating conjunctions
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